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CHAP:1:ER I 

OH. IEILO AT I ON TO T HB STU DY 

Tb.e need foI' phyrdcal education services, especially 

fo:r· the han.clic2.pped child, seems to be gaining recognition,) 

Heny college:3 and unive1.--si ties throughout the United States 

cm1:rc~:c degrrier:~ in phys5.cal ed1-.wat.ion on students who lack 

the bnckgro~nd and training necessary to meet this specific 

need~ Having completed tra~ning for a career as a coach or 

for tGaGld..ng at the secondary level, most begim1lng teachers 

of ph:,Tdieal edueation are not m•rare of ·vihat motor task::; they 

c2:r1 expect of young ch:i1dren at certain points i.n t1rne ,~ 

21.[~ ten.chcTB they may be expected to develop curriculum 

r·i 0T<-. ;-j'"l{1 ::l"tT':l ... , ".) I· ~· e-rf'o ..... r,3 1 • } ,.. ch.ld "0 ao "I- '. }' , C! --~u .... ~:> c.J.,,A. e., <.:~..L1,,_,·;;:t, ve p --- II. • • LC(:- OI . l l t. .. 11 u ..Y ou.n.g a,., 

Yet 

ma·te-

2.ge 

·1 
three,;, Public Law 94-142, passed by the ninety-fourth Con-

g:rerrn in ·1975, and 1a1own as the Education for All Handicapped 

Children A.ct, states that the pul}l.ic schools shall pJ:ovide 

s1)ec1al1y dGGigned instruction, including physical cc1u.e:-1t.i.onj 

ages three through t,.-rn:nt.7-oneo 

1 
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Sinclair1 points out tbat further study is needed to determine 

suitable curricula and teaching and evaluative methods for 

the educational use of movement experiences for young children. 

Psychologists and educators have long been aware of 

the significance of the motor dimension in the development of 

the young child. 2 Play, according to Piaget, 3 is a.~ indispen

sable step in the child's cognitive development. 

Novement through play is of benefit to all children but 

especially to the mentally retarded child. 4 Krause5 states 

1caroline B. Sinclair, NoveP.1.ent of t:ie Younv. Child. Ages 
1\.,ro to _Six, (Columbus, Ohio: Charles Eerrill, 1973) •. 

2see R. E. Herron a~d Bria.~ Sutton-Smith, Child's Play. 
(Hew York: John Wiley and Sons, L~c., 1971); Regina 3chattner, 
A.11" Early Chilclhood Curriculum for E1.l tiul:1r Handic2.pned Childrfil!_, 
{l·~ew York; John .Day Co., 1971 )=47; r-~ollie 3. Smart and. Russell 
C. Smart, Children Development and Relationshi.l?..§., (New York: 
Macmillan Publishing Go., Inc., 1972;, p.""z76': 

'7. 

JJean Piaget, Play, Dreams, and Imi tatian in Chi1 dhocW_, 
(New York: Norton, 1962J. 

4council for Ex.ceptional Children and the America?l 
Association for Heal th, Physical Education and Recreation, 
Recreation and :Physical ActiYi ty for t::-ie T,:entall 7 RetardEl!!,, 
( 1iashington D.c., 1966), p. 14. 

5Fred J. Krause in Corrnr.lriJ.ty Actio?1 for RecTeation. 
Services for Mental 7 Y Reta:cde r1 Ch .. 1. d ren 2..21d You th, Institute 
on the dorld. of the Retarded: Recreation (Lo~: .Angeles, 1965), 
p. 30. 



retarded person can shew h.i.;::; p~>tenLi:::;.]_ iz:; through recreation 

and play" 

JU though the value of n o,renK11·:.t for the youug ehtld 

has been recognized, morJt re:;c:Jrt.;h 1:·clati.ng to mo-tor ;-Jehavior 

of the mentally retarded 1H::J.~j 'b·2en con.d11ctec1 w.ith ado1eseents 
1 or young adults~ It seemnd 1)arl;J.eu.J . .;:1:c1y ap_pro1H~iate there-

fore, to present case studies of very young mentally retarded 

children to illust1:·ate a dim_,~~nc;j_o:n reJ.s.t:L·,rnly 11nknov:n.y 

The purpose of tho stud.J ...,,,ras to deveJ.o_p ~qrofe:-::siona1 

preparation materials for fut:x:c•,3 ter1c}1(~J.'8 ·dho IJla.n to wo~rk 

i.·d th young mentally retarded ch11ch:en., 

The problem was to de·velop t:::.m case studj_{:!S concerning 

young men tally retarded children 1t.rhich CG'1lcl be used in the 

professional preparation of IH:rsons pla11r1ing to work with 

such children ln a phys1ca.1 ecbJ_eatton or r·ecreation setting. 

Each case study foc.!used specifically on motor behaviors, 

postures, and social/emotion2..l behaviors as they related to 

play., The case studies desGJ:5.bed ehi1dren, ages three through 

six, -...,ho ,,..,ere moderately to sc:-veJ.."eJ.y :reto,rded and enrolled in 

-·-·--------
1Sheila A. Ross, HEffccts of an Intensive Motor Sk.ills 

Training Program on Young Eclucab1e lfonta11y i1ctar<l~d Children, n 
/\m,2•·:,·i~::n-· ,To~.:i-rt18.l of I"k:::ntsJ D0.dic_f ,,-~ricz 77; (TI?-rr 1969) ;92n,, 
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the Special Care School for Handicapped Children in Farmers 

Bra.nch, Texas, duTing the spring or 1976. The professional 

preparation matcrj_als also incJ.u.de<l study qucst1ons and 

recommended re2.dings. 

D1:-)]-!,..,,;.i-3+.!n·1.~ c·f' -!-'r0 C"~-~,~,r r _, . ,_)., . ,, I, (' . v _ L ·--~ ,.) )_:. ,., __ l,:., d l.•U •.l ·, ......... <........_ - ~----.......-.-

The study was subject to tb.e foJ.lowing del ir.1i tations: 
I 

(1) the number of children at the Special Care School for 

Handicapped Chi 1 cl-r.en in ::◄'arners Branch, me-v- a- r< .J • .A ... 0 1 who ranged 

i.n age from three through si.x yea.rs rmd were severely to 

moderately retarded; (2) the percen ta::.;e of the porm1ation 

for whor:1 paren ta.I .i)err:isr:,ions ca:Jld be obtained; (3) the 

objectivity, re1io.bi1i.ty, and vali.dit:I of the vario1.,ls check

li:3ts which vrere deYj_:Jed by the investi2a Lor to record beha71ors 

and/or characte.cintics in the different areas of concern; and 

(4) the use of the case s~1dy method in the collection and 

presentation of datao 

J2ef..ini tions and/or Exr,Ia-=-i::1.tion of Terms 

For the purposes of c1arifi.c2 .. tion, the following 

definitions and/or explanations of terms have been established 

for use in the proposed study! 

Qase Studi--An intensive investigation of a social unit in 

which per·tinent da.ta about the present status, past experiences, 

and environmental forces that contribute to the individuality 



and behavior of the un:lt are 

5 
1 gathered. 

exaE1ples or cani::s ar.:1 a basis for study or instruction. 2 

is located in Farmers Sponsored by . the 

United \fay .A.geucy > it j/r.'ovidr~s for early childhood education 

of mentally retarded clUld~en including extended day care 

a~d academic and phy:.:1ica.l ·.t,rainingo Students from eighteen 

months to tHenty---,:me years 6'f age are accepted. 3 Presently 
\\ 

there are ~:.1 .. pp1.·oximate1y seventy\ students who are divided 
\ 

.into the fol 1. owi:ng cJ.21.s ses: Training Class, Nursery Class, 

C,.1..·1°" ~d~,~11nea~ C]a 0 " C.i..J >.)' J:t V<..-t v .. -uOJ :Pre•• Vocational Class, and the Behavior 

Adjustment Class9 4 Of these seventy students, thirteen fall 

between the ages of three through six~ 

!·IenJ.ilJ:. .. Jl:) .. }.:~I:~l at i .Q.U - u Refers to sub average general int e 11 e c tu al 

function.i..:ng which originates during the developmental period 

------·--
1 
· Deol)o1d B. Van Dalen, JJnderstand~ng Ed~.1_cational Research, 

(Ne-..,., York: McGraw--Hill Book Co. , 1973), p. 207. 

ed. 91959, 

3.Dallas Associ.ation for Retarded Childre::i, Directory of 
.PEL1-:..las Co_g1muni_ty Services f9 .. ~ I~enta11 y Retarded, TDallas, Texas), 

· P. 37. 

4special Care School for Handicapped Children, (Mimeographed 
Material)" 
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and is associated with impa.II.'n:cnt. in ad:1.pttve behavior. 1 

Severe Meni3l Jt(~.:tJb-r_g__2.tL911--IL:! fers to that group of mentally 

retarded persons obtaining .i.n. t ell 5_{:;ence scores from 20 to 

35 (Stanford-~Binet) or mo:re tJ:':.'.J.-c1 u~i·ee 3tc.:mclarc1 deviations 

below the mean. Sometimes called the dependent retarded., 2 

retarded persons obtaining intellleence scores from 36 to 51 

(Stanford-Binet;. Sometimes called the trainable retarded. 3 

Dm·m S211drorne--A form of mental re tardat:Lon caused by chromo

somal aberrations and accountj_ng for from 10 to 20 percent of 

moderately and severely retarded children,. Also knovm as 

1 . 4 mango J_sm., 

In Chapter II, the investj_g;:,_tor will present the review 

of related literature. Ref3earch pertaining to both normal 

and mentally retarded preschoolers will be included. 

1 Herbert J. Grossman, ed.., I:7Z1yp_l __ QQ,_-;'1:e_1;nin_ol Of;Y anA 
Class if ica tion in Me,1 ta1 Rcta::i::-clctt i.O"1, (Bal ti more, 1-'~aryland: 
Gar3.mond/Pridemark Press: Amerj_can Association on Mental 
Defic.iency, 1973), p. 11. 

2_Il1id., p. 180 

3Ibid. 

4Ibid. 



C HA.P11::'l~R I I 

The present f.~tud~,r :tocu~3 e d u.iJon men tally retard eel 

chi1dren ages thre(~ throu gh s i:x,, A m1rvey of J)U bl j_shed 

research for this l)l)puiation :t·e•.realed that fev, studies have 

been conducted on the moto ~c 1pc1.:fonnance of young men tally 

retarded childreno It was decided therefore to review 

classic research studies int.he motor development of normal 

preschool eh11dren in the first part of this chapter. The 

second part of the eha:pter inc1.udes reviews of published 

research··pcrtai:-ling to the motor a:nd play behaviors of 

mentally retD,rded children 8{~es three through six. 

}IotQL DgxeJ...,Ql~lfil.l.'t of Preschool Chi.J.,~~I~n 

The following studies offer descriptions of movenent 

patterns of normal preschool children and may provide some 

insight into the motor behaviors of the mentally retarded 

preschoolers descri.bed in this the}Jis. The studies are 

divided into two grcmps,-•-those wh.ich investigate the ball 

skill patterns and those which investigate the locomotor 

skill patterns of children. 

7 
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BaJ..=l..§]5'iJ lG 

Wild 1 conducted fl. cineraatographic a11aJ.ysis of the 

ove:chc:md throwing pat terns of Lhi.rty-two selected normal 

boys and gj_:cls. TLe JCJIJ8 of ba11 u i:.ied in the study was 

not gi.ven.. J?ilr:m were taken at age intervals of six months 

for children two to seven yea,J:'G of age a..'1d at yca.rly intervals 

for children seven throuc;h ti.•:eJ.ve years of age., J?rom a 

comrrehensiv-e analysis of the cinematographieal data, the 

following four patten1s of throwing were i<lentif ied and 

associated i.,d.th tbrowing cleve1opment according to a particn1ai~ 

age schedule: 

Patte:rn .I (ages tvro to three) 

The ball is tl1rown prirr:ariJ.y with :forearm extensi'.on. 

The feet remain stationary and the body does not rotate but 

there is a slight forward body sway. The total movement 

sequence is bacln·:ard and then forward in the same plane with 

little possibility for the development of effective leverageo 

Pattern II (ages three and one-half to five) 

Rotatory movement is added to the pattein. DJ.ring the 

preparatory movement the hand is cocked behind the head. Then 

the trunk rotates to the left and the throwing arm sv,ings 

1Ko:nica 1,Vild, "The Behavior Pattern of Throwing and 
Some Ob:3ervations Concerning Its Course of DeveloIJment in 
Ch.iJ.clren, n ,!ie,_~earch ~l.::i.:r:terl_:y,: 9 ( October 1938) : 20-24. 

.. 
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around in an oblique-horizontal plane. '.Phe feet are together 

aYJ.d do not move during the t:1row. The-re is ir11n•oyer:1en t in 

terms of the leverage whi.ch can be applied by t:ne trunk and 

shoulder girdleo 

Pattern III (a[;es five to c•iv) o_ .. \... 

A forvrard step with the leg on the same s1de of the 

body as the throwing arm is ndded to the previous pattern. 

The step produces additional force for the throw. 

Pattern IV (mature/skilled form; boys age six a.Y1.d one-half 

8nd older, girls to a lesser extent in the same age range) 

The arm ond tr:!nk rotate backward in preparation for 

the throwo A step on the foot opposing the throwing arm 

shifts the body weight forward., The hips, trunk, and shoulders 

rotate for.vard; the elbow swings fon·rnrd; tr_e forearm extends; 

and the wrist snaps releasing the ball. The movement contains 

all of the ingrec1ients for the optimal use of body levers. 

Girls, in most cases, attain the body and foot movements but 

incompletely develop the arm movement. 

Gutteridge' s 1 study emphasized the \•re11 1<..nmvn fact that 

children learn to throw more quickly than catch. Only 56 

pereent of seventy-eight five-year-olds and 63 percent of 

1Mary Gutteridge, "A Study of :Motor Achievements of 
Young Children, n Archives of Psyc_hol ogy_ 244 (I-:ay 1939). 
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sixty-seven six-year-olds were proficient catchers in her 

study. By contraut, 80 percc::nt of the five-year-olds were 

rated as proficient throwersD 

Deach 1 conducted a study .i.n which the throwing patterns 

of preschoolers ages two through six were filmed. The children 

were filmed ',vhile throwi11g a volleyball. The four stages she 

found were quite sirrdlaI' to the ones identified. by Wild except 

that the arm action was bilateral through the Tirst three 

stage:3. The size of the ball _presumably had a significant 

bearing on the JJ:r:e:sence of the bilc1.t eral arm action in the 

patterns,. At sta[~e three, both o.rrrs were still used hut the 

prefen.'t;d arn as:;u~:1ed more respo:nsibili ty in the throw. The 

arr:1 action was also :norc horizontal than vertical at this stage. 

In the final stace of throi.-ling development, the one-arm over

hand patter-n with trunk rotation and arm-foot opposition was 

achieved. 

Deach 1 s study a1.so included observations of catching 

and kicking of preschool children. She observed that the 

first stage of catching seemed to be characterized by a fear 

reaction. The child seemed to sense the need to protect 

himself from the ball. One such reaction was the turning of 

--·· -
1Dorothy Deach, nGenetic Development of Motor Skills of 

Chilclren Two Through Six Years of Age" (Ph.D. dissertation, 
University of Michigan, 1950). 
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the head. to the si_de to avert the eyes and head from the 

1 ine of the ball., The other v,as the slight bac1011ard bending 

of the trunk away from the oncoming ball. Closing the eyes 

was an equa1.ly corm:1on indication of apprehensiono These 

minor evidences of the fear ret,1)onse recurred on occasion 

over a period of several years,> The vestiges reappeared 

as the size of the baJ.l \-1as decreased and as its velocity 

was increased., 

Deach concluded that catching an aerial ball evolved 

from m1 initial t:r·apping motj_on in which the child :provided 

a scoop with his arms and trunk, thereby catching a ball 

thrown f:r·om a very short distance. Little response was 

required or received from the child at this point. In the 

second developmental stage the ch.ild spread his arms in 

readiness, attempted to grasp at the ball by clapping motions, 

and completed the catch by clutching the ball against the body o 

Gradually use of the front of the body was eliminated, and 

the ball was cradled in the arms. The child relied more and 

more on hi.s hands as he progressed through the developmental 

stages toward the mature form al though he occasionally used 

his body to heJ.p secure the ball. The mature form was achieved 

when the ball was caught exclusively with the hands. Develop

ment of mature form was encouraged by the use of balls of an 

increasingly smaller size. 
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Deach defined kicking as "consisting essentially of a 

striking movement in which the leg swings through an arc and 

meets the ball at a more or less advantageous point on the arc.• 

Deach observed the motor behaviors of children ages two through 

siX who kicked a stationary ball from a starting position 

immediately behind the ball. This approach encouraged a 

pendulum leg swing and undoubtedly had a significant influence 

in the following four developmental stages that were identified: 

Stage I 

Minimal forward movement by the lower leg and very little 

accompanring movement by the arms and trunk characterized 

this stage. The kicking movement was essentially a forward 

and upward action with the kicking leg remaining relatively 

straight at the knee during the entire movement. The rest 

of the body was scarcely involved. 

Stage II 

This stage was characterized by a preparatory backward 

lift of the kicking foot caused by a flexion of the lower leg. 

A small amrnAnt of opposition from the arms as well as a slight 

backward trunk lean was exhibited. Additional leverage was 

achieved • 

.Stage III 

A signif~cant increase in the total arc of the leg 

swing was exhibi tea.. As the child learned he could kick 

... .• 
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harder and farther by cocking his leg, he frequently exag

gerated by overcoc1dng c:mcl thereby lost the advantage he 

intended to gain. A defi.r . .Lte compensating movement from 

the opposite arm Wc":!,S required.. J?i·eliminary extension o:f 

the kicking leg at the hip was reGponsible for the clearly 

visible increase 

Stage IV 

in leg J.. • ac ,,ion .. 

A greater ran:::;e of motion by the leg occurred .in the 

preparatory as weJl as in the contributory actions. Addi

ticnal preparatory hi:p extension made possible a ri10re forceful 

kick wh.ich in tu:rn required more exte!l.sive compensating move

ments frO"m the arms ox1.d the tnn1k. Earlier extension of the 

lower J.eg coordinated with the movement of the thigh to help 

effect the more fo:ccoful kick. 

\Iickstrom 1 cm1ducted a study involving children of 

both sexes betv:een twenty-one and sixty months of age. The 

children were filmed while attempting to perform striking 

movements in a sidearm pattern with a bat and with a paddle. 

These preschool children used striking patterns similar to 

1Ralph Wickstrom, "Developmental Motor Patterns in Young 
Children, n film st--udy, 1968, cited in Ralph ',Vickstrom, Funda
mental. Hotor Pattern, (Philadelphia: Lea and Febiger, 1970), 
pp. 149-60. 
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the ones observed by Halverson1 with the exception that 

those who were less than thirty months old invariably used 

the overarm pattern when striking at a suspended object with 

either of the implements. They adjusted to the height of 

the ball by leaning forward from the waist before starting 

to strike. Although the qverarm pattern tended to persist, 

children beyond thirty months of age responded favorably 

when encouraged to strike a suspended ball using a one- or 

a two-arm patt~rn in a horizontal plane. Progress was indi

cated by the following changes at successive ages: (1) more 

freedo!Il in the swing with increased range of motion at the 

various joints (unfreezing of the unitary rotatory motion), 

(2) more use of the forward step or a forward weight shift 

to initiate the pattern (delaying arm action), (3) more 

definite hip and tn1nk rotation preceding the action of the 

arms in. the swing, and (4) more uncocking of the wrists during 

the swing. 

·when using a two-arm swing, several of the four-year-

old children demonstrated a striking pattern amazingly similar 

to the mature pattern. Most of the children w·ere more effective 

with a two-arm rather than a one-arm swing. 

1 Lolas E. Halverson and !•iar1J Ann Roberton, "A Study of 
Motor I'a.ttem Developmen -t in Young Children, n report to the 
National Convention of the A.AH1?ER, 1966. 
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Vlickstrom 1 also stnd.i. ed t he 11goJ.f swing 11 by placing a 

large ball on a mat in f runt of the child. The chiJ.d was 

then ha'1ded a bat and asked. if L.,3 could hit the ball in a 

specif.ic direction. The moverik; ::1t re s1)onses 1,•.rere d.i verse but 

they contained enough comrn o:1 el emcmts to sugg est wide d.evelop

menta1 differences. 'l'he y oun g er;t chj_ldren (under three years) 

used a"'1. overarm chopp i ng' movr;;m1.:m t excJ.usi veJ.y striking at the 

top of the ball. They bent a.t the h.'11ees c> •• nd waist to start 

the movement and irnme rliateJ.y followed with the downward swing,. 

The older children in the su b--f ive-year-old group showed pro

gress into two additional s tages~ In the fi:rst, the child 

moved his bat out to the side, bent at the knees or wa.i.st to 

lower his trunk, and used a sidearm batting swing. Frequently 

a for,,,ard step i..'Ylitiated the seciw:mce and emphasized the chop

push character of the swing" In the second stage, an initial 

side1.•rard and downward bat swing accompanied a slight forward 

bend of the trunko It was followed by rotation of the trunk, 

uncocking of the wrists, and a sweeping follow-through. The 

latter stage produced a swing predominately in a single obli,que 

plane. Responses to the task of hitting a baJ.l on the ground 

itidicated that some of the children already possessed the 

rudiments of a golf swing D Wickstrom concluded that the physical 

1 Ralph Wickstrom, Fundamental lfotor Patterns, (Phila
delphia: Lea and Febiger, 1970), pp. 157-60. 
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readiness of preschool children for work with advanced 

striking skills requiring 1 i.ml ted preceptual judgments may 

far exceed current expcctatio'1s. 
1 

Halverson beg;:m o, J.on::;i tudinal cinematographic study 

of four girls and three boys in 1962. The purposes of the 

study were ( 1) to describe ac-:;uratol:y n::::d prec1sely chai'1ges 

observed in the motor b~havior of younz children m1d (2) to 

study the effect of spec.ific e:nviro:n□ental situations on 

these chD.::i.ges. Records (filr:1s, audiotapes) were taken of 

each chi] d at three r:10nth intervals during ages three and 

four, at six month intervals through age seven, and at yearly 

interv·aJ.s thereafter. In 1973, the oldest subjects had been 

filmed for ten years and the youngest for four years. Thus 

consistent records \•1ere available in 1973 on each child on 

throwing, kicking, striking, jumping, running, skipping, 

hopping, and catching. Less consistent records were available 

on several other motor skills. 

Halverson•s 2 cinematographical analysis of the overhand 

throw _verified the developmental patterns identified by 

1Lolas E. Halverson, Mary Ann Roberton, and Christine 
J. Harper, "Current Research in Motor Development, 11 Journal 
of Research and Development i.n Education 6 (Spring 1973) :58-59. 

2 Lolas E. Halverson, "Development of Hot or Patterns in 
Young Children, 11 Qy.est b(May i 966 ). 
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Wild1 • However, Halverson's findings suggested the patterns 

may appear at an earlier age. For example, a.rm-foot opposi

tion was maintained from about age four whereas Wild suggested 

that this stage did not occur until ages five and six. 

Locomotor Skills 

The locomotor skiils covered in this section are limited 

to those within the capabilities of young mentally retarded 

children: walking, running, and jumping. Research concerning 

the development of these movement patterns dates back to the 

1920s and 1930s when the classic studies of Burnside, 2 Shirley, 3· 
1 

McGraw, 4 Bayley,5 McCaskill a""ld Wellman,6 and Gutteridge 7 were 

1Wild, "Throwing, n pp. 20-24. 

2Lenoire H. Burnside, "Coordination in the Locomotion 
of Infa""lts," Genetic Psychology Monographs 2 (Septe:aiber 1927): 
283-372. 

3Mary M. Shirley, The First Tvro Years.. (Minneapolis: 
University of Ninnesota :t?ress, 1931). 

4Myrtle ,B. McGraw, "From Reflex to J.V.fuscular Control in, 
the Assumption of an Erect Posture and Ambulation. in the Human 
Infant," Child Devel_Q_£ment 3 (Iv.arch/December 1932);291-97. 

5Nancy Bayley, "The Development of IJiotor Abilities Turing 
the First Three Years," M:ono raphs of the Society .for Research 
in Child Development 1 (1935 :1-26. 

6carra L. McCaskill and Beth L. Wellman, "A Study of 
Common Motor Achievements at the Pre-School Ages," Child 
J2evelopment 9 (June 1938):141-50. 

7Gutteridge, ":Motor Achievements," pp. 1-178. 
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published. In 1970, Wickstrom1 published a book synthesizing 

the findings of cinematographical research with reference to 
· 2 :running and jumping. Sherrill, in 1976, presented detailed 

charts for analyzing the walking, :running, and jumping move

ments of young children. These charts were based upon a 

synthesis of research findings concerning developmental move-
, 

ment. 

Walking 

Hurlock3 presented a review of research on walking 

which included highlights of studies by Bun1side, 4 Shirley, 5 

and ·McGraw. 6 Ihrnslde' s study concerned a cinematographical 

analysis of the developmental movement patterns of nine (four 

boys, five girls) infants, ranging in age from six months, 

twenty-one days to seventeen months, twenty-nine days. More 

specifically, the purpose of the investigation was to study 

\'{ickstrom, Fundamental Motor Patterns. 
') 

~Claudine Sherrill, Adapted PbY,_sical Education and Rec~ 
ation: A Nul tid1scinlinary Ao)roach, (fubuque, Iowa: Wm. a. 
Brown Company Publishers, 1976 • . 

3Elizabeth B. Hurlock, Child DeveloQ._ment, 3rd ed. (New 
York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1956Y;pp. 147-49 • 

.4Burnside, !'Coordination," pp. 283-372. 

5s1urley, The First T,.-,o Yea:m. 

6 McGraw, "Reflex to 1-bscular Control," pp. 291-97. 
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the coordination of limbs and 1)ody IJOfftures and the sequence 

of movements involved in the cl0vc)J.01)mBnt of human progression, 

particularly those stases of pJ~osxef")si.on which precede ·walking. 

The infants wore filmed frorn one to r:;evc-m t .:i.nes o 

An analysis of the coord5.nation of movements as exhibited 

by the infants showed that 'before an 2asi1y observable progres

sion took place, the ch;1a. m?.d.e m:Jriif oJ.d motions of all limbs 

in an effort to reach an. object~ As growth proceeded, these 

movements ·were coordinated in s-u.ch a way that locomotion was 

produced. The first stages of locomotion were characterized 

by an overproduction o.f mo~rer'!:.ent o Com:dination proceeded 

anterio-posteriorly. 

An analyzation of e1:ect locomotion revealed that as 

soon as grovrth and the in teg:cation of the nervous system 

enabled the child to ma1ntai.n erect posture, walking became 

the method of p:eogression. Stability of the body in aJ1 erect 

posture depended upon the basis of support, the position of 

the center of gravity, 2.ncl the weight of the body. In children, 

the smalJ. size of the base of support and the relatively higl1 

situatfon of the center of grcnrity, eornbined with slight body 

welght, gave unstable equilibrium. The coordination of muscles 

for restoration of equilibrium was i:mmature, hence the child 

frequently fell. 
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These factors were partially counterbalanced by the 

very young c h ild by pJ.acin:::; tl:..e feet wide a1Jart, creating 

an increa s e in the basis of support; by slightly flexing 

at the hip a.11.d knee, lowering the center of gravity; a11.d by 

raising the a:cn:s, facilitating the nru.scular coordination 

requj_reclo As eo.se in walki.ng increased, the arms were flexed 

at the elbows and only the forearms were held. forward, to be 

followed. later by easy suspension at the sides. No alterna

tive movement of the arms corresponding to the extension phase 

of the opposing leg occurred until the easy sus1)ension of the 

t .. d 1 arms was a "t:J.J.n e • 

Shirley2 conducted a longitu.dinal study to investigate 

the developmental patterns of t·wenty-fi ve newborn infants. 

The infc=irtts were observed daily during the first 1.,,eek of life, 

every two days during the second week, and at weekly intervals 

the remainder of the first year. Biweekly observations were 

rnacle during the second year. Observational records were 

supplemented by the mothers' daily records and summaries of 

developmental items and general behavior. DJ.ring the observa

t:Lonal periods (fifteen minutes), the infants were given simple 

tests. The tests closely duplicated the parents' play stimula

tion and were appropriate for calling forth the infants' 

1 Burnside, °Coordination, 11 pp. 294-97, 315, 328-29. 

2Shirley, The First Two Years, pp. 4-8, 34-46. 



abilities and interests. ReBpo:nse.3 ,,12rc::J :recorded in 

descriptive terms. 

Shirley concluclecl that the 1:wtor con·!;Tol sequence 

was in harmony with the anato:mical 1aw of deveJ.optv=.mt or 

that motor control just as growth, f ::il10-.1ed a ce~phalocaudal 

(head to foot) direction of development~ The first stage 

in the motor sequence was eye coordi.nati cJ!.1.. Control of 

facial, necJ:, and head. muscles 

control crept down to the ai-·ms 

followed. 

a.nd u -Pl)er 

G-Y•:1c1n :'."17 l~r ,,,o-tor~ 
-- - · '4 ~ .,, .. c,. .. _._ •J J. .... _,,, 

trunk re.si on; to 

the lm·:er trunk, as demonst:ro,ted by the abi11 ty to sit alone; 

and to the forearr.is and hands as evidenc ea. 1)y thumb oppocdtion. 

Finally, leg muscles came under control, first for stariding 

erect with help, then for locomotion in a creeping posture, 

and then for 1.valking alone., 

Shirley identified seq_ucntial stagef; of development 

both prior to and followin& the onset of independent walking. 

Pre-walking stages included~ ( 1) an early l)eriod of stepping, 

(2) standing with the support of a person, {3) walking with· 

help, ie. led by a person, (4) standing alone, a.11.d (5) walk-

ing alone. Development after the onset of independent walk

ing was indicated by ( 1 ) a gradual increase in ·walking speed, 

(2) an increase in length of step, (3) a decrease in width of 

step, (4) a decrease in the angle of step, and (5) an i:ncreas

in8 tendency toward straight rather than out-toeing steps. 
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McGraw1 made the following conclusions in regard 

to the development of an erect posture and locomotion in 

infants: (1) certain types of activities appear to function 

on a reflex level before they become part of a controlled 

m~scular pattern, (2) reflexes tend to disappear before or 

about the time controlled neuromuscular pattern emerges, 

ie. the early reflex stepping diminishes before controlled 

walking becomes part of behavior, (3) there is no evidence 

of a sudden emergence of a new totally integrated pattern--

new pattern unfolds gradually, (4) a reversion to old patterns 

in times of stress occur even after new patterns dominate, and 

(5) .grov,th in assumption of erect posture and walking is extra

ordinarily gradual. 

McGraw and Breeze2 conducted a study to determine whether . 

or not serial observations on a form of behavior (walking) 

which exhibited sequential developmental features could be 

reduced to symbolic and preferably mathematical expressions. 

The fifty-two subjects, who participated in th~ study, ranged 

from nei.,,;borns to children who had already established an indi-' 

vidualistic gait (under four years of age); The subjects were 

filmed while walking. Infants who could not yet walk independ

ently were supported under the arms or held by the hand. Meas

urements of temporal as well as certain spatial factors during• 

1:McGraw, "Reflex to Muscular Control ,fl pp. 295-96. 

2Myrtle B. McGraw a'tld Kenneth W. Breeze, "Qua"'lti tati ve , 
Studies in the Development of Erect Locomotion, n Child Deyelo.12=. 
m?:IU 12 (September 1941):267-303. 
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the progression of walking vrere obtaineclo The study served 

to demonstrate the _pon~':libiLLty of converting complex neuro

rmrncular functions into menrmrabJ.e unitso 

In addition, a num.ber of developmental changes in 

walking were notGd. ·1'lith advancing age, the height of the 

center of graYi ty of tr1e le2;r: decreased and the path became 

smoother. In terms of energy, the baby just learning to walk 
I 

put :forth more effort for the distance covered tha11 he would 

later. This greate::c expend.i tu.re of energy came partly from 

lifting the le;:; higher and p.J.1.·tl~,r from waste ri:wtion in the 

irre[,71J.ar lJath the leg took throush space. A more efficient 

motion was not achieved until the age of two or three. After 

the ga~t became established, the a.mounts of time each foot 

spent on the floor and in the air were es sen ti ally the same. 

In faulty or unstable gaits, this did not happen and the gait 

became asynunetricaL, In a well-developed child's gait, about 

70 percent of the time in stepping was consumed in the ground 

stroke of the foot. During the other 30 percent of the time, 

the leg was moving through space. Stability of gait was usually 

attained toward the end of the second or the early part of the 

third year. 

Rel ton 1 conducted a study to determine throu.:::;h cinemato

graphy the kinesiological patterns of sixteen selected 

1 Saridra Seemann Helton, 11 A Cinematographical A..l1.alysis of 
Performance of Preschool Children in SJ.c1ewise :.ialkine; on a Low 
B9.Jonce Beam 11 (thes.is, Texas 'r'l0ma..ri'G University, 1971), pp. 56-105. 
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three-year-old children (ten girls, six boys)o The specific 

pattern analyzed was that of sidewise walking on the low 

balance beam. The subjects wei·e divided equally into two 

groups--the 11bright" group and the "slow" group-> The sub

jects were judged by their classroom teachers not according 

to intellectual functioning but rather to the subject's 

readiness for academ1c success as determined by the follow

ing criteria: ( 1) evidence of disordered/hyperkine-tic 

behavior, (2) distractibili ty, (3) right/left confusion, 

(4) laterali ty problems, (5) oculo-motor imbalance, (6) fine 

motor incoord.ination, and . (7) non~specific awkwardness/clumsi-

ness. 

Each subject was filmed while walking sidewise for four 
•' 

to six steps to the right and to the left on a low balance 

beam. Analysis of the performances indicated the presence of 

two common kinesiological problems which appeared in both the 

"bright" and the "slow" subjects. The first of these problems 

was the inability to keep the center of gravity centered above 

the base of support without continuous minute adjustments of 

the various body parts. The second conrrnon problem was the 

inability to walk sidewise equally well to the left and to the 

right. In addition, the following findings were made: (1) all 

subjects were able to stay on the beam longer when walking to 

the right than to the left, (2) "bright" and "slow 0 subjects 
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were more alike than different with respect to movement 

patterns used in sidewise walking, (3) children who demon

strated "good form" in their movement patterns were more 

likely to be found among the "bright" subjects than among 

the "slow" subjects, (4) kinesiological similarities included 

rotation of the trunk and/or head in the direction of the 
I 

movement, failure to maintain eye focus straight ahead, 

lowering the lead shoulder and elevating the opposite shoulde'r, 

and inability to maintain correct body alignment, and (5) kinesi

ological differences were negligible. 

Helton concluded that sidewise walking on a low balance 

beam could not be used as a screening dev-ice for distinguish- · 

ing between "bright" and "slow" children since kinesiological 

differences were few. It was noted, however, that walking 

to the left on the beam appeared to distinguish between the 

"bright" and "slow" subjects more accurately than did walking 

to the right. 

Running 

Running is an exaggerated fo:rm and a natural extension 

of the basic skill of walking. The distinguishing factor in 

1unning is a phase in which the body is propelled through space 
1 with no support from either leg. The following studies have 

contributed much in discovering developmental trends in running. 

1 . 
Wickstrom, Fundamental Motor Patterns, p. 23~ 
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Clouse 1 analyzed the running patterns of six preschool 

boys ranging in age from one and one-half years to five and 

one-half years. For this group, ri..mning speed increased over 

the age range and was accompanied by an increased stride 

length and a longer :nonsupport period. With advancing age, 

the support leg was extended more quickly at all joints. At 

take-off, the support leg was ex.tended more freely, the la1ee 
I 

of the recovery leg was flexed more, and the thigh of the 

recovery leg was s-wung forward faster and higher. Clouse 

suggested that these characteristics signal improvement in · 

the individual child's running pattern and help identify the 

more skilled runners. 

~.ittmer2 conducted a similar longitudinal study in vol v

ing four girls. The subjects were selected at age six and 

studied through age ten. T·wo subjects were considered "poor" 

runners while the remaining two were considered "good" runners .. 

Wj_th each successive year, there was an increase in speed, in 

length o.f stride, .i-:1. the amount of time spent in the nonsupport 

·1:B1lorence Clouse, "A Kinematic .Analysis of the Develop- 1 

ment of the Running Pattern of Preschool Boysn (Ph.D. disserta
tion, University of Wisconsin, 1959). 

2Joann Dittmer, "A Kinematic Analysis of the Development 
of the Running Pattern of Grade School Girls and Certain Factors 
Which Distinguish Good from Poor Performance at the Observed 
Ages" (thesis, University of Wisconsin, 1964). 
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phase of the stride, in the velocity of the support leg, 

and in the flexion of the 1a1ee of the swinging leg both 

during recovery and at contact.. 'J:ll~:se trends were consistent 

with those reported by Clouse . and were considered to be the 

factors which disting11ished the good from the poor runner~ 

The good runners were further distinguished by having her 

total body more nearly over the contact foot ·when it touched 

the ground and by having her total body farther ahead of her 

support foot immediately prior to take-offo 

Fortney1 followed the development of the action of the 

swinging leg in the running patterns of tv,elve boys over a 

period of five years~ Four boys were above average, four 

were average, and four were below average in running speed. 

The subjects were studied from 6rade two through grade six. 

Over the five year period there was a tendency to increase 

the height of the leading thigh at the beginning of the non

support phase of the stride. Th.is helped increase the length 

of the stride and placed the forward leg in a more favorabl'e 

position for the beginning of the support phase. A second 

trend was the progressive amount of flexion of the lower leg 

with the heel being brought closer to the buttock on the for

ward leg swing. These same trends were observed by Clouse 

1 Virginia Fortney, "The Swinging Limb in Running of 
Boys Ages Seven Through Eleven" (thesis, University of 
Wisconsin, 1964). · 
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and Dittmer. Fortney :found improvement in all subjects, 

regardless of their initial classifica:tion. However, the 

good runners brought the thigh of the swing:Lng leg forward 

faster and through a greater range of movement .. They also 

had a high heel kick-up as the leg was brought f on'/ard and 

they raised the thl.gh of the leading leg closer to the 

horizontal at the end of the fonvard swing. 
I 

1 concerned with the path of Beck was the center of 

gravity during the running stride. Four boys, identified 

as 11 good 11 runners, were selected from each of grades one, 

three, and five. They were studied for two consecutive 

years. Findings indicated that the center of gravity of 

the body moved upward with the propulsion of the support leg 
•' 

and continued upward briefly following take-off. Then it 

began to move in a downward path and continued in this direc

tion until after the support foot made contact and began its 

propulsive effort. The center of gravity of all the runners 

had an undulating, ,,,.,avelike path. 'iii th increasing age and 

speed of running, the wavelike movement became relatively 

flatter, creating a less "bouncy" stride. 

1Marjorie Beck, "The Path of the Center of Gravity 
Dlring Running in Boys Grades One to Six" (Ph.D. disserta-
tion, University of Wisc on sin, 196 6). 
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A summary of the developmental trends discovered in 

the studies of Clouse, Di t tmer, Fortney, and Beck include: 

( 1 ) an increase in the l ength of the running stride, result-

ing in an increase in speed, (2) a decrease in the relative 

amount of upward movement of the body in each stride, (3) an 

increase in the extension of the propulsive leg, (4) an increase 

in the amount of time i n the nonsupport phase of the stride, 
' 

(5) an increase in the closeness of the heel to the buttock, 

(6) an increase in the height of the lmee at the end of the 

forward leg swing, and (7) a decrease in the relative distance 

the forward foot is ahead of the center of gravity \'lhen it 
·1 

makes contact with the ground. 

Jumping 

By the time the ch.ild has developed the ability to run 

he has also acquired the physical abilities necessary to per

form the jump. However, jumping ordinarily is associated with 

more vigorous and extensive nonsupport movements and should be 
2 

regarded as a more difficult skill. 

1Wickstrom, Funqamental Motor Patterns, pp. 28-29~ 

2Ibid., p., 43. 
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Studies by Bayley, 1 McCaskill and Wellman, 2 and 

Gutteridge3 describe the jumping patterns of preschoolers 

aged two through six years. Al.though these investigators 

agreed in the relative placement of developmental stages 

in jumping, Bayley's ages of attainment were slightly higher 

than the others. Table 1 presents the results of the McCaskill 
I 

and Wellman investigation which involved ninety-eight preschool 

children of both sexes. 

Gutteridge studied 140 children (seventy-seven boys; 

sixty-three girls) ages two through six years, with a large 

percentage falling between the ages of five and six years. 

The subjects were observed jumping down from heights of 

twelve, eighteen, twenty-eight, thirty-six, and fifty-four 

inches. They were tested also on their ability to jump over 

obstacles as well as their ability to long jump. As a result 

of the findings, Gutteridge identified the following stages 

in the development of jumping: 

Stage I 

The child retreated from the opportunity to jump. 

1 Bayley, "Motor Abilities," pp. 1-26. 

2McCaslcill and Wellman, "Common Motor Achievements," 
.PP• ·141-50. 

3Gutteridge, "Motor Achievements, n pp. 1-178. 
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TABLE 1 

JUMPING AGHIEVl~Hl~NTS OF NINETY-EIGHT PRESCHOOLERS 
REPORTED IN STU DY BY HCCASKILL AND WELLMAN! 

Motor Age (Nonths) Stage 

------------------------·---------
24 

24 

31 

33 

34 

36 

37 

43 

46 

Jump down 12" step alone, one 

foot ahead 

Jump down 18" step with help 

Jump clown 18" step alone, one 

foot ahead 

Jump down 8° step alone, feet 

together 

Jump dovm 12 11 step alone, feet 

together 

Jump down 28" step with help 

Jump down 18 11 step alone, feet 

together 

Jump dmm 28" step alone, one 

foot ahead 

Jump down 28" step alone, feet 

together 

-----------------------------------
1McCaskill and Wellman, 11Common Motor Achievements," 

pp. 141-50. 
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Stage II 

The child's first attempts at jumping usually required 

helpo :Much mvkv-1ardness in launching the body forward was 

apparent. The conseq_uent landing was unsteady and often 

ended in a fall as all the weight was taken on the forward 

foot. The legs were far apart at this stage, and there 

was little lightness or elasticityo 

Stage III 

Through practice the child learned to leap more lightly 

and to land with both feet together. Some jerkiness was still 

apparent in the movement. 

Stage IV 

The child learned to balance the weight of the body on 

the baJ.ls of the feet, with the lmees slightly flexed. The 

mature form of the movement began to evolve. 

Stage V 

With repeated opportunities in jumping, in attempting 

to change heights, and in "getting over" different hazards, 

the child began to show poise, grace, and accuracy in his 

jumping. 

Gutteridge further observed that subjects in the study 

were apt to revert to an earlier mode of jumping when the 

height of the jump was increased or when a new type of jump 

was introduced. The child's speculation regarding the diffi

culty of each new jump was one of the. critical factors 
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influencing the rate at which he acquired jumping. skill. 

Do:ta published by Bayley, lfoCask:i.11 and Wellman, and 

Gutteridge stand as evidence of regular progress in the 

development of jumping skill by preschool children. The 

children who were subjects in these studies vrnre tested on 

a wide variety of jum_ping tasks.. Their performances showed 

that they were able t? perform jumping tasks of greater 

difficulty· at each su.ccessi ve preschool year. 

The jum1)ing performance of children is usually 

measured by the vertical jump or by the standing broad 

jump. Jenkins 1 and \•lilson 2 verified a trend of yearly 

improvement in the performance of the vertical jump. In 

a~dition, they found a superiority of boys over girls in 

this type of jump. 

Wilson's st11dy c oncen1ed the chanees in form j_n the 

jump and reach version of the verticaJ. jump qi; successive 

ages from four to eleven years. Improvement in form in her 

study was noted in terms of: ( 1) a small progressive increase 

1L. M. Jenkins, 11 A Comparative Study of Motor Achieve
men ts of Children Five, Six, and Seven Years of Age 11 (study, 
Teachers College, Columbia University, 1930). 

2Marj orie Wilson, "Development of Jumping Skill in 
Children 11 {Ph.D. dissertation, University of Iowa, 1945). 
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in crouch, (2) a more effective arm lift, (3) an improved 

leg extension at take-off and in fli ght~ and (4.) a greater 

extension of the trunk at the crest of the reach. 

Halverson1 compared the performances of kindergarten 

children in the take-off phase of the standing broad jump. 

Findings indicated that the inclination of the leg at take

off and at landing distinguished the good jumpers. The good 

performers had a more horizontal take-off angle as well as 

a more horizontal thigh position at landing. Range and speed 

of movement at the hip and knee join.ts were also identified 

as distinguishin.g factors be·t;ween skill groups. 
2 

Hellebrandt, Rarick, Glassow, and Carns conducted a 

cinematographic analysis of the developmental patterns of 

jumping. Forty-seven subjects, ranging in age from fourteen 

months through eleven years, were filmed while executing a 

standing broad jump. Children too young to perform a stand

ing broad jump were filmed while jumping down from various 

heights. Fourteen of the subjects were also part of a 

-1Lolas Halverson, 11 A Comparison of the Performance of 
Kindergarten Children in the Take-Off Phase of the Standing 
Broa':1- Jump" (Ph.D. dissertation, University of Wisconsin, 
1958). 

2 
F. A. Hellebrandt, G. Lawrence Rarick, Ruth Glassow, 

8;1~ · Mari.e L. Carns, "Physiological .Analysis of Basic Motor 
SK1.lls I. Growth and Development of ,Jumping," American 
!I.0~E11al ~f Physical Medicine 40 (February 1961):14-25. 
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longi tuclinal study and were filmed from grad.es one through 

five; twenty-seven of the subjects were kindergarteners be~tween 

the ages of fi-ve and six; and the remaining six subjects were 

under five years of age. 

Jumping patterns ·were recognizable long before strength 

was sufficient to propel the body very effectively in space. 

The level of performance beared an obvious relationship to 

skeletal maturity, the development of selected muscle groups, 

the leverage exerted, and to mesomorphy. The following con

clusions were made in the study: ( 1 ) jumping abj_li ty unfolds 

progressively along wi.th the growth a11.d development of the 

mechanisms capable of mobilizing the mechanical :forces required, 

(2) stepping off elevations precedes the ability to jump by 

. simultaneously ex-tending both 1egs, (3) protection of the 

integrity of the weight-bearing limbs is insured from the 

onset of jumping by the automatic alignment of the legs to 

receive the impact of landing most advantageously, (4) the 

arms serve first as brakes by moving in the direction opposite 

to the line of motion, then as stabilizers, and finally as, 

augmenters of momentum generated by the extensor thrust of 

the legs, (5) the head moves spontaneously to maintain a 

normal relationship to gravity and in so doing, probably 

evokes the tonic neck and labyrinthine reflexes as well as 

the optical righting reflex.es, (6) there is no suppression of 
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sagittal plane head movement with gravity and development, 

and (7) the lear-.aed aspects of skill cannot be clearly 

differentiated from patterns of neuromuscular response. 

Sinclair 1 stud.ied the movement patterns of 119 pre

school children, ranging :Ln age from two to six years. 

Divided into age groups, the subjects included twenty-three 

two-year-olds; t,'lenty~-six three-year-olds; twenty-eight four-
1 

year-olds; ti.•renty-four five-year-olds; and eighteen six-year

olds. Findings of the study are surm:narized in table 2. 

TABLE 2 

SDWLAIR 1 S HOVEI•IENT PATTERNS ACCORDING TO AGE 

--•---••·.on• .. •- ----.-~--"'"•-----------------______________________ M ________ _ 

2 3 4. 5 6 

Creep 23% had 5556 hacl 4-5% had 449~ had 56% had 

opposi- opposi- opposi- opposi- opposi-

tion tion tion tion tion 

Walk 46% had 59% had 
opposi- opposi-

tion tion 

unable 65% walk 100% 56% 
to walk 4u beam walk 4 II walk 2 H 

4n beam beam beam 

1caroline B. Sinclair, Movement of the Young Child! Ages 
Two to Six, (Columbus, Ohio; Charles E Merrill Co., ·1973). • 
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TAI3LE 2--~,;\ ... J.J.U ed __ .. _____ 
-------,. 

2 3 4 5 6 

Stair- little 89% al~-

wallt. symmetry ternate 

ascend./ feet in 

descend. ascend. 

stairs I 

12% al- 84% al-
ternate ternate 
feet in :feet in 

descend., descend. 

--
Run consist- little 91% had 100% had 

ent opp. cha11ge opposi- opposi-
in vig- in run- tion tion 
orous ning 50% ra.t-i less run-
running on balls ning on 

of .feet balls of 
feet 

-
Stand, us .. dis- 76% had 8110 had 96% had 89% had 
Broad played good good good good 
Jump align- align- align- align- align-

ment ment ment ment ment 

Hou .. 28% 71% 96% 100% 
could could could could 
hop hop hop hop on 

either 
.foot 
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·-----------.:-----•·--·------•--J,J~--~---.---·----·----------------·-· ............. ,.. ___ ~ ... ---· 
2 3 4 5 6 

-·--..._.,_.,._._.,...,,. __ . _______ 
Gallop some 76% 92% 68% 100% 

about to could could could could 
gallop gallop gallop lead gallop 

non- 83% 
pre- could 
ferred lead 
:foot non-

pre-
ferred 
foot 

&--
Skip none 12% 52% ·100% 

able to could could. could 
skip skip skip skip 

_ .. ____ _...~ 

Mot or an_Q._~)l ~~Jl~Yis?.J'...§...2~Lljfill ~ al l:y: 
Retarded Preschool Children -----·----... -◄>1_.., ________ ,. 

Though research on this population is :not extensive, 

the following studies offer some insight into the preschool 

mentally retarded childa The studies are divided into two 

groups--those which primarily concern motor behaviors and 

those which concern the social/play behaviors of the preschool 

mentally retarded child. 



Lillie 1 conducted a utudy to .t::z-r.1i .. :r:J::, the effects of 

mentally\ rr::>tarn ed c1,1+·, ~i·al11•· ;f ,.:,TY'>·~·t ·t ,r,6 ('' 'n .: "Lu1 -"'~:n of· 'Y'lres~ t-1001 ._. J. , ,'\. vt,'I. C ..i,.:J ~-·•·· :~--.1..~ , 'J,J ,. ,.,., ... J_ _ .L ..,.. • J:-1 v.1. •. 

age. rphe ·F"ol] O'•..ri··nr.r hyt)O''Ghes 0 -=-- 1_,•,;).r•t:.\ +p _,,J...f-ld. - ..L ., r, -- ··-c:l .L: ........ . \J.U ,J -., ,_ ... , ..,, -~ 1-... • V....., .. ( 1 ) pr~eschool 

children given motor lessons as part of an experimental 

kindergarten nror~-Y·8~m ·wJ.11 sho-w a si.,r;:rlificant imnrovement 
_, .. t.. ._.. I .. .,J -'-

in f.:.lne and gross motor skills; (2) the resulting improve

ment will be significantly greater ·than &--iy improvement 

among children receiving general k1nde:r·garten motor experi

ences; (3) the motor lessons ·will result in greater improve

ment than wi11 occur among ch:LJ.dren not e.:,cposed to any 

ki~dergarten experiences~ 

The study involved forty-eight &'1.lbjects divided into 

three groups of siXteen children each. Chronological ages 

ranged from fifty-seven to seventy monthso Intelligence 

quotients ra'l1ged from fifty to eighty-five. All children 

ca.me from lower to lower,-lov,er class range families and were 

believed to be culturally deprived" 

D:iYided into the Experimental Preschool group, the 

Kindergarten Control group, and the Home Con·trol group, the 

1David L. Lillie, nEffects of Motor Development Lessons 
~n Mentally Retarded Children: Lincoln-Oseretsky Motor 
Dev~~lopment Scale, 11 American Journ.2.1 of i'fontal Deficie_p.cx 72 (Hay 1968):803-8. __ .,._____ . 
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subjects were obse'7:'ved over a period of f'ive months~ 

Subjects in the Experimental P:re;;chool g::coup at the Indiana 

University Laboratory School v.;eJ:e g.iv·en a series of sixty

five experimental motor developncnt lessons. Activities 

were desig.!led to remediate gross moto:r weaknesses in static 

balance, dynamic precision, groc;~-; body coordination, flexi

bility, and fine motor ·weaknesses. Example of activities 

included maze tracing, coloring, cutting, finger 1:sames, gross 

motor activities, trampoline exei-·cises, etc. 

Subjects in the Kindergarten Control group, in Edinburg, 

Indiana, engaged in regular kindergarten acti v.i ties emphasizing 

socialization a.nd communication. Examples of activities 

included bead stringing, clay modeling, cutting, etc. 

Subjects in the Home Control gToup engaged in free play 

activities at home. No form of instruction or guidance was 

given. 

The Lincoln-Oseretsky Motor Development Scale proYided 

the pre- and post-test measures of motor proficiency. 1 Results 

of the study indicated that there were no significant differ

ences in the post-test scores on gross motor proficiency among 

the three groups. The post-test score on fine motor develop

ment was significantly higher for the E°'..{perimental Preschool 

group · than the other two groups. It was concluded that this 

1William Sloan, ltMotor Proficiency and Intelligence," 
American ,Journal of Mental Defic~l'l_£X 55 (January 1951) :394-
406. 
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_ was the result of the motor development lessons. It was 

noted also that just as the fin8 motor development of the 

experimental group was significan t1y greater tha.11. both 

control groups, the fine motor development of the Kinder

garten Control group was significantly greater than the 

Home Control group. 

Two possible explanations for the absence of a treat

ment effect on gross motor skills were offered: (1) the 

Home Control group may have had more time to engage in gross 

motor activities and (2) although the Experimental Preschool 

group had the benefit of a physical education program as well 

as of the treatment, much of the time was spent listening to 

instructions or waiting turnso 

Edgar, Ball, :McIntyre, and Shotwe11 1 tested the hypoth

esis that children in the sensorimotor period of development 

would show gains in adaptive behavior if given sensorimotor 

training. Twenty-two mentally retarded children between the 

ages of three and eight \•1ere d5.vided into two g:roups of eleven. 

The mean mental age was fifteen months. All subjects were 

assessed on adaptive behavior by the Gesell Developmental 

Schedules before and after eight months of training in a 

1 . Clara L. Edgar, Thomas s. Ball, Robert B. McIntyre, 
and Anna M. Shotwell, "Effects of Sensory-Motor Training 
on Adapt1ve Behavior, 11 American Journal of Mental Deficiency 
73 (March 1969) :713-20. 
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particular program. 1 

Subjects in the experimental group participated in 

a sensorimotor tra.in.ing program adapted from Kephart and 

designed to develop laterality and body image. Activities 

included the ·walking board, trampoline routines on · bed 

springs and matt:ress, angels-in-the-snow, rhythm (alternate 

use of arms), balance board, ch:.:>,lkboard, stunts, and games. 
I 

Subjects in the control group engaged in activities 

normally found in a preschool setting,, Exarnples included 

finger painting, listenj_ng to mu.sic, free outdoor play, 

running, swinging, inset puzzles, clay, books, and educational 

toys .. 

Results of the study tndicated that the experimental 

group showed significantly greater gains than the control 
,, 

group on motor, language, and personal and social development 

as measured by the Gesell Developmental Schedules. In 

adaptive behavior, the difference between the two groups 

fell slightly below the .. 05 level of significance (see table 

3 ). 

1Arnold Gesell and Catherine Amatruda\ Developmental 
Diagnosis, 3'd ed. (New York: Harper, 197 4 J. 
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TABLJ~ 3 

PRE- AND POST-TEST SCOR1'~S OF EXPER.If,f.BNTAJJ AND CONTROL GROUPS 
IN STUDY BY EDGAR, :BALL, MCINTYRE, AND SHOTWELL 

------·-·-·-·-· ---•11-... •-·-•---..----~-,··----·------------------.T Experi.E1.en tal Control Difference 

-~--
Pre- Post- Pre- Post- F 

---·-:.--- __ .., __ - -•- <-1,-
Motor 22.8 35.4 ·1s.2 23o5 7 .. 47 

Adaptive 21,,0 29.4 1106 15.4 4.12 

Language 5.4 10.,6 4.1 5.6 6.92 

Pers. /Soc. i!h~ ~2. ·12 1 -::.2..!. .1'.L.,,Q L.5.A. 
Full Scale 64.1 104.6 46.o 60.0 15.17 

Note: Pre- and post-test scores represent the number 
of'items passed beyond the developmental age of one year. 
F ~ 4 .18 significant at • 05 o 

Morrison and Pothier1 compared the effectiveness of a 

remedial program of sensorimotor training based on individual 

diagnostic prescriptions with a remedial program that employed 

similar training methods but without developmental assessment. 

Twenty.~seven mentally retarded children with a mean age of' 

forty-nine months were divided into three groups of nine who 

participated in the assigned motor training program for slx 

---------
'I Delmont Morrison and Patricia Pothier, "Two Different 

Remedial Motor Training Programs and the Development of Mentally 
Retarded Preschoolers, 11 American Journal of Mental Deficienc:t: 
77 (November 1972):251-58. 
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months. A diagnostic-prescriptive motor training program 

was giiren to the sensorimotor group. Subjects in this 

group :recei vecl social rei.nforcement (constant verbal communi

cation/explanation) for the performance of prescribed gross 

motor activities bo.sed on a developmental assessment_ of their 

sensorimotor deficiencies. They participated in activities 

developed by Kephart and Ayres which were modified for this 

age range. Some of the activities included were angels-in

the-snow, balancing board, walking, crawling, walking on a 

mattress, and obstacle courses. 

The non-diagnostic-prescriptive motor training program 

was given to two groups: ( 1) attention group--the experimenter 

devoted all attention to whatever activities the child randomly 
,, 

selected; no other reinforcement was given; and (2) gross 

motor group--social reinforcement (verbal praise/encourage

ment for attending) was given for the performance of casually 

selected gross motor activities presented by the experimenter; 

activities included such things as walking, crawling, rolling, 

running, jumping, ball playing, and swinging • 

.All subjects were pre- and post-tested on the Denver 

Developmental Screening Test which included scores on gross 

motor, fine motor, language, and personal-social behavior. 1 

The findings indicated that Kephart and Ayres' sensorimotor 
. -

1William K. Frankenbv.rg and Josiah B. Dodds, "Denver 
Developmental Screening Test, 11 Journal of Pediatrics 2 
(August 1967) :181-91. -
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training procedures adapted to individual needs (as identified 

through diagnostic-_presc:ripti ve approach) resul tecl in greater 

gains in development than did intei1vcntion techniques invol v

ing either social attention or reinforcement for attending 

to, attempting, and succeeding at gross motor activities. 

The sensorimotor group demonstrated significantly greater 

gains in scores for overall development, gross motor develop

ment, and language development than did the other two groups. 

Liemohn and Knapczyk1 conducted a factor analysis of 

a variety of gross and fine motor tests., The subjects were 

ninety-three children (sixty-seven boys; two:nty-six girls) 

classified as educable mentally retarded and/or develop

mentally disabled who ranged in age from five to fourteen 

years. Several tests were administered to the subjects. In 

recognition of the importance of rhythm in movement and in 

the development of the perceptual processes, four rhythm tests 

were developed by the investigators and administered to the 

subjects. 2 Other tests included four gross motor i terns from 

1wendell Liemoh..--i and Dennis Knape zyk, "Factor Analysis 
of Gross and Pine Motor Ability in Developmentally Disabled 
Children," Re§earch Quarterlx 45 (December 197 4) :424-32. 

2see John M. Cooper and Ruth B. Glassow, Kinesiology: 
(St. Louis: c. V. Mosby Co., 1971 ); c. Ao Kallan, 11H.hythm 
and Sequencing in an Intersensory Approach to Learning Dis
abilities," Journal of Lean1ing Disabili ti.§.§. 5 (February 
1972):12-18; and ::B'rank L. Smoll, 11 Development of Spatial and 
Temporal Elements of Rhythmic Abil.i ty," Journal of Motor 
llehavior 6 (1974):53-58. 
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a battery by Ismail and Gruber1 , Cratty's Six Category 

Gross :Motor Test2 , the Developmental Test o:f Visual-Motor 

Integration3 , the Bender Visu.aJ.-Hotor Gestalt Test 4 , the 

Lincoln-Oseretsky Motor Development Sca1e5 , and the Stand-
6 

ing Broad Jump Test • In addition, age, sex, and intelligence 

scores were included in the factor analysis as marker vari

ables. 

Results of the study suggested that motor ability 

could be viewed in terms of eight functioning areas: 

( 1) upper extremity coordination, (2) rhythmic abiJ.i ty, 

(3) general nmscular coordination, (4) gross motor function

ing, (5) pra.."'<is, ( 6) dynamie balance, (7) mat1.lri ty and 

sex. The investigators, however, cautioned that factor 

1 A. H. Ismail and Joseph H. Gruber, .111ter;rateq Dcvelo12.,u: 
~nt--11.2..tor Agti tude a.nd Intellectt;~2),_Lerf_QJ1!l9-Jl9..£ ~Columbus: 
Charles E. Herrill Books, Inc., 1967). 

2Bryant Cratty, rerg_enj;ual-Motgy_Beh~rio_;e _and Elg_ucat_ion 
Processe~ (Springfield, Illinois: Cha.rles C. Thomas, 1969 r;-

3Kei th E. Beery, DeveloJ.?lnental Test of Visual-Motor 
1ptegra,1Jgn--Administra.:.:_~j.o:n a.nd_§cori12g _1-ianua]_ (Chicago: 
Follett Educational Corporation, 1967 J. 

4E. M. Kappi tz, The Bender-Gestalt Test for Young 
Children (New York: Grune anctstr'atton, 1964;. 

5 Sloan, "Motor Pro.ficiency, u pp. 394-406. 
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structure findings in the retarded/developmentally disabled 

population nru.st be tenored in relatj_on to the specific 

populations studied. 

McConkey and Jeffree 1 conducted a survey study of 

150 mentally handicapped children who were under five years 

of age. The purpose of the study was to describe the abilities 

and disabilities of the population in the following areas: 
I 

( 1) physical skills, (2 j hand-eye ski11s, (3) social skills, 

(4) language skills, and (5) play. Eany of the children 

had additional handicaps and all showed marked retardation 

in their physical, social, play, and J.anguagc~ development. 

The children ranged in age from nineteen to sixty months 

wit~ 50 percent being four years of age, 34 percent being 

three years of age, and 16 percent being two years of age 

or less. Boys constituted 63 percent of the popuJ.ation and 

girls, 37 percent. Forty-one percent were Down Syndrome 

children. Other accompanying conditions included cerebral 

palsy, brain damage, birth injury, hydrocephaly, microcephaly, 

and ge~etic disorders (other than Down Syndrome). Physical 

handicaps affected 27 percent and 33 percent had vision 

problems. To describe each child's abilities and disabilities, 

· 1R. l'foConkey and Dorothy H. Jeffree, 11 Pre-School 
Ment_aJ.ly Handicapped Children, 11 l:1ri tisg_~-:.,_ournal of EducationAl 
Rs:rc,n.olog;y 45 (November 1975) :307-11. 
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TABLE 4 

PERFORH.ANCE RESULTS OP 150 M}~NTA.1iLY HANDICAPPED PRESCHOOLERS 
REPORTED IH STUDY BY I'·'IC CONKEY AND JEFFREE 

-==========-·---=--.:..-•-1•-"I~--~--------

Area 

Goes up/do\-'m stairs, upright 

Goes up/down stairs, not 
upright • ., ••••• 

Walks confidently .. • • 
• • 

" . 
Can get off floor unaided 

and stand • • .. • • • • • 
Walks with help from adult ~ 

Can get around room by 

crawling or other means. 
Sits alone on floor • • .. o 

ij?,nd-e_y~ skills 

Picks up small objects ••• 
Watches/fo:ilows a dangling 

toy moved in front of 
face 

Social skills, 

Toilet trained with 
infrequent accidents • • 

Percent Not CapabJ.e 

Age 3 
& Under 

80 

39 
29 

24 
23 

39 

5 

92 

Age 4 

60 

40 
28 

15 
11 

7 
5 

20 

3 

68 
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TABLE 4--Continued 

----------------·----------------·---========= ______________ .,.._ - ·----~---------O-,,,,-~lt)9tll.ll'ft<:,."'i:~~ 

Area 

Removes and puts on simple 

articles of clothing o • 

Feeds self ·\'Ii th spoon, only 

occasional spilling .. .. 0 

M.c.'l.l1ages cup \•rcll .. • o .. • • 

1~ a@ sk lJ).Ji 

Babbles constantly with one 

clear word e e e O O • e 

Hakes noises \·rhen talked to 

Obeys simple requests • • • 
Comprehends c.imnle cor:unands 

if gesturca use<l •••• 

Responds to O\·m no.me • • • • 

Engages in make-believe play 

Plays with one other person 

Cooperates in games of clap-

ping hands, pat-a-cake • 
E.nj oys peek-a~-boo • • • • • 

Percent Not Capable 

. 3 Age 

&: Under 

71 

64 

45 

27 
20 

49 

23 
8 

70 
42 

27 

12 

Age 4 

64 

41 
27 

27 

22 

29 

17 
1 1 

53 

35 

23 
12 
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charts were developed covering the fi ve main areas mentioned 

previously. Items included on the charts covered skills 

which children normally acquire during the first five years 

though most came from skills acquired du.ring the first two 

years of life 0 Table 4 presents some of the results of the 

study in the various areas of development. Note that the 

results list the percentage of those children who ·were RQ! 

able to perform the skills. 

These results indicate that only a small percentage 

of the subjects had attained skills which a normal child 

develops by age two. :Most of these children required 

specialist's help/attention. HcConkey and Jeffree concluded 

that since there can never be sufficient professional resources 

to give the one-to-one contact that such children need, the 

parents I!IUst be trained to do so" 

Social/Play ~ehavior~ 

Devoney, Guralnick and Rubin1 conducted a study 

concerning the social play of mentally handicapped pre

school -children. Initially the goal was to increase the 

frequency of social interactions in the direction of coop

erative play. Seven handicapped children participated in 

. .. 
I 

· Catherine Devoney, Hichael J. Guralnick, and Helen 
Rubin, 11 Integrating Handicapped a11d Nonhandicaoned Preschool 
Children: Effects on Social Play, u Chj_ldhood Education 50 
(April 1974):360-64. 
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the study. The sex and age range of the subjects ·was not 

given. They ranged from having little or no functional 

speech to having considerable verbal skills., Many had 

behavioral problems such as hy-_peractivi ty or excessive 

passivity. L'l1i tially the seven handicapped children were 

placed in a structured play environment designed to increase 

the likelihood of play interactions and to reinforce with 
I 

praise and attention any approximations to increased and 

more highly developed play. 

When this teclmique failed, five nonhandicapped children 

(ages and sex not given) were brought in three times a week 

for thirty minute free play periods~ The purpose was to 

have the nonhandicapped children prompt their handicapped 

peers to engage in more advanced and frequent play. The 

children were rated, using a time sampling techni~1e, on 

a social play scale ranging from autistic and isolate play 

to cooperative play with a rating of six being the highest. 

Under the initial baseline conditions (handicapped only), 

the average rating was three (parallel play). wring the 

intervention phase (nonhandicapped children brought in) the 

social play improved but not substantially. 

Finally, a third technique was tried when the teacher 

intervened by structuring play for the combined group of 

handicapped and nonhandicapped children. Under this condition, 
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five of the seven handicapped children spent almost 75 

percent or more of their t.:Lme in associative or cooperative 

play. Only the two nonvei•bal children failed to show these 

gains. The results suggest tha t nonhandicapped preschool 
--

children can serve as effectiv e models for play behavior 

and produce a rapid and substantial increase in both quantity 

and quality of play in hai-idica.pped chj_ldren. 

Newcomer and Morrison 1 conducted a study concerning 

the effects of play therapy on institutionalized mentally 

retarded childreno The followjng hypotheses were tested: 

( 1) play therapy increases the developmental level of mentally 

retarded children in four categories of intellectual-social 

functioning--gross motor skills, fine motor-adaptive skills, 

lan~age skills, and personal--social skills; (2) group play 

therapy and individual play therapy have different effects 

on the functioning of mentally retarded children; and (3) 

directive play therapy is more effective than nondirective 

play therapy. 

Twelve mildly to raoderately retarded children ranging 

in. age from 5.1 to 11075 years were randomly divided into 

three groups of four. Subjects in group one received indi

vidual play therapy treatment; subjects in group two received 

1Barbara L. Newcomer and Thomas L. Harrison, "Play 
Tih~rapy with Ins ti tu ti onalized Men tally Retarded Children, 11 

}.m2rican Journal of Mental Deficienq;y 78 (Hay 1974) :727-33. 
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group play therapy trea.tment; and subjects in group three 

s'erved as a control group, receiving no therapy. The study 

lasted eighteen we eks, which were divided into three six-week 

periods. Subjects in t he first two groups (treatment groups) 

received ten one-hour s essions of di rec ti ve play therapy 

du.ring the first six-week period; ten one-hour sessions of 

nondirective play therapy durj_ng the second six-week period; 

and ten one-hour sessions of directive play therapy again 

during the final six-week per.i.od. During directive play 

therapy, the therapist assumed responsibility for guiding 

the child's/ children; s play. Luring nondirecti ve play 

therapy, the therapist presented materials/toys and allowed 

the child/children to choose their mm activities. The 

activities or materials selected or presented came from 

the four categories (gross motor, fine motor-adaptive, 

language, personal-social) of the Denver Developmental 

Screening Test (DDST)1
0 

The Denver Developmental Screening Test was administered 

to all_ twelve subjects prior to the study and read.ministered 

after each six-week period. Developmental scores were deter

mined for each subject by assigning one point for every item 

passed within a category (for purposes of this study only as 

the DDST was not designed to yield such a score). 

1Frankenb1.1rg and Dodds, 0 Denver," pp. 181-81. 
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Results of the study indicated that play therapy 

stimulation did have a beneficial effect on the social and 

intellectual functioning of the subjects in the treatment 

groups.. The mean scorer-;; on the DDST for treatment group 

subjects increased significantly in all areas while the 

mean scores for the control group subjects remained essen

tially unchmigedo The hypothesis that group play therapy 
I 

and individual play therapy have different effects on the 

functioning of mentally retarded children was not supported. 

It was found that the third hypothesis, stating that directive 

play therapy is more effective than nonclirective play therapy, 

was not :possible to adequately test in this study. 

Rowe 1 conducted a study to investigate the motor 

creativity of thirty-two preschool children, ages three 

through six, on a novel piece of play apparatus, the Lind 

Climber. Notor creativlty was defined in terms of motor 

fluency--the production of as many ideas or movements as 

possible within a given amount of time; and motor originality-

the uniqueness of movement responses, ie. those movements which 

occur least frequently among a group of children. 

1 Peggy Joanne Rowe, "Motor Crea ti vi ty of Mildly 
Mentally Retarded Preschool Children° (Ph.D. dissertation, 
Texas Woman's University, 1976), pp. 5, 16, 93-97. 
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Subjects included sixteen normal and sixteen mildly 

mentally retarded preschool children. Videotaped data were 

collected before and after an experimental period of four 

weeks during which time each mentally retarded subject was 

given individual guided discovery lessons on the Lind Climber 

for fifteen minutes a day, five days a week. Data collected 

on the normal preschool' subjects were used as baseline scores 

in determining what could be expected in the way of motor 

fluency and motor originality for children of this age. 

The following findings were made: (1) when compared 

with the normal baseline scores, the mentally retarded 

subjects were not significantly different in motor fluency, 

motor originality, or the combination of the two--motor 

creativity; {2) a comparison of post-test scores of the 

mentally retarded subjects with the normal baseline scores 

revealed a significant difference only in motor originality-

the uniqueness of response; and (3) the men tally retarded 

subjects were more original and fluent in their movements 

after the four week guided discovery program than they were 

before the program. 

Rowe concluded: (1) the mildly mentally retarded 

preschool children were more like their normal peers in motor 

creativity than unlike them and (2) mildly mentally retarded 

preschool children could benefit from experiences in movement· 

exploration programs in a mainstream setting. 
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In Chapter III, the invest:i.gator ·will explain the 

procedures followed in the deyeloprnent of the study. 

Procedures will be presented under four main headings: 

(1) Preliminary Procedures, (2) Selection of Subjects, 

(3) Procedures Followed ln the Collection of Data Con

cerning the Subjects, and (4) Procedures Followed in 

1,fri ting the Report of the Stucly. 
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CHA.PT~~R III 

PROCBU-JRES :FOLLOWED HI THE 

DEvELOl?MENT: OF THJ:!~ STUDY 

The purpose of this study was to develop professional 

preparation materials for stadents in physical education 

who plan to work with preschool mentally retarded children~ 

Materials presented .in the study were designed to ( ·J) acquaint 

the student with possible characteristics of this population 

in terms of postures, motor behaviors, and social/emotional 

development; (2) present the student with a variety of assess

ment instruments wh:ich ma_y be appropriate for use with the 

preschool mentally retarded. child; (3) provide the student 

with 'hibl.iographies/read.ings to further his knowledge in the 

areas of mental retardation, selected accompanying conditions, 

child growth and development, and motor development; and 

(4) familiarize the student with various programs of physical 

educat1on that have been used with the preschool mentally 

retarded child. The procedures followed in the development 

of the study are presented under four main headings: (1) Pre

liminary Procedures, (2) Selection of Subjects, (3) Procedures 

Followed in the Collect.ion of Data Concerning the Subjects, 

and (4)·ProcedureG Followed in Writing the Report of the Study. 
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Several preliminary tasks were completed before the 

actual study was conducted~ In.i tially, a re"riew of the 

available related 11 teratu.:ce ~w·as conducted. A tentative 

outline as well as a format to be used in writing the case 

studies was developed9 Both the outline and the format were 

presented to the members of the thes:i.s committee and were 
I 

revised in accordance with thei.r suggestions~ The format 

to ~e used in writing the case studies appears in the 

appendix on pages 306 to 309<, 1.I'he tentative outline was 

then presented at a Graduate Seminar in the College of 

Health, Physical Education, and Recreation of the Texas 

Woman's University in Denton, Texas, on, March 24, 1976. 

The approved outline was filed 1n the form of a Prospectus 

in the Off.ice of the Dean of Graduate Studies. Permission 

to conduct the study cJld to include photographs of the 

subjects in the case studies was obtained. 

Sel~_9tion of Subjects 

C-ri teria for the selection of subjects were established' 

by the investigator and approved by the thesis committeeo It 

was decided that each subject must be (1) a student at the 

Special. Care School for Hand.icapped Children in Farmers Branch, 

Texas, during the spring of 1976; (2) between the ages of three 

and six years; (3) functioning 5.n the range of' moderate to 
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severe retardation as indicated by test results; al'l.d 

(4) involved in some type of recreatlon or physical educa

tion program. After establishing the criteria for selection 

of the subjects, the investigator conducted interviews with 

the director of Special Care School, the therapeutic recrea

tion specialist, classroom teachers, a-rid the occupational 

therapisto A survey of school files was conducted to ascer-
1 

taJn the number of possible subjects$ Thirteen were found 

to meet the selection criteria. A letter of introduction 

to the study, _ accompanied by a permission form, was developed 

and sent to the parents of all thirteen cm1didates. These 

forms appear in the appendix of the study on pages 310 to 31 -1. 

Ten responded and were accepted as subjects for the study. 
•' 

Application for permission to use these subjects in the study 

was then made to the Texas Woman's University Human Research 

Committee. Permission was granted. 

Procedures }"'ol lowed in the Collect .ion 

of Daj;a Concerning the Subi_ect~ 

The school files of each subject were thoroughly 

reviewed. Included in the files was information pertaining 

to family background, medical history, test results, staffing 

reports. from the classroom teacher, the therapeutic recreation 

specialist, the speech therapist, and the occupational thera

pist as well as accident re1)0rts and all correspondence 
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received from the parents. Admiss i on pa1)ers to Special 

Care School were included also aJ.ong with a photograph 

of the student. 

Arrangements were made for the .:investigator to 

( 1) work with the subjects in a gr oup physical education 

setting, (2) work with the subjectr, in individual sessions, 

(3) observe subjects during occupational therapy sessions, 
i 

and (4) observe subjects during fn~e play activity and day 

care. Prior to observation or work sessions with the f:>'tlb

jects, a survey of motor development literature was conducted 

to aid the investigator in recording observed motor behaviors. 

A posture checklist as well as a S t~ t of questions pertaining 

to social/emotional behavior was develOJ)ed (after a review 

of . l.i terature) for use in recordints characteristics in these 

areas. T'hese original inst1.-,_unents appear in the appendix on 

pages 312 to 314. 

Observation of the subjects required approximately ·too 

hours within a fifteen week period. Subjects were observed/ 

worked with two to three times a week in physical education 

class. Subjects involved in occupational therapy were observed 

three to four times in this setting. The free play activity 

of each subject was observed a minimum of five to six times 

during the fifteen weeks. The questions and checklist were 

used each time to insure uniformity in the recording of 
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observed behaviors. Following each observation, a brief 

anecdotal record of each subject's behavior was written. 

It was believed. that the inclusion of photographs 

would enhance the value of the case studies as professional 

preparation materials. Arrangements were made, therefore, 

to photograph the subjects during outdoor free play or during 

day care. Five to six photographs were made of each subject 

to insure at least one good photographq The eyes of -the 

subjects were blanked out so that anonymity was preserved. 

Procedures Followed in Writing th~ 

~eport of the Study 

The investigator organ.ized the written report of the 

findings into Chapters IV and V. Chapter IV contained part 

one of the professional preparation materials--the setting 

and assessment instruments; Chapter V contained part two 

of the professional preparation materials--the case studies. 

Professional preparation materials were determined by 

(1) writing behavioral objectives for each chapter to deter

mine what skills, knowledges, and understandings the pro spec~ 

tive teacher should gain after reading/studying the materials 

included in the chapters; (2) establishing criteria for the 

selection of assessment instruments; (3) reviewing related 

literature to formulate appropriate study questions, included 

in the case st11dies, which would allow the prospective teacher 
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to relate the case study materials to research/textbook 

information, thereby effecting an increased understanding 

of the characteristics/behaviors of the population considered; 

and (4) revie·wing related literature to lden tify the resources 

which \·1ould best serve as recommended readings/bibliographies 

in aiding the prospective teacher to gain the skills, knowl

edges, and understand.in9s stated in the behavioral objectives. 

In Chapter IV, a description of the Special Care School 

for Handicapped Chj_ldren was given as well as were brief 

descriptions of the physical education progra111s in which the 

subjects were involved. It was believed that such descriptions 

would ( 1) · familiarize the prospective teacher with various 

:proe.;ra.ms of physical education that have been used with the .. 
preschool mentally retarded child; (2) aid the prospective 

teacher in planning a physical education program for this 

population; and (3) familiarize the prospective teacher with 

equipment that has been used with the preschool mentally 

retarded child in the physical education setting. 

A major portion of Chapter IV concerned descriptions 

of assessment instruments appropriate for use with the 

preschool mentally retarded child. It was believed that 

a wide selection of assessment instruments should be included 

to familiarize the prospective teacher with measures used to 

assess the strengths and weaknesses of the preschool mentally 
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retarded child in a variety of areas. Instruments were 

selected which were determined to be of extensive use in 

the Denton-Dallas-Fort Worth metroplex. Such instruments 

were identified through interviews with professionals in 

the fields of adapted physical education, occupational 

therapy, special education, and early childhood. Materials/ 

information on the assessment instruments were gathered 

through interviews, observations, periodicals and reference 

books concerning the assessment of infants and preschool 

children. The assessment instruments included in Chapter 

IV were the Behavioral Characteristics Progression, 1 the 

Denver Developmental Screening Test, 2 the Prekindergarten 

Screening Test, 3 the Ba.sic !1otor Pattern Checklist: Group 

Screening, 4 the Basic Motor Pattern Checklist: Individual 

1santa Cruz County Office of Education. Behaviora..l 
Characteristics Progression (Santa Cruz, California, 1973). 

2 
William K. Frankenburg and Josiah B. Dodds, "The 

Denver Developmental Screeni.ng Test,:, Jou.l!lal of ~giatrics 
71 (August 1967):18,-91. 

. 3Thomas M. Vodola, pevelo-0~1mt2.l Ph.Y§iC~"l_;l._,Et'b-Lq,?,J.lon .. ,.1. 
f4,0''."r lfot or Ab i l i t:z: An I,21 di Yi du ~j,.z.ed Pro e.-ra.111 :for l':.nb3111.9,ing 
l'io-r;~r and l1erceutua1 Eo.~erforrnan~ (Oakhurst, .New Jersey: 
ProJect Active, 1976;, pp. 8-9. 

4Ibid., p. 10., 
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Screening, 1 the Yellow Brick Road Screening Scale, 2 the 

Milani-Comparetti and Gidoni Reflex Examination, 3 the . 

Developmental Screening Inventory, 4 and Uzgiris and Hunt 

scales of ini'a:nt development. 5 

In Chapter V the case stu_dies of the ten mentally 

retarded preschoolers used as subjects were presented. 

An overall introduction was included to delineate the 

purposes" aims, and rationale behind the writing of the 

case studies. Included also was a discussion of the skills, 

lmowledges, and understandings the prospective teacher should 

derive from a study of the case materials. Competencies/ 

behavioral objectives for the prospective teacher were 

determined through a review of related literature, through 

interviews with professionals who work with preschool 

1Barbara B. Godfrey and Newell c. Kephart, Movement 
fatterns and Mot0r Education (New York: Appleton-Century
Crofts, 1969), pp. 161-70. 

2Christine Kallstrom, Yellow Brick Roqd T1anua.l (Austin, 
Texas: Learning Concepts, 1975). 

3 A. I-li.lani-Comparetti and E. A. Gidoni j nRou tine 
Developmental ~amination in Norrcal a.'1.d Retarded Children, 11 

~eyELlonmental !1edicine and Child Neurologx 9 (October 1967): 
)1 38u -

4Hilda Knobloch, Benjamin Pasamanick, a~d Earls. 
Sherard, 11 A Developmental Screening Inventory for L"'l.fants," 
Pediatrics 38 (December 1966) :1095-108. 

5Ina C. Uzgiri.s and J. HcV .. Hunt, !ssessment_J._11 
,Infanc;r: OrdinaLScales of Psvchol opJ.cal De~el omnent, 
'tehicago: University of Illinois Press, 1975 T, pp. 206-20. 
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mentally retarded children in various areas (physical 

education, occupational therapy, special education), 

and through observations of the preschool mentally retarded 

child. 

The case studies were divided i :-n.to g:roups according 

to the form of mental retardation or the accompanying condi

tions. The studies were presented in the follovd.ng group 
t 

order: (1) Do\'m Syndrome, (2) cerebral palsy, (3) epilepsy, 

(4) autism, and (5) microcephaly e A 1ead~~in format was 

developed and placed preceding each group of studies. The 

format included (1) a definition of the syndrome or accompany

ing condition, (2) its incidence, (3) a table of contents, 

and (1) an educational objectivee 

A format was developed also for use in the writing of 

the individual case studies which included ( 1) personal data 

of the subject, including information relating to personal 

statistics, i.e. age, sex, height, weight, race; birth; 

family background; diagnosis/medical history; test results; 

and sc~ool placement; (2) postures of the subject while 

sitting, walking, and running; (3) his motor behaviors; and 

(4) the subject•s social/emotional developmento The photo

graph of the subject was presented at the beginning of the 

case study (except for subject E whose mother declined 

permission for photographs)$ 
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Study questions were prepared to evaluate the amount 

of information gained by the student/prospective t~acher 

and to stimulate a problem solving ap_proach concern.ing the 

training of mentally retarded. preschool children. Questions 

were derived from a review of the related literature, from 

the case studies themselves, and from interviews with 

professionals ·who work with preschool mentally retarded 
I 

children to determine what knowledges prospective teachers 

of this population should possess,, 

Bibliographies/recommended readings for the student/ 

prospective teacher were included with the studies as a 

means of enhancing the value of the cases as professional 

preparation materials. The bibliographies included those 

references which were utilized in the formulation of the 

study questions. The recommended readings included materials 

which were believed to broaden the prospective teacher's 

understanding of the preschool mentally retarded child in 

a variety of areas. Both the bibliographies and the recom

mended readings were identified -through a reyiew of research/ 

literature on the following toplcs: (1) motor development, 

(2) play, (3) physical education for the preschool child, 

(4) the mentally retarded preschool child, (5) infant develop

ment, · (6) postures of the preschool child, (7) social/emotional 

development of the preschool child, (8) Down Syndrome, (9) cere

bral palsy, ( 1 O) epilepsy, ( 11 ) autism, ( 12) microcephaly, 
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(13) child growth and development, (-14) intellectual develop

ment, and ( 15) Piaget. The topics were located in reference 

books or professional journals in the fields of physical 

education, special education, occupat1onal thera1;y 1 psychology, 

education, medicine, pediatrics, and early childhood. 

A summary, conclusions, and recommendations for further 

studies were written. All six chapters, along with a biblio-
: 

graphy and appendix, were revised in accordance with . sugges

tions made and the report was submitted in final form. 

Chapter IV, which follO\'IS, offers professional prepara

tion materials concerning a tY1)ical setting in which a physi

cal educator might work and the assessment instruments he/she 

might useo A list of behavioral objectives for the prospective 

teacher is included aJ.so. 



CHAPT:ER IV 

PROB'ESSIONAL PREPAH.ATION r,t\T}~;IU.A.LS: PA.RT I--

THE SETTING AND ASSESSr:rnwr INS~:RUNENTS 

Because of the important role movement plays in the 

development of the young child, it is imperative that the 

preschool mentally retar~ed child be afforded the oppor

tunity to participate in a well planned program of physical 

education. To make this opportunity possible 1 .9llillifi:_e.9. 

persons mu.st be available to conduct the progTams~ It is 

hoped, then, that this chapter can be used as material for 

professional preparation of students in physical education 

pl8.llJ1:~ng to work with the preschool mentally retarded child. 

Following a study of these materials, the prospective teacher 

should be able to 

1o Plan a physical education program for preschool mentally 

retarded children and give rationale for activities included 

2. Describe at least five assessment instruments used to 

evaluate the psychomotor functioning of the preschool 

mentally retarded child 

3. Name the author of each assessment inst:cument and state 

where it can be ordered or located 

72 
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4. Explain when the initial locomotor skills of ,rolling, 

crawling, creeping, walking, running, and jumping 

normally appear in a child 

5. Describe efficient movement patterns for selected 

basic motor skills in early childhood 

6. Describe deviations which might occur in the execution 

of basic movement patterns 

7. Explain various reflexes (moro, tonic-neck, hand/foot 

grasp) and/or reactions (parachute, tilting, righting) 

which may or may not be present in a child 

s. Briefly explain the development of visual tracking ability 

9. Explain the following problems which a child may manifest 

when attempting to track an object: inability to attend, 

inability· to focus, inability to cross midline, and 

jerkiness 

10. Briefly explain the steps a child normally follows in the 

development of imitative ability (gestural) 

11. Name three common test items found in evaluations of 

auditory, visual, language, personal-social, fine/gross 

motor abilities 

12. Explain the following concepts: spatial relationships, 

visual/auditory discrimination, visual/auditory association, 

visual memory, visual-motor integration, figure-ground 

discrimination, object permanence, motor schemes 
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In order to help the student/prospective teacher achieve 

these objectives, this chapter inc1udes a detailed descrip

tion of the physical setting in which the study was conducted, 

the physical educ a ti on programs in which the subjects ,.,,ere 

involved, and assessment Jnstntments which were used and/or 

suggested for use with the preschool mentally retarded child., 

.f..he .§.et ttn_g 
Illustrative of the many settings in which a physical 

educator may work with young mentally retarded children is 

Special Care School for Handicapped Children, in Farmers 

Branch, Texas. Sponsored by the United viay Agency, it 

provides for early childhood education of mentally retarded 

children including extended day care, academic and physical 

development from ambulatory skills through fine motor 

coordination .. Students from eighteen months to twenty-one 

years of age are accepted@ 1 Presently, there are approxi

mately scYenty students who are divided into the following 

classes: Training Class, Nursery Class, Preschool Class, 

Adaptive Class, Readiness Class, Intermediate Class, Advanced 
2 

Class, Pre-Vocational Class, and the Behavior Adjustment Class. 

1Dallas Association for Retarded Children, ,Pirectory of 
Dalla.s Community: Services for Hen tally Retarded, (Dallas, Texas), 
p~ 37. 

2special Care School for Handicapped Children, (Mimeo
graphed Yia t e rial J • 
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Of these seventy students, thLrteen fall wi thi.n the ages 

of three and six, i.e. the age range included in this study~ 

Apart from the classes mentioned previously, Special Care 

School also provides a program in infant stimulation t\vo 

days a week for mothers and their children to attend. 

Subjects providing the data for case studies in 

Chapter V came from the training, nursery, preschool, and 
I 

adaptive classes. An occupational therapist, music thera

pist., speech therapist, and therapeutic recreation specialist 

provide services for the chiJ.dren. Each classroom teacher 

is provided with an a.ide for at least }Jart of the day. 

The school contains two gynn1asiums., one for occupational 

therapy and one for physical education. In addition, four 

fenced-in playgrounds with outdoor play equipment are available 

for use~ Equipment on the playgrounds includes S'Wings, spring 

horses, geometric shapes, tu.nnels, swinging bridge with steps, 

a fortress jungle gym, tires, tricycles, benches, and a large 

trampoline. The playgrounds are equipped with both paved 

rmrfaces and grassy areas. Outside the fenced playgrounds 

are large open areas frequently used during physical education 

periods since the playgrounds are often taken for free play 

activities and day care. 

Although Special Care School does not officially 

provide testing/evaluation services for its students, all 

classroom teachers as well as the therapeutic recreation 
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specialist evaluate each of their students using the 

Behavioral Characteristics Progression (BCP). 1 The BCP 

is used also in curriculum planning. Staffings involving 

all those who work with a child are held periodically to 

discuss and evaluate a child's progress. 

The Adapted Physical Education Program 

With the exception of students in the training class, 

all students at Special Care School are involved in a physical 

education program two to three times a week for sessions of 

thirty minutes duration each. Training class students receive 

their "physical education n from their classroom teacher who 

is~. adapted physical education specialist. Their leve1 of 

physical skill is so low they demand a one-to-one ratio which 

is not possible in the regular physical education classes. 

The programs offered in physical education vary from 

class to class as age and functioning levels differ. Children 

in the nursery class presently range in age from three to 

eleven years, although functioning levels or mental ages are' 

much lower. Because of a gross lack of awareness in these 

children, much of their program consists of activities bei11g 

done iQ. them. Sensorimotor stimulation is the core of their 

cu1~•iculum. They are rocked, swung, bounced, rolled, pulled, 

1santa Cruz County Office of Education, B~havioral 
Characteristics Progression (Sa~ta Cruz, California, 1973). 
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and spun through space as they passi veJ.y allow this "intrusion n 

into their private world~ The reasoning behind all this 

movement concerns the child's need for kinesthetic and 

vestibular stimulation in an effort to establish some degree 

of body awareness. Audi to~cy, visual, and tactile (kinesthetic) 

stimulation are provided through simple rhythmic activities, 

scarf play, angels-.in-the-B:now, parachute play, and balloon 

play. Simple ball play and obstacle courses are included 

also in the programo Essentially all participation in these 

activities is passive as the children are physically manip

ulated through the motions with little or no response on their 

part. Equipment used in this part of the proe;ram includes 

blankets, mats, barrels, tire swings (with belts), trampoline, 

rhyth~ instruments, records/record player, scarves, balloons, 

balls, and obstacle course materials. 

The preschool class _presently consists of seven Down 

Syndrome children ranging in age from three to seven years. 

These children are very alert and work well together as a 

group in physical education. Although they too are exposed 

to sensorimotor actii:rities, their program consists primarily 

of activities designed to improve locomotor skills, ball 

skills, and body awareness. Appropriate social play behavior 

is encou·raged at all times. Simple circle/line games are 

employed to give prac!tice in the execution of gross motor 
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skills. Mat activities, simple ball play, obstacle courses, 

box play, trampoline, parachute play, rhythm activities, 

and rope movement experiences are performed with IIUlCh success 

by these children although patterns of movement are immature. 

Concept formation is encouraged through movement as the chil

dren lea:rn what it "feels like" to go up, down, backward, 
l 

forward, ~ideways, around, under, over, fast, slow, high, 

low or to be small, big, short, tall or to move softly, quietly, 

forcefully, loudly, etc. It is hoped that such activities 

will also enhance body awareness, directionality, laterality, 

and the development of spatial relationships. Equipment 

used in the preschool program includes all of the equipment 

in the nursery program plus boxes, beanbags, and ropes. 

Children in the adaptive class presently range in age 

from six to ten years. Difficult to work with in a group 

physical education setting, they do not relate well to each 

other. Out of seven children in the class!! five are withdrawn 

to varying degreest one is severely emotionally disturbed, 

subject to violent "tantrums," and one is hyperactive. Goals 

for this class in physical education center around the develop

ment of improved social behavior, establishment of play patterns, 

a~d improvement of basic locomotor and b~l skills. Activities 

included in their curriculum are simple circle/line games, 

rhythmic activities, mat activities, parachute play, simple 
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ball play, and obstacle courses. They are also presently 

learning to play tee.,..bal1 and kickball(I Examples of other 

games include scarf tag, steal the bacon, drop the beanbag-, 

and circle tag. Equipment used :i.ncJ.udes all that was listed 

for the nursery and preschool classes. Though the children 

in this class are able to understand simple instrnctions, 

much prompting and guidance are needed to insure a degree of 

success in activities. 
1

Because the children possess a limited 

amount of imitative ability, physical manipulation is frequently 

employed. 

In addition to the regular physical education program, 

a selected few (including three of the ten subjects in the 

study) part.icipate in a ballet class once a week,, The class 

is taught by a volunteer instructor who combines basic ballet 

movements with music, rhythm instruments, and pantomine. 

Assessment Instruments 

Good programming begins with a knowledge of a child's 

strengths and weaknesses in a variety of areas. Therefore, 

in order for the future teacher to become competent in 

individualized educational planning as required by Public 

Law 94-142, he must learn what assessment instruments are 

available for use with this population, how to administer 

them, and how to interpret the results. Al though many of 

the instruments presented here were not designed specifically 

for the preschool mentally retarded child, they are being 
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used in the Denton-Dallas-Fort Worth metropJex with this 

population. 

A majority of these instruments a:ce cri terion-rcferenced 

rather than norm-referenced. mea.sures., Ci>iterion-referenced 

infers that the instnlmcnt is constructed to yieJ.d results 

which are directly interpretable in terms of specified 

performance standards while norm-refereneed implies that 
' 

the results of the assessment are interpretable according 

to the normal cu~re theory. The discrj_minating factor 

between the two types of measures is the score and how it 

is used. 

In a criterion-referenced measure the score is compared 

only with the set criteria or standard and not with the 

performances of others. The purpose of such a measure is 

to determine whether or not an individual possesses a part:i.c

ular skill or behavior. Criterion-referenced measures are 

compatible with the mastery learning theory wh:tch states 

that if the quality of instruction and the amount of time 

available for lean1ing are made appropriate to the needs 

and characteristics of the leRJ:ner, a large majority can 
1 achieve mastery. 

1Margaret J. Safrit, Evaluation in Ph~lsical Education: 
(~.0.sessinf:: :Motor Beha.ViQT., (:E.'ngJ.ewood Cliffs, New Jersey: 
.t:rentice-Hall, Inc., 1973), pp. 32-33. 
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Scores on a norm-referenced measure are interpreted 

against a norm or according to the performru1ce of a peer 

group. Such a measure is designed for maximum discrimination 

and is appropriate when a degree of selectivity is required. 

A score on a norm-referenced measure can indicate whether 

an individual's performance level is below, above, or even 

with the performance levels of the majority of his classmates. 

This type of measure is frequently employed for purposes of 

as signing 11 grades." 

The question of reliability and validity in relation 

to criterion-referenced measures is one that has not been 

fully answered. Current theory on reliability and validity, 

as well as item analysis, is based on the desirability of 

variability among scores. Since the interpretation of scores 

on criterion-referenced measures does not de11end on comparison 

w.ith other scores, variability among these scores is irrelevant. 

However, content validity (whether or not the ntes-t" samples 

the class situation or subject matter about which conclusions, 

are to be dravm) does not require the use of a statistic and 

therefore, is suited to criterion-referenced measures. In 

estab1.ishing content validity the instrument should be examined 

to determine whether or not it measures the goals of instruc

tion which often are expressed in terms of behavioral objec

tiYes. 
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In regard to item analysis, the aspect of most 

concern in a cri terion--referenced measure is that of 

negative i tern discrimine.t.i.on which implies that poor 

performers can achieve a mca~mre of success on the .i terns 

included in the assessment instrument.. Problems associ

ated with estimating the :reliability of cri.terion-referenced 
• ' ·1 

measures have not been solved at the present time. 
I 

Since criterion-referenced measures focus only upon 

the abilities of the ind:i.vidual child and tend to insure 

some degree of success, it ts beJ.ieved that such measures 

are :particularly releva"i'lt to or congruent with the needs/ 

characteristics of the mentally retarded child. Criterion

referenced measures, therefore, constitute a majority of 

the assessment instruments presented in this chapter as 

instruments with ,-rhich the student/prospective teacher 

shou.J.d become familiar if he intends to work with the pre

school mentally retarded child. Descriptions and illustra

tions of the following instruments are presented: the 

Behavioral Characteristics Progression, the Denver Develop

mental Screening Test, the Prekindergarten Screening Test, 

the Basic Hotor Pattern Checklist: Group Screening, the 

Basic Motor Pattern Checklist: Individual Screening, the 

Yellow Brick Road Screening Scale, the Milani-Cornparetti 

1Ibid., pp. 96-99. 
_,,,,,,- -/' 
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and Gidoni Reflex Examination, the Gesell Developmental 

Screening Inventory, and Uzgiris and Hunt Scales for 
I 

Assessing Infant Development. 

Behavioral Characteristics Progression1 

The Behavioral Characteristics Progression (BOP) is 

an assessment instrument , developed in Santa Cruz, California, 

in the early 1970s and now used throughout Texas by all 

residential facilities for mentally retarded clients. It 

contains over 2400 observable behavioral characteristics or 

traits. These characteristics are organized into fifty-nine 

"strands," each of which denotes a specific learning area. 

Chara?teristics progressing from simple to complex are listed 

within each strand. The BCP contains the following strands: 

health, attendance/promptness, feeding/eating, drinking, 

toileting, groomtng, dressing, undressing, nasal hygiene, 

oral hygiene, self-identification, sensory perception, audi

tory perception, visual motor I, visual motor II, gross 

motor I, gross motor II, pre-articulation, articulation, 

language comprehension, lang,.1age development, listening, 

adaptive behaviors, impulse control, interpersonal relations, 

responsible behaviors, personal welfare, self-confidence, 

honesty·, social speech, social eating, attention span, task 

1santa Cruz County Office of Education, Behavioral 
.91,1araeter_:i;~i;iq,?, ProVaresfiion (Santa Cruz, California, 1973). 
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completion, reading, math, p:rrwtical math, writing, spelling, 

reasoning, IrnJ.sic and rhytrir:1s 1 art and crafts, pre-vocational 

skills, kitchen skills, hornernD-kh1g D.ldl1s, 011 tdoor skills, 

sign language, flngerspelling, speecl1read.ing, orientation I, 

orientation II, mobility I, mobility II, wheelchair use, 

ambulation, posture, swirnming, articulat:i.on I, articulation II, 

and heal th (an alternative strm1d f 02· the previous heal th 

strand). 

A child's :progress is ·charted by marking or 0 coloring 

in" the traits which presently describe his abilities~ A 

trait is usually "colored in u if the child can successfully 

demonstrate the trait three m1t of four times or 75 percent 

oft~~ time. In this way, the BCP gives a pictorial repre

sentation of a child's past and pr·esent abilities, thereby 

enabling the teacher to see at a glance where improvement is 

needed. 

Designed to be a long term observational assessment 

tool for use in a classroom or educational setting, the BCP 

has not been standarclizedo However, the Texas Department of 

Mental Health and Mental Retardation (TDMHMR) has collected 

data on over 13,000 clients who are residents of the state 

schools. Data on each client are continually sent to the 

TDI{HMR central offices, located in Austin, Texas, where it 

is computerized and the results sent back to the individual 

state school. Results of the computer analysis enable the 
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schools to (1) monitor the progress of students/clients, 

(2) evaluate the effectiveness of varia~s instructional 

programs/techniques, (3) identify populations according 

to abilities/functioning levels, (4) compare the accom

plishments of individual state schools and identify reasons 

for success/failure in attaining established goals, and 

(5) estimate cost of imp1ementing various programs, i.e. 

number of trained personnel needed, materials, facilities. 

In an attempt to identify the most effective programs for 

use with the BCP, state schools in Texas are presently 

developing programs in the various areas/strands to be 

sent to the Austin State School for computer analysis. 

-: A reliability study on the BCP, involving all the 

state schools in Texas, is expected to be completed during 

the spring of 1977. The study involves selecting objectives 

which are believed to be representative of a strand. Objec

tives are being selected which apply to all state schools, 

i.e. does not require special equipment; which does not 

delete any population of the schools; and which are normal1y 

observable without necessarily working directly with the 

client/student. Each state school is in the process of 

identifying an "assessment team." Members of these teams 

will eventually travel to another state school to· assess 

a group of thirty students (to include students of all 

functioning leveis). Schools will not be perm,i tted to 
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Assessment Instrument ·1--Samplc BCP Worksheet 

GROSS NOTOR I 

Identjfiinp; Behaviors:. 

Shows no protective behavior (e. g .,, does not extend arms 

when falling) 0 Shows no reflexive righting behavior t 

Shows no movement from back, side, stomach positions~ 

Walks only ·with physical , asrdstance e Walks on tiptoes 9 

Avoids walking up and/or down incline or stairs G Falls 

off side of chair if not supported n Slides f orv,ard on 

chair if not supported 

Date of observation 

1.0 .,Holds head up and steady when 
held against shoulder 

2.0 Uses s .imple hand movements to 
the side 

3.0 Lifts head when lying flat on 
stomach 

4.0 Shows protective behavior (e.g., 
extends arms when falling) 

5.0 U_ses reflexive arm and leg 
thrusts/voluntary arm and leg 
thrusts 

6.,0 Creeps while flat on stomach 
using random motion 

7.0 Creeps from stomach position 
using arms together, legs 
together 

----·----

----
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Assessment Inntrurnent 1--Sample BOP Chart 
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assess each other's clients/ stud en ts.. Finally? the 

assessment teams will return to their home schools and 

assess the same thirty st1J.de11ts the outside school assessed,, 

A comparison study will then be conducted to determine 

reliability. 1 

Copies of the Behavioral Characteristics Progression 

may be obtained/purchased by writing to 
' 

Donn B. Wallace, Director 
Educational T·fodia a:nd Teehnology Center 
Santa Cruz County Office of' Education 
2500 Rosedale Avenue 
Soquel I California 95073 

Denver Developmental s~reening Test2 

The Denver Developmental Scre1:m.ing '.I'est by Frankenburg 

and Dodds was designed for the early detection o:f dcJayed 

development in infants and preschool children. It was 

standardized on 1,036 children from two weeks to 6.4 years 

of age. Intended for use as a screening test and not as an 

intelligence test, it contains 105 items divided into the 

four categories of gross motor (31 items), 12.nguage (21 itemsL 

fine m-otor-adaptive (30 i terns), and personal-social (23 items'). 

1T•1ike Spinelli, interview held at the Denton State 
School, Den ton, Texas, l·Iarch 1977. 

? 
'-William K. Frankenburg and Josiah B., Dodds, "The 

Denver Developmental Screening Test, n J ®.I:.11.fil... of Peq).~q_tI:.t.9.§., 
71 (August 1967) :181-91. 
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The age at which 25, 50, 75, and 90 percent of the 

population (used for standardization) _passed is listed 

beside each item. The test form itself depicts a graphic 

presentation of this information az1d is used for comparison 

purposes. 

Example: Age in months 

11 12 13 14 
---I ----l-------·---·--+--

5D% 

I ~J~I l::w:Ti-~I . 
25% '15¼ W% 

To score the test, each child is simply marked 11pas sed II or 

0 failed u on each item. Individual perf orrnanc es on test 

i terns .. can be compared to that of the children on whom the 

test was standardized. Reliability was given as .95. An 

example of the test form as well as a copy of the test is 

included. The Denver Developmental Screening Test may be 

obtained/purchased at the following address: 

Ladoca Project and Publishing Foundat:i.on, Inc. 
East Fifty-first Avenue and Lincoln Street 
Denver, Colorado 80216 
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Denver Developmental Screening Test 

It,,,, 2.'i pu uni 50 ptr Ctnt 75 ptr ctnl 90 pr, 

Grr,i.r rn rrror ... . 
0.7 mo Prone-, li(u hra1l 

l' ronl', hl'c1cl up 15 dri:rcr~ 1.9 rno. 2:6 mo 
Prd1w, ht'acl up !JO 1legn:c~ J;J' JIJI>, 2.2 "'"· 2.6 JIii) • 3.2 m0 . , .r · 

l'ro1w. l:h t'sl up, arlll ~1111p11rl 2.ff 11111. 3.0 1110. 3.5 r11n. 4.3 mo 
Sits hracl ~tcady . 1\5 IIIU. VJ 11111. 3.6 lllfl, 4.2 01() 

Rull~ ov1·r 2:3 11111. 2.0 11111. 3.11 ruo. .J.7 ""' 
!lean ~omc wci.o.:lit 1111 Ir!(~ j,'J 11111. 1.'.! 11111. · 5.0 1111•. 6.l mo 

Pull~ lo ~ii, 110 lwatl lu!{ 1.0 1110. •I.:! IIHI. .5.2 11111. 7.7 IM 

~ii\ wi1lio11t support •UJ JIJII, 5.5 11111. (i.!i 1110. 7.11 mo 
Stands lwldins- on !Ul 1110. 5.n mo. 11.5 1110. 10.0fn<) 

P11II~ self tn ~land 6.0 mo. 7.6 1110. 9.5 11111. 10.0 n,o 

Gets to ~ittin~ 6. 1 1110. 7.6 11111. 9.'.I JIJII, I 1.0 mo 
Stands 1110111r11tarily 9.1 mo. 9.fl 11111. 12.1 JllO. l'.1.0 ma 
\\';.lh holdini,; on furniturt' 7.:1 1110. 9.2 1110. Ill.'.! 1110 . l'.! .7 !h() 

Siai,d.~ alone well 9.11' 1110. 11.5 1110. 1:1.2 1110. 1:1.9 IIYI 

St_<Xips :i.nd rerovcrs IOA mo. 11.6 1110, 1'.1 .2 1110. 1-1 .:1 11111 

W,:'db Wl'll 11.3 mo. · 12.1 1110. I '.1.5 1110. 14.3 rrxt 

W .ilks harkwanh 12.4 mo. 11.3 mu. 111.2 1110. 21.'i ~ 
Walks up !lcps 11 '. 0 mo. ' ... I 7.0 mo. 21.0 rno. no rno 
Ki r b h;1II forward 15.0 mo. 20.0 mo. 22 .3 1110. 2.11 )' f 

Throw~ ball ovrrhand 14.9 mo. 19.8 mo. 22 .8 1110. '.! .6 )'( 
]hlanrrs on I fool I second 21.7 rno. 2.5 yr. 3 .0 mo. 3.'.! rr. 
J11111ps in place 20.5 mo. 22 .3 mo. 2.5 yr. 3.0 )f. 

P~tJ:ils trike . 21.0 mo. 23 .9 mo. 2.8 yr. 3.0 yr. 

llrn:id jump 2.0 yr. 2.8 yr. 3.0 yr. 3.'.! yr. 

Balances on I foot 5 seconds :2..~ yr. 3.2 yr. 3 .9 yr. ·LI )'r 1 
lhl.,nrcs on 1 foot I O seconds 3.0 yr. 4.5 yr. 5.0 yr. 5.9 )fj 
!lops on 1 foot 3.0 yr. 3.4 yr. 4.0 yr. 4.9 ir! 
C:i-td1c, bounced ball 3.5 yr. 3.9 yr. 4 .9 yr. 5.5 n; 
Heel-to-toe walk 3.'J yr. 3.6 yr. 4 .2 yr. 5.0 ;q 
1brkw;i.rd heel-toe 3.9 yr. 4.7 yr. 5.6 yr. 6.'.l ,-rl 

1.ang i; ()gt ' • 
Responds to bcli 1.6 111h 
Vocalizes-not crying 1.3 mo.- I.R n~ 

I 

Laushs 1.4 mo. 2.0 mo. 2.6 mo. 13 1110 

Squ<'als L~ 2.2 mo. 3.0 
• I 

1110. mo. 4.J "'f 
"Di11,ia" or "mam:i.," nomp{'-: lfic 5 .6 mo. 6.9 mo. 8 .7 mo. 10.01110 
Tu~ns to voice :Ul mo. 5.6 mo. 7.3 1110. B.'.1 "f 
I mitittts sprcrh sounds 5 .7 mo. 7'.o mo. 9.2 tllll II.~"! "Dae.la" or "mama," specific 9.2 l{l.l 

.. 
I 1.9 l'.l.:111 mo. !!~:•. 1110. 

3 word~ other than "111arna,'' "dada" 11 .8 .. mo: · 12.8 1110. 15.0 1110. 20.:1 11 

Cornhinc~ 2 diffcrc11! '(1ords 14.0 mo. 19.6 1110. 22.0 1110. '.?.:I )'I'. 
Poi11t~ 111 I u.1111cd bouy part H.O mo. 17.0 mo. 21.0 1110. 23-0 oi 
Nanrcs I p :r.111re 15.9 mo. 20.3 mo. 2.1 rr. '). I _,:> yr 
Fr,llov/s 2 of 3 directions 14.8 mo. 19.8 mo. 22.0 1110. 

,., - . 
-·' TJ 

u ~-::s plurals 20.0 mo. 2.3 yr. 2 .8 yr. :i.17 . 
Ci\·r ., fiBt aml ra~t name 2,0 yr. 2.7 yr. :J.2 ,.,. :1.11 yJ 
C:0111prl'h~n1is "rold,'' "tired," "hungry" 2.6 yr. 2.9 yr. :J.5 ,- r. 4 . 1 )'r 

C: 11111pn·hnl<f5, :J prrpositiont 2 .7 yr. 3.1 yr. :J.4 ,-r. 45 tr 
Rerngnii.c, 3 colors 2 .7 yr. :J.O yr • . :1.7 yr. -1.9 yr 
Opposite analngit'!, 2 0£ 3 2.9 yr. 3.2 yr. -I.II yr. 5.'.I yr 
l>dirirs G worth 3.4 yr. 1 .0 yr. 6 . 1 rr. 6 '.I 'J I" 
t:0111po.~itio11 <1( materiali :1.9 yr. 4.!l yr. 5.7 yr. 6.l f•'. 
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-;c;:a - /lent :}5 ,,,,, cr11I 50 ,.,., rr11I 75 f•u r;.,;.11 I 90 prr unt 

tl•I<: ,n~ra,,11Ja pt,i/e 
0.7 1.:1 

f;,llow~ fl, midline ruo. lllfl, 

' s1m11115tical n;OVCJllClth O 

Fc\\v,.- p.-.. ,1 111idlinr 1.:1 11111, I.!) 11111, :l .rl lltfJ,. 

r('11u,,, 1$0 de1,:r«:QI 1.8 11111, :l.1 11111, :u Hltt. 1.11 11111. 

1/Jnd• ws~thcr 1.3 1110, :! .2 1110. :1.0 11111. :1 .1 "'"· 
GrJlfl r;11tlr 2.5 1110. :1.:1 11111. :1. !) 1110, 1.2 OIO, 

Rc~.,,.J, r;1i,in 2.5 11111, :1.:1 1110, 1.2 1110. ~.II 1110, 

h1,.,ch1:• for ohjrl'l ·2..9 1110. :u; nu,. 1.:, mo. .",.o mo. 

S,r-. J,.,k, for rant 4.11 1110. ;).(j 11111, li .!I 1111), 7.5 1110. 

S,~ 1.1k,·1 2 r11l1rJ 5.1 1110. Ii.I 1110. 7 ·" 11111, 7.5 1111>, 

i;~~t: • r.,iiin. a~taim 5 .0 11111, ."1.li mo. r ., 11111, 7 .II , .. ,,. 1.~ 
y,.,n1fc-n rulir ha111I lo hand 4.7 Ill(), ~.Ii 1110, h.li 111(1, 7.'.'i 1110, 

G, ,~ 11c11bn lwhl in hands 7.11 '""· 11.1 ""'· 9.11 f1tft, I 2.'.I 1110, 

Thv:11 h-lim:1·r )! I a,p 7.1 1110. 11.:1 ""'· !) . I 1110, Ill.Ii uu,. 
N,ilt-pinrl"r !-,:1'.lll' or tai~in !J.4 1110, 111.7 1110. 1:.! . '.I 11111. 1 ·1. 7 UH), 

.xnbl,le.1 1poi1 t ;1111·011lly 11.9 11111. 1:1.:1 ""'· l.'1 ./1 '""· :! . I yr. 
T, ,, .. •r cc£ 2 r11lir$ 12 . 1 1110, 11 .1 1110. 17.11 1110. 211.0 1110, 

o~in1•• r.,i,in from hnttlr-spont,mcou, 12.7 mo. 1:1.4 mo. IG.4 mo. 2.0 yr, 

Oa~1r1 r.1i,i11 from hottlc-drmonstrativc l '.1.7 ll10, 14.n rnn. 2.1 yr. 3.0 yr, 

fo,.rr of 4 cuhrs 15 .5 mo. 17.9 1110. 20.5 1110, 2.2 yr. 
\,f\lt.1lrj "~rtiral linr within 30 drgrcr1 IH.4 1110. 21.7 ,no. 2.2 yr, :1.0 yr. 
To .. rr .. r R ntl'l('I 21.0 1110, 2:u1 1110. 2.-i yr. :1.1 yr. 
C.•pirs rirrll' 2.1 yr, 2.li yr. :! . !) yr. :1.:1 yr. 
lrni1.11ra hri,l)tc' 2.3 yr. '!..7 yr. :1.1 yr. :1. -1 yr. 
(cp;r\ I :!.!) yr. '.1.-1 )'r, '.I.fl yr. '1.-1 yr. 
Ccp,n M}H:trl' ·I. I yr. 4.7 yr. ."1.:1 yr. li .0 yr. 
l""1 .11n -~•p1arr, clr11m1111t r:ili\·C '.1.5 yr. ·1.1 yr. 1.7 yr. 5.7 yr. 
OrJ11< 111.111, '.I part, :l.:l yr. •1.0 yr. 4.7 yr. 5.2 yr. 
01:1w1 Ill.Ill, f, p;irlS ,1.1; yr. 1.n yr. 5A rr. fi.ll yr. 
P,l.l, 1 .. ni:rr li11<', 3 <>i 3 2.6 yr. 2.9 yr. 3.·l yr. ·l.1 yr. 

P,rsot1<1l-1,,<inl 

Ru.inh Carr. I.II IIIO, 

.'--n,lr1 rrjp1111,i,·r ly 1.5 n,o, 1.9 1110, 

.S,,,,ln 1p<111lam•r,u~l7 1.4 1110. 1.9 1110, '.\.O 1110, 5.0 1110. 

l,1111.1llr ~hr with strangcrt 5.5 1110. 9.5 mo. 9.0 mo. JO.O mo. 
fr.i:d, 1rl£ rrarkrr 4.7 mo. 5.:l 1110. fi.2 1110, {1.0 mn, 
\\~'II tuy pull ,u 1110, 5.4 mo. fi.5 inn. IO.O 1110, 

r\11'1 1wrk-.1•lmo 5.7 mo. 7.'.J mo. 9 .7 IIHI, 

\l,;o, l I for tnr 1111 I 11( rr:u·h 1.9 1110, .",;n 1110, 7 .I> 1110, 9 .0 11111, 
f\ 11• p:\l ,a-t·akr 7.0 11111. !J. I lllfl, !UI 1110. 1:1.n ,110. 

1"1)s k,11 with rxa111inrr 9.7 1110, I I.Ii 11111, IJ.:, ,no. lli.O 1110. 

ln,111 ;ilrs wanli ( nol rrying) I 0.4 1110 .. 12.2 lllfl, l'.1.4 1110, 11.:l rno, 

'D1111l1 £rn111 '"I' 10.0 n10, 11.7 1110, 14.4 mo, 16.5 1110, 

IIT\11.111-1 l10mrw11rlt 12.5 mo. l:l.R mn. lfi.:1 rno, 19.5 mo. 
IJx1 ~puun, IpillinJ( Ii Ille 13.3 mo. 11.1 mo. I 11.0 rno, 2:l.5 mo. 
\I: 4,.. in li11111<'- ,implc la~b 14.fl mo. 19.3 mo. 21.ll mo. 23 .5 mo. 
Rian()\ r1 ~~TIIICl\l 13.7 mo. 15.n 1110, 19.2 mo. 21.9 mo. 
l),,11, slioo, n,,t tied 20. l m'l. 22.3 mo, 2.G yr. 3.0 yr. 
vJ,,,lin and rlrir., hands 19.0 rno. 2:1.0 mo. 2.5 yr. 3.2 yr, 
1'1,p intn.-.ini\"c l{a111r1, e,11., l:t!J 20.11 rr1n. 2.0 yr, 3.0 yr. 3.5 yr, 
~llcllt UJI 2.6 yr. 3.n yr. 3.7 yr. 1.2 yr. 
DrC1v, with u1i,,·rvi,i•111 2.2 yr. 'l..7 yr. :1.1 yr. :1.5 yr, 
Sq,11.,1r, fri,m ,...,,J,..r 1·:"ily :.!3.0 1'11(), :1.11 yr. :,.5 yr, '1.7 yr. 
'°'°"'' wi1l11111t 111p,.rviaiu11 2.6 yr. :I.Ii yr. 1.1 yr. r,.n yr. 

··-<•··-----~----·-- ---·----··--·-·------·-
,l' i WU .,_.., fi',. •• 
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Project Active Prekindergarten Motor 

Ability Screening Instruments 

Vodola presented a battery of tests which may be 

of particular value to the physical educator in identifying 

motor problems and providing activity programs designed to 

resolve the deficiencies. The battery consists o:f three 

tests which provide the ,teacher with the abiJ.ity to: 

1. Screen individuals in a limited time period--Prekinder

garten Screening Test1 

2., Screen groups during the regular instructional program-

Basic Motor Patten1 Checklist: Group Screening2 

3. Comprehensively screen individuals as a folJ.ow-up to 

the administration of either of the former instruments-

Basic Motor Pattern Checklist: Individual Screening3 

The validity of these instruments has been repeatedly 

demonstrated by Voclola and co-workers by the method of known 

groups, i.e. tests of significance show that chiJ.dren identified , 

by the screening instruments as having motor problems ar~ 

jThomas M. Vodola, Devel_9_12.,mental PhvsJ..~l ,E.dVgatior;i=-= 
];ow Ho tor Ability: An lndi Y.i.dualized Frogram for J:Jr1hanc.1ng 
J,lotor and Percep'tu~C1lcI.tor Per:fo:rniance, (oa1clrurst, New Jersey: 
Project Active, 1976'7, pp. 8-9. 

2Ibid., pp. 10-11. 

3 Ibid., pp. 10-15. 
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significantly different in physical education performance 

than children not so identified. These instruments are used 

by the thousands of teachers involved in the Ti tJ.e III and 

IV nationally validated ESEA PROJECT ACTIVl~, which has its 

headquarters in the Tovmship of Ocean School District in 

,.~ J 1~ew ersey. Al though Vodola does not include statistical 

reliability &"'1.d validity coefficients in his widely dis sem-
i 

inated published materials, he does state that the criteria 

for national validation as an ESEA project did require 

evidence of high reliabil1ty and validity of all instruments 

and such data are on file in his central office. 

Prekindergarten Screening Test: VodoJ.a recommends 

that thJs instrument (see p. 95) be administered to prekin-• 

dergarten children in the spring of the year prior to their 

admission to school. The specific purposes of screening 

are to provide parents with information regarding develop

mental activities needed by their children prior to admission 

to school; to refer those children who evidence potential 

problems to the proper authority for a comprehensive examina

tion; and to provide kindergarten teachers with some insight 

as to the capabilities of their incoming students. 

Screening is accomplished by placing a check (v') in 

those areas of deficiency. Anecdotal remarks are included 

also regarding atypical behaviors manifested by the child. 
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Assessment Instrument 3--Prekindergarten 
Screening Test 

Test lttm No. 1: Hop; 2l, Jfi 
Factor: 8Jlancc/po;tural oricntJtion, coordination serial 

or\l'->t, laterality and coanition. 
Test description: Teacher to demonstrate hopping and 

changing feet without identifying left or rioht. Instruct 
t~ child to hop twici;i on left foot and three times on the 
right foot. (If the student cannot distinguish hi\ right 

from left foot, the instructor is to placu hil hand on tho 
I~ he w.incs the child to hop with.) 

Assessment: 
8.il.~ncc on one foot 
Shifting weight smoothly .Y_ 
Gros\ coordination ..)/_ 

' 
Serial order (l,r, or r,I) _ 

Latcrality 
Concept of numbers "':;[_ 

Tost Item No. 2: 8al/-BounCl'c1nd Catch 

Factor: Eye/hond coordination. 
Test dt•scription: Have the child bounce a 6'' playground 
ball to waist hei~ht and attempt to catch tho ball with two 
hand~ (without the aid of any part of tho body). Three 
mempH. 
Asscm:nent: 
Eye/hand coordination ~ Color di:.crimination 

Test Item No. 3: Ocular Pursuit' 
Factor: Monocularity, binocularity, convergence. 
Te~t rlescription: Holding a pencil 20-24" from tho sub• 
ject's eyes, the instructor moves the pencil horizontally, 

vertically, diagonally, (both directions) and in a circle. 

The subject is requested to follow the movements with 
both eyes, without moving his head. (Move pencil in 18" 
m: with head as center of circlo). · 
Asst?ssment: 
Tracking horizontally 

Tracking vertically 
Tracking diagonally 
Tracking circle 

Test lttm No. 4: Speech --

Jerky pattern 

Midline problom 

Loses object 
Lazy eyo 

Figure 2-1. t-loppina 

Figuro 2-2. Baill-Bounco and Catch 

Figure 2-3. Ocular Pursuit 
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:Basic Motor Pattern Checklist--Group Screening: 

Vodol.a recommends this checklist (see p. 97) for use in 

;J.i.t.u~~t.ions where no time is allotted for individual screen

ing. The teacher should enter all pupil names on the list 

and observe pupil performance during the regular instructional 

period& As appropriate tasks are performed, the teacher 

should record the noted motor patterns and anecdotal remarks. 

Performances are marked with a check (v) for correct motor 

patterns arid an (x) for deviant motor patterns. (A review 

o.f the Basic Motor Pattern Checklist--Individual Screening 

on pa~es 99 to 103 provides specific information as to 

typical and atypical movement patterns.) To determine the 

f.inal · test score 1 Vodola gives the follov-ring directions: 

L Total the ndeviant" motor patterns 

2. Total the 11 correctn motor patterns 

3,. Divide the "total correct" by 14, (the resultant score 

is referred to as the "percent of items passed") 

4. Multiply the percent of items passed by 100, (the 

resultant score is referred to as the Motor Ability 

Index--HAI) 

Example! 

Total correct: 3 
-=.21 X 100=21 

Total items: 14 

MAI=21 
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Basic Motor Pattern Checklist---Indi vidual Screening: 

Vodola adapted the eighteen checklists originally devised 

by Godfrey and Kephart to be administered individually to 

children who have been previously identified as possessing 

1 
motor problems., Directions note that entries r:1hou1d be 

made on the checklist by placing a check (✓ ) in the blank 

in front of each applicable item under the npattern Elements 

Present 0 and the nneviations Noted 0 columns. Under "Remarks" 

should. be listed comments related to task performance. 

Sta ternents should be factual rather tha.YJ. interpretive., A 

copy of the test nnd evaluation sheet appear on pages 99 

to 103e 

--------------
1 Barbara B. Godfrey and Newell C. Kephart, Mo_"t..Q1: 

Patt~J··q_9 __ .. _gn_<L}igtor Ed1-~cat.i2n, (Nm·r York: Appleton-Century
Cro.f ts 7 1969), pp. 16 ·1-70; Thomas It, Vodola, Devel o-r:; rrtental 
~hz ::3j.cal , .. EduStR.:.tj_on~-Lo:-z l·Totor AbU.i ty: An !_nd.i viduaJ~ized 
l)t.20ram I or .unhancJ.n~ Motor and Perce·ntuaJ. h.otor Peri orrnance, 
TOakhurst, New J'ersey: Project Active, 1976 J, pp. i 0-15. 
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Assessment Instrument 5--Basic Motor Pattern 
Checklist: Individual Screening 

GROSS BODY COORDINATION {GBC) 

Pnttcrn Elements Present 

_ Advances opposite hind nnd leg 
_ Alternates sides, rhythmically 
_ Transfers weight fluidly 
_ Swings leg and body through 

_ Extends strnight supporting leg 
_ Plants heel on ground first · 
_ Walks in straight line 

Walk 

Deviations Noted 

_ Shuffles, drng feet L _ R _ 
_ Jcrks_l side, __ R side,_ up,_J~ 
_ Leads \"w'ith a side _ L _R 
_ Jars or lnnds with a heavy step _L _ f{ 
_ Sways markedly _ L _Fi 
_ Bends forward _ leans bad< 
_ Hits one foot with other _ L -~ 
_ Walks on toes _L _R 

Remarks:------------------------------

Crawl 

, - Uses all four limbs 

- Moves limbs alternately and in opposition 
.;._ Touches four points in slow crawl 

-- Keeps back level 
_ Points hands forward 

- Moves forward 
- Moves evenly and rhythmically 

) 

_ Avoidi; using leg _ L _R; 

arm _L _R 
_ Leads with one side _ L _ R 
_ Emphasizes U'.;e of one sid? _ L -R . 
_ Slides or drags limb: le-g _ 'L __ R 

arm _L _A 
_ Turns hands to side 

Moves in a circular pattern 
· Moves arm and leg same side jointly 

Remarks:------------------------------

Climb--Descend Stairs 
- Advances foot over foot 
- Moves A hand L foot forward together 

- Walks unsupported 
- Climbs/descends with body forward 
- Climbs in a straight line 
- Moves evenly and rhythmically 
_ Keeps body well-aligned 

_ Advances foot to foot on each step 
__ R hand/A foot~ L hand/L foot move 

forward together 
Needs support 

Climbs/descends with body sideward 
Evidences poor body balance 
Movements are jerky 
Exhibits poor body mechanics 

H~marks: _____________________________ _ 



_ Combines step, then hop 
_ Alternates use of feet 
_ Moves opposite arm and leg (up) 

- Moves in direct or straight path 

- Maint.:iins balance easily 
- Skips 1orvvard,-circla 
- Moves evenly and rhythmically 
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Skip 

Does not exhibit "true" skip (step-hop} 
Skip; O'.le side only _ L _R 
Does not raise arm and leg 
Displays extraneous arm movements 
Doesn't use arms 
Lnnds with a he.:ivy step 

_ Shuffles, trips or hits feet,_ foot 
- Uses one nrm better, _L _R 
_ Crosse; feet in front of body 

A~marll\1: ________________ _ 

P.1ttcm Elements Prosont Deviations Noted 
Walk-In-Place 

_ Keeps cadence with slow, audiblo signs. _ Dcmonstr.ites no semblance of 
(one cl.:ip per second) cadence 

- Keeps c.idcnc,:i with fast, audilJla sign.ii Keeps cadcnco irihythmically 
(two claps per second) · 

- Varies cadence in conformance with 1Jarying 
tempo 

· _ Performs in a smooth, even manner 
, : 

Demonstrates inability to vary 
cadence 

_ Tends to favor left side of body, 

right side of body 

Remarks: ______________________________ _ 

BALANCE-POSTURAL o·RIEI\JTATION (BPO) 

Stand Both Feet 
_ Stands erect 
_ Aligns body parts 

_ Keeps feet parallel 

..:.., Maintains head centered, balanced 

_ Keeps weioht evenly distributed on faot 

· _ Shifts weight evenly, equally 
_ Keeps knees "easy," relaxed 

_ Keepi chest "up"; - seat "In'' 

_ Maintains slumped posture 
_ Body parts out of line_pelvis 

_shoulder 
Keeps feet toed out_ L _A; 
in_L _A 

_ Maintains hc.:d forward;_ sida, 
_L __ A turn _L _R 

Keeps weiaht more on ono foot, 
_L_R 

_ Maintains rigid, stiff stance 
_ Keeps knees hyper extended, locked 

_L_R 
_ Is unable to stay standing in placo 

Remarl<s: -------------------------------
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Pnttcrn Elements Present Oe11i,rtions Noted 
Hop--Left or Rj_ght ]'oot 

_ "fakes oft on Lor R foot and landi on 
same foot-

- 6~11ds ank~ and hips 
_ Hops forward, rurward, and sideward 

~ Alternates feat to count 

_ Unabte to hop ___ L _ A 

_ Hops rigidly 

_ Unable to hop _forward, _rearwar4 
_sid!!ward 

_ Hops only on one foot _ L _A 

Remark$ _______________________________ _ 

Stand Right or Left Foot 
Centers weight on right foot or left foot 

Uses extremities to maintain balance 

Keops weight evenly distributed over 
support leg 
Maintair:is balance with eyes opened or 
closed 

Losei balance: Weight on_ R foot 1 

__ L foot 

Fails to use_arms,_ legs to aid in 
bafanco 

_ E~hibits rigid and inflexible support 
O¼.e..·c 
support leg 
Loses balance when eyes are open, 

closed 
Remarks: _____________________________ _ 

J~mp--Feet Staggered or Parallel 
_ Swirigs arms backward as legs bend 

_ Swings arms forward as leg$ extend 

- Uses two-foot take off, feet staggered 
and parallel 

_ Maintains balance upon landing 

_ Lands in pre:dcterminod square 
_ Land~ \0Jith knees ficxtd c:1nd arm$ 

forward 

_ Fails to use _backward arm swing, 
bent legs 

_ Fails to use ___ forward arm swing, 

leg extemion 
_ Performs only_ staggered, 

parallel takeoff 
_ Lost1s balance upon landing, 
_ ft,a staggered, __ parallel 
_ Jumps to one ~ide, _ L _R 
_ Land~ with knee~ ''locked," 
_ doesn't u!.e ilrn'U to h<ltp 

Remarks:_-_____________________________ _ 
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EYE-HAND COORDINATION (EHC) 

Catch 
_ Catches wtth both hands 
_ Catches with_ L,_R hand 

_ Retains con.trol of object 

_ "Gives" to lessen impact 
_ Follows object with eyes 
_ Points fingers up, down and out 
_ Handles easy throws,- hard throws 

_ Catches against body onl•/ 
_ Can't catch either hand,_ L 

_ Ronly 
_ Exhibits rigidity,-:-fingers 

arms 
_ "Loses" object before catching 
_ "Loses" eye contact upon receipt 
_ Points fingers improperly 
_ Can't catch overhead,_ underhand 

Remarks: Preferred hand _L, _R, _No __________________ _ 

Throw 
_ Propels object with swinging motion, 

pushing motion 
_ Throw-; in opposition, i.e., use of opposite 

arm .ind leg 
_ Completes throwing motion with push off 

rear foot 
- Propels obj'!ct with Land A arm 
..... Controls object while throwing 

. _ Exhibits vari<!d throwin!J pattern 

\ 
_ Lacks swing L,-R; push-L..Jl. 

- Uses only left side,_ right side 

_ Throws with arms only 

_ Throws with L orm,_R arm 
_ Extends same? side? arm and leg forward 
_ Throws only underhand,_ overhand, 

_sidearm 

Remarks: Preferred hand_L,- R,_ No _________ __..__ _______ _ 

Touch and Bat Objects 

_ Maintains "eve contact" with object 

~ Touch·cs and swings easily, 
directly 

_ Touches stationary object with eithor 
hand · 

_ Loses "eye contact" with stationary, 
moving object 

_ Pokes or jabs ot object 

_ Touches only with _L, _R hand 



Pattern Elements Present 

_ Bats st;itionary object with either hand 
_ Touches swinging object 
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_ Touches and strikes object upon command 

Uses arm and leg opposition when striking 
Contacts object squarely 

_ Exhibits body rotation,_wrist 
follow through 

_ Hits own toss,_ oncoming ball 

Doviatiom Noted 

_ Bats only with_L, _R hand 
_ Touches swinaing object in front, 

_across the midlino,_ncar 
_ side of the bod•,' 
_ Responds i.lflcr a delay when touchin!J 

striking 
_ Uses s.imc arm and lco when striking 
_ Swinas under object, _over 

object 
_ Throws only with arms 

_ Displays jerky or, _ stiff 
perf ormanca 

Remarks: Preferred hand and side _ L, _ R, _No _____________ _ 

EYE-HAND ACCURACY (EHA) 
Throw for Accuracy 

_ Throw, in any direction 

_ Strikes a stationary target (40" x 60"); 
minimum throwing distance 6 feet 

....:.' Throws a whitflcball (baseball circumference) 
through a moving tire ( 15" diameter) ; 
minimum di~tonce 6 feet, 

_ Throws only forward, __ ldt, -~ 
_up,_down 

_ Strike$ stationary target at 2 feet, 
_ 4 feet 
_ Cannot throw whiffle ball through tiro 

_ at 6 fcct,-through tiro 
al 2 feet, ._through tire at 4 feet 

Remarks: Preferred hand: _L, _R, _No _______________ _ 

EYE-FOOT ACCURACY (EFA) 
Kick for Accuracy 

_ Swings leg from hip 
_ Kicks in opposition 
_ Kicks with either leg· 
_ Strikes uationary or moving 

volleyball 
_ Uses preparatory. backswing and 

follow through 
_ Kicks in smooth, rhythmical fashion 
_ Kie.ks in any direction 

_ Strikes a stationary target (40" x 60"); 
kicking distance 6 feet 

_ Kicks with stiff leg 
_ Kicks one side, _ L, _R 
_ Kicks only with right leg,_ left leg 
_ Misses ball, _ misses moving ball 

_ Does not use backswing, _ follow 
through 

_ Kicks jerky, _stiff fashion 
_ Kicks forward, _ left, _right, 

_up, _down 
_ Strikes a stationary target at 2 feet, 

_4 feet 

Remarks: Preferred 1o_e>_t=..~~.! ..... A, ..... No ________________ _ 
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After administering the entire battery to the child, 

Vodola recommends that the teacher review all check marks 

and anecdotal remarks, record deficiencies and strengths, 

and record other pertinent information using a chart 

similar to the one below. 

PRESCRIPTION 

_F_A_C_T_O_R_1 ____ D_E_F_I_C_I_E_t_rc_I~E-•'S ____ _;;..;.S~REHGTHS 

GBC 

BPO 

EHC 

EHA 

RFA 

Remarks: --------------
The Project Active Prekindergarten :Motor Ability 

Screening Instruments may be obtained/purchased by writing 

to 

Dr. Thomas M. Vodola, Director 
Project ACTIVE 
Tm•mship of Ocean School District 
Dow Avenue 
Oakhurst, New Jersey 07755 

1The following factors are represented on the chart: 
gross body coordination; balance/postural orientation; eye/ 
hand coordination; eye/hand accuracy; and eye/foot accuracy. 
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1 Yellow Brick Road Screening Scale 

The Yellow Brick Road Screening Scale was developed 

by Kallstrom to provide insight into the strengths and 

wea1messes in motor, visual, auditory, and language func

tioning of individual preschool children so that ap.propriate 

early educational experiences could be planned and implemented 

before formal academic wqrk was begun. The screening scale 

was designed to be administered by parents or professionals 

in a group setting on a one-to-one basis. Specific items 

included in the scale evolved from a survey of developmental 

norms, tests, scales, skills, and observations of the motor, 

visual, auditory, a:nd language behaviors of preschool age 

chilqreno Each of the faur areas consists of six subscales, 

a.nd each subscale consists of six items. All items are 

arranged developmentally. Extensive administration and 

subsequent revision of the item sequence in each subscale 

was necessary=to standardize results so that a majority of 

children from four years, nine months to six years, nine 

months_ would be able to complete at least four of the six 

items successfully. 

A "Wizard of Oz" theme is incorporated into the screen

.ing situation as children, each with their own 11admission 

1christine Kallstrom, Yellow Br.ick Road Manual, (Austin, 
Tex.as: Learning Concepts, 1975). 
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Assessment Instrument 6--Yellow Brick Road Screening Test 
Score Card (Admission Ticket) . 

"--- . -.- -·- ... _ -- .. 

M,OTOR 8;.\ TrERY VISUAL BA TTERV' 

(J\ b C. d a -f, Q h C ,j ~ 
,. 

I, lm,tot,on 7, Tracking 

-
2. Movument 8. ful1on 

9. V,~uol 
3 Body Po.rt, 

D1sc.rim1notaon 

• .S . 5pot,ol 
Helo11on~h1p\ · 10 V,rual-Memory 

S. R,ghl-lcO I I. v, ... uol Motor 

6. lncomplett! Man 12 Figure-Ground 

Total· Total 

., .. --
AUDITORY BATTERY LANGUAGE BATTERY 

0 b C d r. f (J b ( d C f 

'b. D,c..criminotion 19. Motor Encod,ny 

14. How Many? 20. Vocal Encoding 

-
15. Copy C~t 21. Cotcgorie\ . 
16. Sequence 22. Go togcthcn 

17. AHOCIOlion 23. Art,culotton 

18. Gueu What I Am 24 . Conv{'rsal,on 

Total Total 

:::HILD'S NAME BIRTHDATE: 

ADDRESS: SCHOOL: RE SUL TS: 

REFERRALS: FOLLOW-UP: 
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ticket" (score ca.rd), follow the "yellow br.ick road" 

(carpet squares) from one station to another. Screening 

items are made into games and props are used to enhance 

the "Land of Oz" effect. Examiners may dress the part as 

"scarecrows" in the motor battery, "lions" in the visual 

battery, "tin men II in the auditory battery, ancl "munchkins" 

in the language battery. Examiners are caut.ioned not to 

over do these 11 specia.1 effeets 11 as they may scare or intim

idate some children. 

The screening scale is scored by marking a+ (plus) 

for each item successfully completed and a• (dot) for each 

item unsuccessfully completed. A max:irr.um of sj_x points on 

all items in a single subscale is possible or thirty-six 

points per area making a final total possible score of 144. 

With a total score of 120 or above, the child is considered 

to have sufficient strength to experience success in learning 

tasks at the first grade level. In a single battery area, a 

score of thirty or above is considered adequate for a five 

of six-year-old, while a score of twenty-four or above is 

adequate for a three or four-year-old. Generally, a score 

of four on each scale is adequate for five and six-year-olds. 

Referrals for professional evaluation are made for five and 

six-year-olds scoring below twenty-four and three and four

year-olds scoring below eighteen on a subscale. 
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The screening scale has been standardized. Empirical 

ff'.ridence offers support of the usefulness of the Yellow 

Brick Road as a gross screening tool for identifying chi.ldren 

with special learning needs. Further research is needed, 

howeve1·, to explore the diagnostic significance of· indiYidual 

battery scores. The test kit can be ordered at the following 

address: 

Learning Concepts 
250 ·1 North Lamar 
Austin, Texas 78705 

Included in the test kit is a manual which lists suggested 

developmental activ1ties for enrichment of learning experi

ences for those children who score low in one or more sub

scales and need supplemental act1vi ties. 

Hilani-Comparetti and Gidoni Reflex Examination 1 

I''Iilani-Comparetti and Gidoni developed a chart which 

graphically depicts the age at which developmental reflexes 

occur and/or become extinct in the normal infant. The 

darkened areas on the chart represent the presence of the 

reflex· 1.1hile the light areas are the absence of the reflex. 

Reflexes included are the primitive reactions, righting 

responses, parachute reactions, and tilting responses. 

1'A. Milani-Comparetti and E. A. Gid.oni, "Routine 
Deirelopmental Examination in Normal and Retarded Children," 
.:Qeve1opmental Medicine and . Child Neurolog;z 9 (October 1967): 
631-38. 
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Particularly valuable for use with the retarded ch:i.lr:l. 1 this 

instrument allows specific deviations to be plnpo.inted as 

observations of reflexes wh1ch abnormally perfJ:Lst are r:1.ad.e~ 

Also depicted on the chart are the ages at which postural 

control of the body and head is achieved as we1J. as the 

ages at which various locomotor skills appear in the :normal 

child. 

Initially developed in Italy, the Milru1i-Comparetti 

and Gidoni Reflex Examination is used for c1eve1oprnental 

assessment by occupational and physical therapists through

out the world. 1 The instrument may be ordered/purchased. 

at the following address: 

Centro-A. Tongiani 
c. R. I. via di Carmerata 8 
Firez, Italy 

D I 2 
evelopmental Screening nventory 

The Developmental Screening Inventory (DSI) consists 

of selected items from Gesell and Amatruda's developmental 

schedules. Items concern the five areas of adaptive, gross 

1Jean Judy, interview at the Denton State School, 
Denton, Texas, March 1977. 

2Hilda Knobloch and Benjamin Pasamanick, Gesell and 
Arnatruda' s Developmenta1 Diagnosis: The EvaluaJi.on and 
Manarrement of Normal and Abnormal Neuronsvchologic Develop-
ment in Infancy and Earl v Childho·od, (New York: Harper and 
Row, Publishers, 1974), pp. 346-55; Hilda Knobloch et al,., 
11 A Developmental Screening Inventory for Infants," Pediatr1cs 
38 (December 1966):1095-108. 

' 
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Assessment Instrument 7.,. .. ,.I1ilani-Comparetti 
and Gidoni Reflex Examination 
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motor, fine motor, language, and personal-social behavior. 

The present DSI covers an age range from four weeks to 

eighteen months with a supplement encompassing twenty-one, 

twenty-four, thirty, and thirty-six months. The inventory 

is arranged in four week interv~ls. A scoring system is 

developed for all possible combinations of responses to the 

i terns on the DSI questionnaire in each area of behavior. 

The classification of an infant by the system as "Normal,• 

"Questionable," or "Abnormal" takes into account the infant's 

age and discrepancies within and between areas of behaviors. 

Responses on the questionnaire itself are recorded as + 

(present), - (absent), or X (unlmown). There are two 

columns, nH11 and "O, n before each i tern. Column H indicates 

history or answers the child's parents give and column 0 

indicates observations of the examiner. Parts of column H 

are darkened to indicate only examiner observations are 

necessary. 

To administer the test, the examiner starts with the 

questions appropriate to a child's chronological age. If 

the answers are negative, drop to a lower age and then work 

back up. The authors indicate that it is best to cover one 

area of .behavior at a time rather tha~ one age/level at a 

time as an infant may be slow in one area a~d normal in 

other areas. Keep asking questions above the child's 
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chronological age until no more positive answers are 

obtained. Parents should be told that some questions asked 

will be above the ch11d' s level of abilities. Most children 

can be evaluated by two or three consecutive age levels at 

most. 

Blocks are provided at the upper left and lower right 

of the form for recording the age level at which the child 

is .functioning and the educational diagnosis. In each of 

the five areas of behavior, rnaturi ty levels are ass.igned 

in weeks or months based on clinical judgment of the age 

levels which the recorded history and observations describe 

best. Taking into account parental history is very important 

as certain behaviors, particularly language behavior, may 

not be exhibited during the examination. 

The diagnostic ca·tegories of "A" (definitely abnormal), 

"Q 0 (borderline or questionably abnormal), or "N" (normal or 

advanced) are assigned in each area on the basis of age levels 

previously determined. 

In addition to this inventory, the authors recommend 

that the following supplementary information should be 

obtained from the parents: 

"1. Does your child turn to look at you when you talk 
in a normal voice? 

11 2; Do you think he hears? 
11 3. Has he ever had any convulsions or fits? 
"4. Does he ever stare off into space, and keep right 

on staring if you put your hand in front of his 
eyes and hold it there? 



"5. 

"7. 
"8. 

. n9 • 

"10o 
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Does he ever start to cry for no apparent reason, 
and keep right on cry.ing no matter what you do to 
try to comfort him? 
Is there anything about your chi1d that worries 
yoo? . 
Has he ever lost any behavior once achieved? 
What age do you think your child is acting like in: 

Controlling his body and hands? 
How his mind works? 
Making sounds or talking? 
Understanding what you say? 

Does he use both of his hands and both of his feet 
equally well? 
Is he taking anyi medication·? What? How much per 
day?" 1 . 

Al though the DSI and the supplementary questions 

alone do not yield a definitive educational diagnosis for 

infants in the 0 Questionable 11 or 0 Abnormal 11 categories, it 

may lead to the detection of all infants with significant 

abnormali t.ies and frequently discriminates bet·ween neuromotor 

and intellectual handicaps. It is believed to identify 

almost all young children with minor neuromotor impairments. 

No true reliability ratings are available. 2 A portion of 

the DSI is included on pages 114 to 115 though the questions 

are in abbreviated form.: Complete copies of the Developmental 

Screening Inventory may be obta.ine·d/purchased by writing to 

Dr. Hilda Knobloch 
44 Holland Avenue 
Albany, New York 12208 

1_Knobloch, Developmental Diagnosis, p. 355$ 

2
oscare Krisen Buras, ed., The Seventh Mental 

Measurements Yearbook, (Highland Park, New Jersey: 
Gryphon Press, 1972), p. 406. 
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Uzgiris and Hunt Scales of Infai"'lt Deve1 opment 1 

After much revision Uzgiris c:ind Hunt published six 

ordinal scales of infant development. ~r}u.3- names assigned 

to the scales are! The Development of Visual Pursuit and 

the Permanence of Objects, The Development of :Means for 

Obtaining Desired hnvironmental Events, The Development of 

Imitation--Vocal and Gestural, The Development of Operational 

Causality, The Construction of Object Relations in Space, 

and The Development of Schemes for Relating to Objects. 

The scales have been used with infants rang.ing from one 

month to two years of age .. 

Inspired by Piaget's writings on infant intellieence, 

the scales are somewhat controversial and remain in a 

provisional state. The authors contend, however, they 

have direct functional significance (intrinsic validity) 

and may be useful to ascertain the kinds of c :ircumstances 

required to promote succeeding steps in development .• 

Recently, a reliability/v(1lidi ty study was conducted 

wlth the U~giris and Hunt Scales of Infant Development to 

n.etermine its suitability fo:c use with the severely or 

profoundly men tally retarded child. The study involved 

sj_xty-three seYereJ.y/profoundly mentally retarded children, 

rang.i.ng. in chronological age from 42. to 126 months with a 

-·-----------
1 V 

Ina C. Uzgiris and J~ McV. Hunt, Assessment in Infancy: 
OrdJna.l Scales of Psychological Develonment, (Chicago: 
n~-;;~itv of I11inois Prer~s. 1g7,3j, PP~ 139-40, 205-21. 
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mean age of 66.63 months. Etiologies included Down Syndrome 

(twenty-two), microcephaly (six), rubella (four), anoxia 

(nine), enc ephal i tis (three) 9 a..."1d "unknown brain damage 11 

(nineteen). Thirty-three subjects lived at home; thirty 

subjects lived in residential facilities for the mentally 

retarded. 

All subjects were administered the Uzg5.ris and Hunt 

scales individually. Thirty-three of the subjects were 

tested once. The other thirty subjects were tested twice 

(one week apart), fifteen by the same examiner a'l1.d fj_fteen 

by two different examiners. These subjects were equally 

divided bet~•reen those living at home and those 11ving in a 

residential facility arid were representative of the chrono

logical age ral1ge. 

Statistical 8..t"'1alysis of the results indicated high 

reliability coefficients. Intercorrelations among the 

scales were substantial C)43 to .68 for nineteen of the 

twenty-one correlations; 093 and .914 respectively for the 

Schemes and Causality scales and fo·r the Vocal and Gestural 

Imitation scales) and found to be significa"t"J.t at the .01 

level. 1 

1 James V. Kahn, 0Utili ty of the U zgiris and Hunt Scales 
of Sensorimotor Development w·i th Severely a."11.d Profoundly 
Retarded Children," American Journal of Mental Defi.c.ienc;y 
80 (May 1976):663-64. . 



Scalogram analyses of the scales (except the Schemes 

scale) were performed to determine if the scales were in 

fact ordinal. According 
·1 to GTeen (whose method of analysis 

was employed) any ltem on a measure for whi.eh his index of 

consistency is above .50, should be cons.i.dered to f.orm a11 

ordinal scale. His index is a coefficient of reproducibility 

which has been corrected for cha.nee., The .indexes of consist

eney for the present samp'le ranged from 118·12 to 1.0 on the 

scales analyzed. 

Results of this study i.ndieate that the U~t;iris and 

Hunt Scales of Infant Development may be used rel.iab.iLity 

and validly with severely and profoundly men tally retarded 

children. Table 5 presents a summary of the results. 

•:Each scale in the instrument contains a number of steps/ 

situations with possible infant actions listed by letter below. 

Those actions which are considered critical are in italics. 

If they were included in the scaling analysis conducted pre

v.iously, an asterisk appears before the letter. For Scales I 

through V, where it 1s appropriate,. space is provided for 

indica~ing the action elicited by each presentation of each 

situation. For Scale VI, the schemes commonly elicited are 

listed in rel~tion to the various objects which may be presented 

instead. of to the elic1ting si.tuatlons. 

1B .. F. Green, 11 A Method of Scalogram A.11alysis Using 
Summary Statistics," Psvchometrika 21 (March 1956):79-88. 
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TABLE 5 

NUMBER OF ITEMS, I',.IEANS, STANDARD DEVIATIONS (SI>s), RBLL\BIL-... 
ITI~S ( INTEREXAIUNER AND TEST-R.t~TEST) , AND SC ALOGHAH ANALY
Sl~S OF ZACH OF ThE SCAL}~S FOR SEvBRELY AND I)ROli'(;1JNDLY J:n~~N ... 

TALLY RiTARDED CHILDREN 

.- 1.t.t,,..,.,a,,_ .. ....,. __ .• 

Inter. Test- Green's 

Scale 
C\ Mean SD Reliabo Retest Index 

b 

Obj. Perm. ( 14) 9.65 I 4-.50 .95 1194 ~965 

Neans ( 13) 8.14 2«,83 082 092 ~976 

( 10) 
C 

Schemes 4.97 2.96 .78 4)88 :NC 

Cansali ty (7) 4.67 3~26 .84 .92 .,916 

Vocal Imit. (9) 1.86 1.77 e,86 .96 1. 000 

Gest. Imit. (9) 2.40 1.45 .91 ~93 1 ,,000 

Spatial ( 11 ) 6 .• 29 3.26 .88 990 ~812 

-
SOURCE: James V. Kabn, "Utility of the Uzg:iris and Hunt · 

Scales of Sensorimotor Development w.i th Severely a~d Profoundly 
R(etarded Children, 11 American J ourna1 of Men ta.l Defici. enQ_Y 80 

May 1976) :664. 
a.. 

Numbers in parentheses indicate the number of i terns · 
on that scale. 

b . 
Coefficient of reproducibility which has been correcte~ 

for chance. 
C!. 

Not calculated. 
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In administering the sca1es, the examiner should 

attempt to elicit actions cri Uc al for some t·wo or three 

successive steps beyond the one for which the infant fails 

to show the critical actions.~ The top step for which an 

infant manifests the cri tJca.l actions can be used as his 

score on any given scale. Such scores permit one to describe 

an infant's development in the several branches concretely. 

It is not necessary to give the scales in sequence or to 

give all of the scales at once. 

The Ufgiris and Hunt Scales of Infant Development 

may be obtained/purchased at the following address: 

Universi·ty of Illinois Press 
Urbana, Illinois 61801 

A copy of the scales appears also on pages 121 to 135. 
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Assessment Instrument 9--Uzeiris and Hunt 
Scales of Infant Development 

S.-\).rPLE EXAMINATION RECORD FORMS 

SCALE I: THE DEVELOPMENT OF VISUAL 
PURSUIT AND THE PER1fANENCE OF OBJECTS 

Name: 

i3irthdatc: 

Date of E.~amination: 

PRESEN"( ATIO~ 
(Sr:ggtstrd r.umbe-r of pramlaliol'I.J fer :~h 
JilualiM is indfrat(J in parm:huu) 

SrrUATlON I 2 3 ❖ 5 6 "/ 

1. Follo:.J.:ing a Slowly Mor,ing Objul lhrough 
a 100• Ar, (3-,}) 

a. Docs not follow object ______ -- -- -- --
b. Follows jerkily through p:irt of arc ____________ --

c. Follows smoothly through part of 
arc 

0 d. Fol!ow.1 object smoothly through 
complete arc 

Other: 
:2 • .Noticir.g the Diiappearanc, of a Slowl.J 

M o~ir.5 0 bjtd (3-,}) 
a. Docs not follow to point of disap

pearance 
b. Loses interest as soon cU object dlJ. 

appcar, 
0,. Lingcn with glance on poiot of 

disappeardncc 
•d. Return~ g!nncc to starting point 

after several presentations 
c. Searches around point of disap--

ixarance 
Other: 

3. Fir:dir.g an ObJut Which Is Parliall.J Co"tr 
md (3) 

a. Loses interest 
b. Reacts to the loss, but docs not ob. 

----- -- -- -- --

---------·----
-- -- -- --·- -- -- --

tain object - · ___________ _ 
•,. Obtains the: object ______ -- _____ _ 

Other: __ -- - -- - --· --
{· Fir.dittg an Objrcl WM,h ls Compltltl.J 

Co.mi (3) 
a. Lose, interest ------------



SCALE I (continued) 

SITUATION 

b. Reacts to loss, but does not ob
tain object 

c. Pulls screen, but not enough to 
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PRESE.NTATlON 

(Suggested twm!m of prm11tation1 for each 
siWation is indicated in parmthuu) 

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 

obtain object _____________ _ 
*d. Pulls screen off and obtaim object _____________ _ 

Other: _____________ _ 

5. Finding an Object Completely Covmd in 
Two Places (!2) 

a. Loses interest 
b. Searches for object where it wa, 

previously found 
c. Searches for object where it i! last 

hidden 
Other: 

6. Finding an Object Completely CovmJ in 
Two Places Alternately (3-5) • 

a. Bccooies perplexed and loses in
terest 

b. Searches haphazardly under one 

-- -- -·- -- -- -- --
-- -- -- -.-,- -- -- --

or both screens ____ . __________ _ 

·· •c. Searches correctly under each of 
the screens 

Other: 
7. Finding an Object Completely Cor:md in 

Thm Plam (5-']) 
a. Loses interest 
b. Searches haphazardly under some 

or all screeru _______________ _ 

•c. Searches directly under correct 
screen 

Other: 
8. Finding an Object after Succusive Visible 

Displacements (3-5) 
a .. Docs not follow successive hidings _____ · · __ -- ___ _ 
b. Searches only under the first 

screen 
c. Searches under screen where ob• 

jcct wa, previously found 
d. Searches haphazardly under all 

.screens 
e. Searches in order of hiding 
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SCALE I (continued) 

PRESl-:NT A TION 

(Suggultd number of prucnfations for each 
situation is indicated i11 parenthms) 

SITUATION 

f. Searches directly under the last 
screen in path 

Other: 
9. Finding an Object under Thm Superim

posed Scrum (2-3) 
a. Loses interest 1 

b. Lift:3 one or two screcru, but fails 
to find object 

•c. Removes all screen! and obtains 
object 

Other: 
10. Finding an Object Following Onz lrwisihlt 

Displnctmml (3) 
a. Loses interest 
b. Reacts to loss, docs not search 
c. Searches only in the box 

*d. Che.cks the box and scarche! un
der the screen 

•e. Searches under screen directly 
Other: 

Ir. 'Finding an ObJecl Following One Invisihli 
Displacement with Two Scrum (2) 

a. Searches only in box 
b. Searches under screen where ob. 

ject was previously found 
•c. Searches directly under correct 

screen 
Other: 

12. Fin.ding an Objtct Following One Invisible 
Displacement with Two Scrum Allernated 
(3) 

a. Loses interest 
b. Searches haphazardly under 

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 

screens -- -- -- -- -- --- --
•c~ Searches directly under correct 

screen 
Other: 

13. Finding an Object Following One lnvisihl1 
Displactmtnt with Thm Scrum (5-;) 

a. Loses interest 
b. Searches haphazardly under all 

. screens 



SCALE I (continued) 

SITUATION 

•c. Searches directly under com=ct 
screen 

,. Other: 
14. Finding an Object Following a Series of In• 

visible Displacuntnls (4-6) 
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PRESENTATION 

(Suggested number cf presentations for tad 
Jituation is indualtd in parentheses) 

I 2 3 4 p 6 7 

a. Searches only in E's hand , ________ -- -- --
b. Searches only under first one · or 

two scree11.3 in the path 
*c. Searches under all screens in the 

path in the order of hiding 
*d. Searches directly under the last 

screen in the path ____ -- --~ -- --
15. Finding Object Following a Series of lnvisi• 

hie Displacements by Searching in Revers, 
of tht Order of Hiding (2) 

a. Searches only under last screen 
b. Searches haphazardly under all 

screens ____ -- -- -- -- --
~c. Searches systematically from the 

last screen back to the first 
Other: -------------
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SCALE II: THE DEVELOP1fE:-ff OF :MEANS'FOR 
OBTAINING DESIRED ENVIRON1'.1ENTAL EVENTS 

Name: 

Birthdate: 

Date of Examination: 

SITUATION 

1. Appearance of Hand-Watching Behavior (r); also Scale IV-1 
a. Hand-watching is not observed 

•b. Hand-watching is observed 
Comments: 

~. Achitrcmml of Visually Directed Grasping (3); also Scale V-3 

PRESENT AT ION 
(Suggeslc<I number of Pre• 
smtation.s for tach situa
tion are £ndicattd in paun.• 
thms) 

3 4 

a. Reaches for, but does not grasp object _______ _ 
$b. Grasps object when both hand and object in view _______ _ 
•c. Grasps object by bringing hand up to object -· ______ _ 
d. Grasps object by shaping hand in anticipation of 

contact with object 
Other: 

3. Rtpttition of Actions Proaudng an lntemting Spectacle (2); also 
Scale IV~ 

a. Shows interest 
b. Intensifies arm movements and activates occasion• 

ally 
•,. Repeats arm movements systematically and kccp.1 

toy acth·e consistently 
d. Only tries to grasp object 

Other: 
4. Lttting Go of an Object in Orda lo Renchfor Anot!ur (3) 

a. Reacht's for third object while holding the others ______ _ 
b. Reaches for third object with filled hands and drop3 

one in the process of reaching ______ _ 
•c. Drops one of the objects prior to reaching for third ______ _ 

Other: ________ _ 

5. llse of Locomotion AJ Means (!2) 
a. No attempt to retrieve object, continues play 
b. Indicates desire for object, but does not try to re .. 

trievc it 
$c. ~fo\"es to regain the object and resumes play using 

it 
Other: 
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SCALE II (fonJ.in1ud)" 

SrmATION 

6. Use of the Rdationsliip of Suppporl (2) 
a. Reaches for object on the support 
b. Tries to get object by climbing 
c. Appeals to another person to get the object 

11d. Pulls the support after demonstration 
$t~ Pulls support without demonstration 

Other: 
7. Understanding of the Rdationrhip of Support ( t--2) 

PRESENTA'I fl 1H 

(Suggnted ""'"''" ,,f ,,,, • 
.rmlatioru for ,,11 I, _,;,,,,,. 
lion are indicattd 111 /1mr11• 
theses) 

I • 2 1 

-- -- --. ----

a. Pulls support expecting to obtain object -- -- -·· ___ _ 
b. Pulls support, but reachc:1 for object at same time -- -- --. __ _ 

fie. Docs not pull the support without the object on it __ -- --··• ._ ____ _ 
Other: __ ., ___ _ 

8. Us❖f Strini: Hori,:.ontally (2) 
a. Reaches for the object, ignoring string 
b. 1fanipulatcs the string, but docs not pull it enough 

to get object 
•c. Pulls string and gets object after demonstration 
ttid. Pulls string and gets object ,•,,-ithout demonstration -- -- -- __ 

Other: 
9, Use of String Vtrtica{lj . (2-3) 

a. Indicates desire for object, ignoring the string -- -- - __ 
b. Drops string to floor and becomes unhappy -- -- -- __ _ 
c. Plays with tl1e string itself -- -- --· _ 
d. Pulls the string, but not sufficiently to get the object -- -- -- __ _ 
•e. Pulls string and obtains object after demonstration -- -- -- __ 
*J. Pulls string and obtains object without dcmonstra• 

tion 
Other: 

10. Use of Stick as Afeans (2) 
a. Pla,·s only with stick 

-------
------
-- -- -- ---

b. Reaches for object, disregarding stick -- -- --· __ 
c. Plays with stick and object, docs not get object 

closer ------ --
*d. Uses stick to get object after dcmonstratio~ ------ --
•t. Uses stick to get object without demonstration -- -- --·- ·--Other: ____ --· __ 

11. Fomight in the Problem of the Nrcklau ar.d tlu Contniner (2-:3) 
a. Docs not try to put necklace into container ------·--
b. Attempts to put necklace in, but fails repeatedly -- -- --· __ 

· c. Succeeds in putting necklace in after several unsuc• 
cessful attempts ------
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SCALE II (continued) 

SITUATION 

PRESENT,\ TION 

(Suggcstrd number of Prt• 
.untations for eadi situa• 
tion are indicated in paren .. 
t,~tsfS) 

J l2 3 ,} 

d. Invents a method which is successful after a failure __ --·- --·· -
•e. Adopts a method which is successful from the first __ -- -- -

Other: __ -- -- --
12. Fore.right in the Problem of the Solid Ring (2--3) , 

a. Does not stack ring, -- --- __ ·r·_·_ ,· .. ..; 

b. Uses force in trying to stack solid ring repeatedly ____ -- --
c. Attempts to stack solid ring once and avoid3 it sub

sequently 
°'d. Sets aside the solid ring without attempting to stack 

it 
Other: 

SCALE III: THE DEVELOPMENT OF IMITATION: 

Name: 

,Birthdatc: 

Date of Examination: 

VOCAL AND GESTURAL 

Illa. VocAL ImrATION 

PRESENTATION 

(Suggested number of prmntation.s for each 
situation iJ indicated in parentheses) 

SITUATION 3 4 5 6 7 

I. Use of Vocalfr.ation Other than Crying (1) 
a. Only vocalizes distres3 sounds _____________ _ 

*b. Vocalizes (coos) when not clis-
tre.ssed 

Comments: 
2. Response to Familiar Vocali1;.ations (~-3) 

a. Shows no interest 
b. Listens, does not vocalize himselt 

0
,. Positive response to infantlike 

sounds 

List vocalizatioru presented: 



SCALE I II (continued) 

SITUATION 

$J. Vocalizes in response to E's in
fantlike sounds 

.. ,. Vocalizes similar sounds, but does 
not shift to match E 

f. Vocalizes similar sounds and 
shifts to match E 
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PRESENTATION 

(Surguttd numbtr of prmntati'ons for each 
situation iI indicated in parmtlustt) 

3 4 5 6 7 

. . . ~.. . Other: - ----- -- -- -- -- --
3. Response to Familiar Sound Patterns (2-3) 

a. Shows no interest 
b. Listens, docs not vocalize himself 

0 c. Positive response to familiar 
sound patterns 

,;,d. Vocalizes in response 
,. Vocalizes similar sounds in re

sponse, but doe! not shift to 

List vocalizations presented: 

match E ____ -- -- -- -- --
"l• Vocalizes similar sound patterna 

and shifts to match E 
f Imitation of Familiar Words (2--3) List words presented: 

a. Listens, docs not vocalize __________ --- --
*b. Vocalizes, but sounds fail to 

match model's 
0 c. Imitates familiar words 

Other: 
5. Imitation of Unfamiliar Sound Patterns 

(!2-3) Li3t vocalizations presented: 

a. Shows unhappiness or cries ________ -- --- --
b. Shows no interest ____ -- -- -- --- --
c. Listens, does not vocalize himself ____ - .- _______ _ 

_ $d. Vocalizes, but not similar sounds _________ -- -- --
*e. Vocalizes with sounds becoming ' 

gradually closer approximatiom 
of model's ________ -- -- --

*/. Vocalizes with sounds similar to 
model's immediately 

Other: 
6. Imitation of New Words (6-'7) List words presented: 

I 
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SCALE III (conti11Ut. ) 

Pru-:sENTATION 
(Suggntcd numb(r of p,eu,ilalioru for eac,1! 
situation is indicated in parenlluu.t) 

SrruATION 3 4 5 6 7 

a. Listens, does not vocalize __________ -- --· 
b. Vocalizes, but not similar sounds ____________ --
c. Imitates by gradual approxima

tion 
d. Imitates a few words immediately ______________ --
*e. Imitates most simple wor;d:1 im-

mediately 
Other: -- -- -- -- -- -- _----..,•·. 

IIIb. GF-STURAL IMITATION 

SITUATION 

1. Sy1tmzatic Imitation of Familiar Simple Schemes (~-3) 

PRESENTATION 

!2 :1 4 

List action.!l 
presented: 

a. Shows interest, but no attempt to imitate _______ _ 
•b. Performs some action consistently, does not imitate _______ _ 
•,. Imitates ____ -- --

Other: ____ --· __ 
~- Imitation of Complex Actions Composed of Familiar Scheme$ List actions 

(2-3) presented: 

a. Attends, but makes no attempt to imitate _______ _ 
b. Performs some action consistently, doe.! not imitate _______ _ 

•c. Attempts to imitate, but docs not approximate on 
successive attempt3 

•d. Imitates by gradual approximation 
•,. Imitate.s model immediately 

Other: 
3· imitation of Unfamiliar Cutures Visible to the Inf ant (2-3) 

a. Show·s interest, but no attempt to imitate 
b. Performs some action consistently, bu.t does not imi• 

tate 
e. Imitates by gradual approximation 

List gesture, 
presented: 
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SCALE III (continued) 

SrruATION 

•d. Imitates immediately 
Other: 

PRESENTATION 

3 4 

4. _Imitation cf Unfamiliar Gatum Invisible I? tht Inf ant (3-4) List gesture! 
presented: 

,. 
a. 

*b. 
c. 

•d . . ,. 
Shows interest, but no attempt to imitate -- -- -- -
Pcrforrru some action consistently, does not imitate __ -- -- -
Imitates by gradual apprJximation -- -- -- - ·
Imitates at least one invisible gesture immediately -- --. -- --
Imitates most invisible gestures immediately -- -- -- --

Other: -- -- -- --

·, 
SCALE IV: THE DEVELOPMENT OF OPERATIONAL CAUSALITY 

Name:. 

Birthdate: 

Date of Examination: , . 

SrruATION 

1 . .Appearanct of Hand-Watching Behavior (1); also Scale II-1 
a. Hand-watching is not observed 

*b. Hand-watching is observed 
Comment: 

PRESENTATION 

(Suggufrd numbff of 
prumlatiortsfcr each 
situation iJ indicated 
in parmthues) 

3 

2. fi.epetition cf Action.r Producing an lntmsting Spectacle (~-3); also 
Scale II-3 

a. Shows interest in object 
. b. Intensifies arm movements and activates occasionally ____ -

~,. Repeats arm movements systematically and keeps object 
active consistently · 

d. Only tries to grasp object 
Other: 
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SCALE IV (continue/) 

3· 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

SITUATION 

Uu of Specific Action M u Procedun,, ( 1--2) 

a. Shmvs interest only during spectacle 
b. Shows excitement, but no dominant act during pauses 
•c. A dominant act during pauses suggests a "procedure,, 
d. Reaches for object only 1 

Other: 
Behavior in a Familiar Game Situatr"on (!2-S) 

a. Shows no interest 
b. Remains passive during pausc-.s 
c. A dominant act during pauses suggests a ccprocedurc" 
d. Performs part of the act during pauses 
e. Touches E and waiu during pauses 

Other: 
B~havior lo a Sputaclt Cr ta ltd by an Agmt ( t~) 

a. Shows interest only during spectacle 
b. · Shows excitement, but no dominant act during pausca 

'-c. A dominant act during pauses suggests a ccproc.edure" 
•d. Touches E and waits during pause, , 
e. Attempt! to imitate E 

Other: 
Behavior lo a Spectacle Created by an Agent Acting on an Object (2-3) 

a. Shows interest only during spectacle 
b. A dominant act during pauses suggests a "procedure., 

•,. Touchcl E or the object and waits 
*d. Gives object back to E 
e. Attempts to activate object 

Other: 
Behavior lo a Spectacle Crtatid by a J..feclianica/ Agent (1-:2) 

a. Plays with object only 
b. }.fakes object perform iu activity manually 
c. Touches E or object and waita 

*d. Give.s object back to E 

PRESENTATION 

(Suggested number of 
prucntation.r for tech 
situation is indica!(d 
in parenthuu) 

3 

------
------
------
-------- -- ----.. ,. 

------
------
------
----·--
------
-- -----
--- --- ---
------
------
-------
-------
------
------
------
------
------
------
------
------
------
------
------•e. Attempt! to activate object mechanically after demonstra• 

tion ------1/, Attempts to discover a way to activate object mechanical• 
ly before demonstration ------

Other: ------
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. SCALE V: THE CONSTRUCTION OF OBJECT 
RELATIONS IN SPACE 

Name: 

Birth<latc: 

Date of Examination: 

SrruATION 

1. Observing Two Objects Alttrnalt~ (2-3) 
a. Looks at one object only 

•b. Alternates glance slowly between 

PRESENTA'l'ION 

(Sugguttd number of prmntations for each 
situation is indicated in partnlhtses) 

3 4 5 6 7 

objects • ______ -- -- -- --
•c. Alternates glance rapidly between 

objects · 
Other: 

2. Localidng an Object by Its Sound (5-,) 
a. Docs not turn to sound 
b. Turru to sound in one direction 

Qnly 
c. Turns to sound, doe3 not locate itJ 

source 
*d. Localizes thr! source of sound visu

ally 

·, -- -- -- -- -- -- --

Other:__ ____________ _ 

3. Grasping a Visually Presented Object (2-3); 
also Scale II-2 

a. :Moves arms in the direction of ob-
ject, does not touch it ______ -- -- ___ _ 

b. Clasps arms in front of the object _____________ _ 
c. Touches object, but faiu to grasp 

it 
1'1d. Grasp~ object 

Other: 
4. Following lht Trajectory of a Rap,♦dly Moo• 

ing Object (3--4.) 
a. Docs not follow object, continues 

to look at E,s hand 
b. Follows some, but docs not locate 

object __ -- -- -- -- -- --
•,. Follows object and locates it visu-

ally only when it lands in view __________ -- --
d. Searches with the eyes for object 

when it lands out of view, but docs 
not lean 
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SCALE V (contimw{) 

PRESENTATION 
(S:,ggnltd numbtr of prmnlations for tac.I, 
situntion if indicattd in parmthuu) 

SITUATION 

"'e. Leans to search for object in the 
direction where it must have 
landed 

Other: 
5. Recognizing tht Reverse Side of Object1 

I 
{!2-j) 

a. Grasps object with no sign of ap• 
prcciation of reversal 

b. Withdraws hands and appearn 
surprised at reversal 

$c. Grasps object, but turns it around 
immediately or by comparing 
both sides indicates appreciation 
of reversal 

Other: 
6. Usir1g tlu Rtlationship of tht Container and 

tht Contairud (2-3) 
a. Does not put objects in; only 

touches those inside 
b. Takes objects out, does not put 

any in 
c. Puts objects in and takes them out 

one by one 
~d. Puts or drops objects in, reverses 

container to get them out 
Other: 

7. Placing Objects in Equilibriwn OM upon 
Anothtr (2-:3) 

a. Does not try to build tower 
b. Approximat<:3 two object.3, but 

does not leave the second on the 
first 

0
,. Builds a tower of at least two ob

ject. 
Other: 

8. Appreciating Gravity in Play with OhJtetl 
(2-:3) 

a. Does not attempt action 
b. Act! without showing apprecia• 

tion of gravity 

3 4 5 6 

----------------



SCALE V {continuta) 

SITUATION 

•c. Acts with appreciation of the force 
of gravity 

Other: 
g. Exploring Fall of Dropped Objects ( 1-2) 

a. Docs not systematically drop ob-
jects 1 

b. Drops several objects repeatedly, 
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PRESENTATION 

(Suggtsttd numbtr of presentations for ,ach 
situation iI indicated in parmtheus) 

2 3 4 5 6 7 

-- -- -- -·- -- -- --

docs not look at where they land _____________ _ 

e. Drops several objects repeatedly 
andJookstoscc,vhcre they land __________ -- __ 

Other: 
10. Making Detours (2-3) 

a. Loses interest in objects 
b. Attempts to reach for the object 

using the same path as object ______ ~ -- -- __ 
c. Goes directly around the barrier, 

thus making a detour 
Other: 

I J. Indicating Absence of Familiar Persons (1) 
a. Docs not comprehend question 
b. Goes to the usual location of the pe~on ______________ _ 

•c. Indicates knowledge of absence 
by gesture or word 

Other: 
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SCALE VI: THE DEVELOPMENT OF SCHEMES 
FOR RELATING TO OBJECTS 

Name: 

Dirthdatc: 

Date of Examination: 

SCHEMES SHOWN 

a. Holding 
0 b. Mouthing 
*c. Visual inspection 
'-d. Simple motor schemes: 

I. Hits or pat!! with hand 
2. Hits surface with object 
3. Hi ts two together 
4. Shakes 
5. Wavc3 

Other: 
*t. Examining 
0
/. Complex motor schemes: 

I, Slides 
2. Crumples 
3. Swings 
4. Tears or stretches 
5. Rubs or pats · 

Other: 
t#g, "Letting go" actioru1: 

1. Drops 
2. Throws 

Other: 
'41-J,. Socially instigated actions: 

1. Drinks 
2. Wears 

3. Drives 
4. Builds 
5. Hugs 
6. Dresses 
7. Sniffs 
8. Making "walk,. 

Other: 
0 ;. Showing 
•_j. Naming 

(List name used by infant) 

OBJECTS PRESENTI?.D TO INFANT 

1 !2 3 4 15 
Pla2tic 

For Example: Rattle Doll fish Foil 

.. -- -- -- --

-------- -··· 

--i 
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The assessment instruments included in Chapt·er IV 

were those which were determined to be of widespread use 

by professionals or practi ti one rs who work wl th the young 

mentally retardecl child. A maj o:ri ty being criterion-referenced. 

rather than norm-referenced measures, their primary value li.es 

in screen1ng for data that can be used in ·writing ind1vidual

ized educational plans (IEP) rather than in deriving tradi

tional test scores. 

In Chapter V are case studies to be used as professional 

1.,repa:cation materials by prospective teachers"' Study questj_on~::; 

as well as bibliographies/recommended readings follow each 

group of studies. 



CHAPTER V 

PROFESSIONAL PREP .A.RATION MATERIALS: P.ART II--

THE CASE STUDIES 

The purpose of th:is study was to develop professional 

preparation materials for use in preservlce educa.t.i.onal 

settings. The target audience was personnel concerned with 
I 

adapted physical education in the _public school setting, 

speeifically for children ages three through six" 

The professional preparation materials in this chapter 

J.nc1u.de case studios, b.ibllographies, recommended readings, 

and study . questions with locations of answers indicated~ 

The study questions concern the following syndromes or condJ.

tion·s relevant to the case studies: Down Syndrome, cerebral 

palsy, c:pj_lepsy, Pill t.ism, and rnicrocephaly. Men t::ll retardation 

is associated with each of these conditions~ 

rrhe reader is cautioned not to draw inferences from the 

limited number of case studies presented as illustrations of 

the hannicappi.ng eonditions~ The case stud.ies are presented 

to emphasize the broa.d spectrum of individual differences 

which typlifies all ha11dicapping conditions. The bibliographies, 

recommended readings, and questions are suggested to encourage 

a problem solvlng approach to learning in which the theories 

presented in various publications can be tested aeainst the 

reality of individual dlfferences in the case studies. 
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The :procedures followed in developing the case studies 

were described in Chapter III. Methods of colleeting data 

included examination of materials in several files; interviews 

with parents, classroom teachers, the occupational therapist, 

the day care worker, and the therapeutic recreation specialist 

who taught the subjects; arid disciplined obse:J:'\rations of the 

children over several weeks. 

L'tltroduction to the Stu.di~ 

The following ten case studies are not presented as a 

standard of measurement by which to judge other mentally 

retarded preschool chj_ldren. They were not written for those 

who have spent years working with this young population and 

are all too familiar with the nstoriesn described hereaftero 

Ra.ther they were written for the student just entering the 

world of the preschool mentally retarded child--not as doc

trine but in the hope of providing some insight into what may 

or may not lie ahead. They were written with the recogni ti·on 

of the fact that no child or group of children is totally 
11 typica1n while at the same time, realizing that some common

alities are entirely possible. 

With these thoughts in mind, some specific questions 

arose, What should the student who desires to work success

fully with the young mentally retarded child (particularly in 

the physical education setting) be aware of? What knowledges, 
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skills, and understandings should he possess? Certainly 

he should become familiar with mental retardation, possess

ing an understanding of terms used in the field, la1owledge

able about the more common syndromes and accompanying condi

tions, understanding the effect mental retardation has upon 

a child• s functioning level, and acquainted with certain 

behavioral characteristfcs which may or may not be encountered. 

An indepth knowledge of child growth and development 

is mandatory if the student is to be truly successful and 

competent in working with the preschool child. It is a total 

child that walks into the classroom or gyrrmasium. The student 

must be aware of what forces influence that child's physical, 

mental, social, a.,.id emotional development and how these forces 

interrelate to one another. Physically, the student needs to 

understand the principles of motor development--How do motor 

skills develop? Wbat is the normal developmental sequence of 

movement? How does this relate to the mentally retarded child? 

·what is meant by an "immature mo-vement pattern?n What is nor

mal posture for the preschool child? In the mental realm, the 

student should understand the relationship between a child's 

chronological age and his mental age. What is meant by "func

tioning. level?" What other conditions besides mental retarda

ti.on might affect a child• s functioning level? What is sensori

motor development and what part does it serve in a child's mental 



as well as physical c1eve1opment? How cloes play affect a child's 

mental development? When considering social/emotional develop

ment, the student needs to 1mow what is "normal" social behavior 

in terms of play patterr1s. Hovi do these _patterns cha11.ge through 

the years? What conditions might affect their development? 

How do these play patterns relate to the mentally retarded 

child? HO'w do certain behavioral problems (h~0eractivity, 
I 

excessive passivity 7 ete9) affect a child'ls social/emotional 

development? What is mea.."11.t by self-stimulating behaviors and 

what effect do they have? Hany of these questions overlap into 

other areas serving to exemplify the fact that one can not 

isolate o:n~ facet of a child to the exclusion of all othero 

It is not presumed that the following case studies answer 

any or all the questions in and of themselves. Rather, perhaps, 

they serve as illustrative examples of possibJ_e answers or 

theories derived from a marriage of the boundless lmowledge 

of the normal preschool child and the limited research on the 

mentally retarded preschool child., Perhaps they merely pose 

many more questions yet to be answered. 

In addition, the studies contribute information partic

ularly relevant to research in physical education. That is, 

actual physical description of movement patterns of a group of 

mentally retarded preschool children. Alone, they may only 

serve to better the appreciation of the new student concernii1g 
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what he might encounter in terms of motor behaviors. How

ever, with more research of this }cind perhaps certain common 

movement :patterns of this population can be discerned. With 

this knowledge and understa._r'lding, professionals in the field 

may well be able to incorporate more appropriate a-vid realistic 

programs of physical education for thc~se childrene1 
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Dovm Syndrome 

Definition: .A form of mcmta1 retard.at.ion caused by chromo

somal aberrations. Aberrations rno.y be in the form of trisomy 

21, translocation 21, or mosaicism~ 
1 

J.r1;~iden_g_~: 1 case per 600 ..... 700 bi.rths
2 

Table of Content9• 

Subject A, Age 6: Case Stu.dy 

Subject B, Age 5: Case Study 

Subject Cg Age 5 ! Case Stu.dy 

Sub,ject D, Age 4: Gar3e Study 

Subject E, Age 4! Case Study 

Study Questions 

Bibliography/Recommended ReadJ.nga 

~9~!J~9-§; t 1...QJJ..8.l Obj e ct iv~ 

144-154 

155-165 

166-·174 

175-· 185 

186-201 

20~~-203 

204-206 

After reading the five case stuclies concerning preschool 

children with Down Syndrome and the recommended readings/ 

1-See Herbert J;t Grossman, ed9~ Mazrna];.v .. on ~~e~minologx 
§.fild Cla~sification :i.~Ll}~1n .. t~~1._J.}~~~2.x~1..{i~~U.?Z1, \Bal t:Lmore, Mary
hand; (;ararnond/Pridemark .PrE:~rn ~ American Association on 
·.ental Deficiency, 1973), pit 18: David W,i Smith and Ann tPh~lr Vfi~_sm?-, Th~ Chi1d with I~g{yn' s S:{J1QTOm8 I'fongoJisml, 

1 ade.Lphia; ll. B. Saunders Go., 1973 , pp. 5, 12-13. 

Re . 
2
_~1audine She~ri_ll ,_ Ad_apted Physi.caL_Edu?.cltion and 

\'/ creation: A Mult1dl£3CJ.plin2.ry Approach] -(n_:lbuque, Iov,a: 
m. C. Brovm Company Publishers, 1976), p. 467. 
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bibliographies, the future teacher o:f mentally r-etardecl 

preschoolers should be able to answer the study questions 

on pages 202 to 203. It is further hoped that the future 

teacher will demonstrate an .increased understanding and 

appreciation of Dovm Syndrome and will feel more competent 

in planning a physical education program for a preschool 

child with Dovm Syndrome. 
' I 
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PLATE I 



·t 4-5 

A 

Sub;iect A is a six-year-old white female weighing forty

two pounds a..nd sta.n.c11ng _,three f ee-t, fi-rre inches ( 105 cm11) ta.11 o 

According to test rem .. 11 ts, A appears to be functioning in the 

mod.era-te range of mental :retardation. When A i.•1as five years, 

five months old, she was administered the Denver DeYelop

mental Screening Test,, Results tndicated J.\ ·v,as functioning 

at the :four year, nine month level in personal-social develop-. 

ment; at the thrf:.:1e year, six month level in fine motor adaptive 

skills; at the three year, seven mon:th lev-el in language; 

and at the three year le-vcl in gross motor skillso At five 

years, eleven months of age, A was gi vcn the Peabody Picture 

Voca.bulary Test and received a mental age of: two years, eleven 

months and a language age of two years, nine months. It was 

noted that A frequently omits and substitutes words in her 

speecho 

Believed to be a mosaic Dovm Syndrome child 9 a rare f'orm 

of the syndrome (condition in whlch -the number of chromosomes 

in the cells varies wi-th some cells having forty--fiv-e, some 

forty-six, and others forty-seven--accounts for about 4 percent 

of all Down S,r.adrome cases), A possesses tr.J.rty of the fifty~fi ve 
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characteristics of Do·wn S:ynd:r.·ome o ' She was the product 

of a wanted first pregn.a:a.cy of a thirty-:ni.11e-year-old mother. 

Unaware of her pregna11cy, A 1 s in other unclerwen t gall bladder 

surgery during her second rno:n-th'° A total of fifteen potmds 

,.,as lost during the pregnancy and A was bor.n by caesarian 

sectiono A heart 1nurrrru.r ~das present a.-t birth" 

.At -the age of three years 9 t·wo months, A had achieved 

all the developmental rnilesto:nos within normal limits except 

for walking, speech and language development. Wnen A was 

three years, eight months olcl, her parents v-iewed A's behavior 

as normal but delayed. 1).J_though her parents were concerned 

over the fact that A dicl noJ,.; ·walJr until she was twenty months 

of age, it was clifficul t to establish parental awareness of 

the situation. However, ·when speech remained infantile, A 

was referred to a special canter for speech therapy by her 

pediatrician. It was there that some of the physicaJ. character

istics o:f Dovm Syndrome were notedo 

1 Some of the characteristics of Dovm Syndrome possessed 
by A include a functioning level in the moderate range of 
mental retardatlonj nystagmus, epica.nthal folds, oblique 
palpebral apertures, broad flat nose., high forehead, low set 
ears, fine hair, congenital heart disease, speech disorders, 
awkward movements, poor coordination, high incidence of · 
respiratory infection, protruding tongue, hyperextensibility 
of joints, etc. 

2sergio Nagalini, M,, D., l)icti911.~:t:l1: of Medical §;rn(\rome~, 
(Philadelphia:: Jo B. Lippincott Co., 197·1), p. 157. 
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A remains an only child.., Both parents work and A 

is cared for by a family maid. who Bpends much time working 

~dth A. A entered school at the age of five and. is presently 

in a preschool class for children with mental ages of two 

to three years. /', f -, 
.,_'-1, b cu.TrJ.cu1ua ~3tI• .:::sBes the development 

of expressive language aa vH1J.1 as flne m1cl gross motor 

clevelopmen to 

.A presents a very goocl pictu1.'e of static posture as 

heacl. and trunk are in alignment, feet point slightly outward, 

and arms and hands are allowed. to hang naturally. She exhibits 

many cliff erent sitt.ing postt1rt?:S though in all of them a very 

straigh~ back is mainta5.11eda A sometimes sits with her lmees 

flexed to allow her to sit on her legs while a ·t other times 

she sits nrndiann style with legs folded and crossed in front 

of her. She also sits with the legs extended straight out 

and held together in front o:f her. 

Dynamic posture in A is characterized by a feeling of 

stiffness and rigidity and ye-t at other times, IIIllCh grace 

and fluidity of movement are demonstrated .. A appears quite 

relaxed while walking ar.1.d e.llo\nJ the arms to hang at the 

sides, alternating slightly with the opposing leg. Weight 

is tral1Sferred from heel to toe. 
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Rigidity of movement is best seen in A's :running· 

pattern as it seems to increase with the s,peed of movement. 

A....1"II1s and legs are ve-ry stiff as the left arm is frequently 

extended straight out in front of the body with the right 

arm being held out to the side and slightly for11ard but 

away from the body. Fingers are extended wide apart. Legs 

are rotated outward and moved in a very jerky, high-stepping, 

nprance-like" motion. The toes turn out. A definite trunk 

twist is apparent. Facial features tense as the mouth is 

opened and the tong~e protrudes in a fixed position. 

li9.:tc.ll:_ :Bt:th.c! vi ors 

Motorically, A was evaluated using the Behavioral 

Oharacteristi.cs Progression (BCP) 1 chart and was able to 

complete all the tasks in the gross motor I stran.d with 

the exception of "jumps from bottom step (twelve inches 

high), feet together. n A exhibits patterns of roJ.ling, 

crawling, creeping, climbing, walking, running, jumping, 

catchingf throwing, stril-.:ing, and kicking., She is unable 

to hep, gallop or skip. Although afflicted wi-th nystagr.aus 

(cor1stant involuntary movement of the eyeball), A is able 

trJ track an object with both eye and head movement .. Grasping · 

--...--------1 Santa Crt1z County Office of Education, Behavioral 
.911§.~_!-:_eris,.1ics Prog~ess.!.Q!! (Santa Cru.z, California, 1973). 



ability is goodt, 

Goa.ls for A in the :physical education program include 

the improvement of basic locomotor skill patterns as well 

as basic ball skill })atterns fl Other goals inclucle learning 

to relax, increasing a-ttention spa11, r-Jocialization, and 

elimination of self ... stin;u1ati:ng behaYiors& 

Generally, A does well in the 11hysical education 

se-ttingc, She seems to enjoy group activities though at 

times she engages 1.n self-sti.rnulating behaviors (:flapping 

of arms, etc.a) if not di:reci;ly attended to. Though her 

attention span is :Jhort~ she is able to understand much of 

what is said to her and is therefore able to follow directions 

in play act.ivities. Demonstration is ofte.n necessaryo Group 

activitfes must be higlily structured. A circle or semi-circle 

formation work ·well with A ancl her classmates~ Activities 

A performs successfully in these formations include circle 

tag games, imitative movement exercises, rope.exercises (rope 

is on floor formed into a large circle and children are asked 

to perform various movements in and around the rope), and 

rhythm activities4' A is able to play some simple line games. 

Obstacle courses arc tackled by A with little difficulty 

though with some prodding·necessaryo 

Motor perf ounance in A falls far below the norm for 

six-year-olds. Able to perform mature patterns of rolling, 
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crawling, creeping, and walking, A has great difficulty with 

the more advanced patterns and fails to exhibit many of them 

in any form. After a demonstration, A can perform a log roll 

independently with arms extended overhead and legs straight. 

Exhibiting a crosslateral motion, A is able to both crawl 

and creep. Creeping patterns were elicited by having A creep 

inside a "catepillar creepertt which was constructed out of a 

large cardboard box. A was encouraged to crawl by stringing 

a series of ropes approximately a foot apart and about a foot 

off the ground. A was then asked to crawl from one end of 

the ropes to the other. Initially, a demonstration was nec

essary. This seems to be a most effective method of elicit

ing a c;-awling pattern since the ropes are close enough to 

the floor to keep the child on his stomach and close enough 

together to keep the child from getting up between the ropes. 

A is able to climb a ladder, up a:nd downr placing two 

feet on each rung. Able to understand the concepts of "under, 11 

naround, n nthrough, u and atover, st A doeo well .in climbing activ

ities whi.le following an obstacle course. 

A appears to have a mature walking pattern and is able 

to walk backwards and sideways as well as forward. However, 

when ascendlng stairs, A alternates her feet but descends 

Placing two feet on each step. Unlike her walking pattern, 

A's xunning pattern is ~1ite immature. 
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Though unable to jump do·wn from a twelve-inch step, 

A demonstrates the ability to jum_p f orv-,arcl over a rope· 

placed on the flooro Very 1ittle di.stance is covered in 

the jump as the knees are only slightly flexed nnd are 

promptly extended., A is able to stanc1 on her tiptoes and 

begin a jump on her ..1Goes if p:comptedo 

A hopping pattern is not present though A is able 

to stand on one foot if supported. Galloping :.;md skipping 

patterns are not exhlbited 5..n any forma 

A can catch a large ball thrown from fi Ye feet av-.ray 

by pulling it in to her 1)ody vii th the arms. Thro·wing the 

ball is accomplished in an underhand motion, using two handso 

Striki11g and kicking a stat1 onary ball are acti Yities A 

experiences success ino Klclcing is done by lifting the 

kicking foot backward through a flexion of the low·er leg. 

A small amount of opposition is apparent in the arm movement • 

.Al though A is able to kick a large stationary ball without 

falling, .she bends down to stop a rolling ball with her hands 

before attempting to kick it. Kiclctng is always done from 

a stationary posi ti 011. Given a large plastic bat, A is able 

to strike a large stationary ball as well as a rolled ball. 

She is unable to strike a bounced ball. 
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Progress in A during the 1ast four months has been 

slow. In need of intense and concentrated instruction ·and 

practice in performance of basic motor skills, A comes to 

physical education class th:ree times a week with a group 

of eight other childreno Social skills in A have improved 

as aggressive behavior has all but diBa,r,peared. Self-stim

ulating behaviors haye also lessened and attention span has 

increased_, 

Soc i aJLEJnQ.ii.9J1~--D~~v~_9.pgen ~ 

Al though capable of some s1J{~ech, A iB 'basically a ver-J 

quiet little girl. She attempts to aay ·words on request and 

if asked a question, she uB1.:i.ally tries to answer with one or 

two words. .Although attention span i.s short, A learns well 

by i"Ititation. Eager to cooperate most of the time, A is 

also capable of becoming quite stubbornc, 

Though at times demonstrating acts of aggression (push

ing other children do\'m), at other times A is somewhat affec

tionate toward other children~ She has been observed giving 

up her· toys to another child ·without the slightest display 

of anger or displeasureo A tends to get upset when another 

child is upset or cryinge 

She seems to be quite tolerant of the attentions bestowed 

upon her by a little boy in her class. He appears to be very 



fond of A and likes to come up behind her to p1ek her up by 

the waist. Although pushing at his hands, A does not attempt 

to hit or attack him in any way nor cloes she give any verbal 

protest. The two have frequently been observed sit-ting, 

talking, and playing together$ 

Voluntarily participatLYLg in group activities, A also 

initiates play activities of her ovmo On 4/7, while waiting 

her turn in a physical education class, A started a clapping 

game with another child -'co music which was playing. In a 

free play situation, A joins other play groups on her own 

peroga-tive. During informal play on the playground, A of-ten 

plays chase with another child'-> In addition, she likes to 

swing, ride a tricycle, or ride a spring horse. She seems 

to have a. preference for one particular little girl in her 

class when playing chaseo 

Self-stimulating activ.ttj_es are apparen-t in A's behavior 

patterns. In addi·tion to grinding her teeth, A waves her arms 

in a flapp:µig motion 0 So;me.times this is d.one by flexing at 

the elbow, raising her forearms up and moving them back and 

forth rapidlyo If sitting, A sometimes transfers this motion 

to the entire upper part of her body and 11 bounces" forward 

at the waist, extending arms out in front of the body in a 

graceful 11 ripplingu motion. When standing A engages in rocking 

activities, shifting weight from one foot to -the other. This 
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is sometimes accompanied by the arm waving. A immediately 

stops such activities on command. 
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PL11TE II 

SITfil:3CT B 
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Subject B is a five-year-old white female weighing 

thirty-six pounds and standing three feet, three and one

half inches ( 101 emit ) tall o According to test results, B 

appears -to be functioning in the high range of moderate 

mental retardat.ion., At the age of two years, ten months 

B was adm1nistered the Cattell Infant Intelligence Scale 

on which she scored a mental age of one year, two months 

and an intelligence quotient (I.Q.) score of forty-t\vo. 

When B was three years 1 six months old, she was given the 

Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test., Level of functioning was 

determined to be at -the one year, ten month level. At three 

years, eight months, the Developmental Test of Visual-Motor 

Integration was administered and B's visual-motor integration 

was cletermined to be below the two year, ten month level. 

The Stanford-Binet Intelligence Test was administered to B 

when she was three years, ten months old. :Mental age was 

determined · to be at the two year 1 :four month level and I.Q. 

was set at fifty-one. The Denver Developmental Screening 

Test, giiren when B was four years, one month old, produced 

a functio:nal level of three years, three months. 

Diagnosed as a Down Syndrome child (trisomy 21), B 

was the product of an uncomplicated pregnancy. The parents 
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were forty years old at the time of her b.i.r-thl) B has a 

sister who is seven years olde:;;.-- tha:n Bhe is .:, The parents 

accept B• s problem and are v-e1:y coop:'.:':rat.ive though school 

files state that B's sister ancl mother sometimes appear 

too demanding in their expectations f o:e Bo 

B has been in school since the age of t,·,o~ Presently 

she is i11 a preschool class for children with mental ages 

of two to three years. B 1 s curTicu1um stresses the develop

ment of expressive lang11age as ,,-lell as fine and gross motor 

development. 

Possessing muscular hypo:tonia generalized. with weak 

deep tendon reflexes, B also demonstrates hyperextensibility 

and hyperflexibility of all joints. Hip joints are hyper

abducted creating a wide base of suppor·t which is gradually 

diminishing. Small for her age and well proportioned, B 

exhibits a dorso-lumbar kyphosis ~ B exhibits a protruding 

abdomen typical of young childrene 

Sitting posture evidences a ncu sit as back muscles 

are relaxed giving a rounded appearanceo Head and shoulders 

are down and forward. The legs are rotated laterally with 

a slight lmee flexion allowing the soles of the feet to mee·t 

in front of the body. The arms are relaxed as they rest in 

her lap~ 
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B walks with a wide base of support though it is 

gradually narrowing as she is beginning to lose a "rocker

type" motion she had previously employed in her walking 

pattern. · B's feet toe out as hip joints are hyperabducted • . · 

The right arm is flexed and brought across the front of the 

body as the left arm is held forward and out from the body. 

Both arms move side to side, with an obvious trunk twist, 

in °reciprocation ti (opposition) to the leg movement. The 

head is held dotm with the shoulders slightly :forward and 

rounded. 

When running B appears to be carrying a big ball in 

front of her. Her arms are held high, slightly flexed, and 

out from _the body creating a "hoop" position. The hands are 

fisted as the arms "swish" from side to side, never breaking 

the "hoop." A t:cu.nk twist is readily apparent. The head is 

agaL"tJ. held down as the shoulders are pulled forward. The 

toes point out. 

Motor Behavior.a 

Motorically, B was evaluated using the Behavioral. 

Characteristics Progression (BCP)1 chart and was able to 

1Ibid. 
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complete many of the tasks in the gross motor I strand. Some 

of the tasks successfully completed include: ( 1) walks back

ward/ sideward three feet, (2) log rolls, (3) walks up and 

down stairs with both feet on each step, with rail, (4) mns 

ten feet, (5) kicks large stationary ball without falling, 

(6) stands on one foot with support, (7) catches large ball 

with arms from :five feet away, and (8) walks on a circular 

path. In addition to these skills, B also exhibits a crawling, 

creeping, climbing, throwing and striking pattern. Having 

much difficulty with jumping'- B does not exhibit a hopping, 

galloping, or skipping pattem. With good visual perception, 

B demonstrates tracking ability and follows an object by 

moving both the head and the eyes. B exhibits a prehensile 

grasp .and is able to hang from a bar for five seconds. 

Goals for Bin physical education involve the improve

ment and development of basic locomotor and ball skill patterns 

as well as the development of balance and coordination. Equally 

important is the goal of socialization as B's voluntary inter

action with her peers is minimal. 

Generally speaking, Bis easy to work with in a physical 

education setting. Able to imitate movement and understanding 

most of what is said to her, .B tries hard to carry out requests. 

Her attention span is good and B readily listens to instructions 
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for a skill or a game. Tolerating group activities, B 

participates in many circle games though she allows other 

children to talce her turn away without putting up any 

resistance. B can identify most body parts and possesses 

an understanding of such directional concepts as "up," "down,• 

"in," "out," etc. She is the ref ore able to perform many 

movements given only verbal instructions. Seeming to prefer 

individua1 activities, B enjoys tossing beanbags into targets, 

individual mat activities with the teacher, climbing through 

boxes, swinging, and playing ball with the te~cher. She 

also enjoys obstacle courses. 

~hough B exhibits many gross motor patterns, many of 

them are immature for a five-year-old. B's records (schoo1) 

state_ that her greatest area of delay is in gross motor 

development. 

B performs her log roll without any assistance as her 

arms are extended overhead and her legs are kept straight. 

Crawling and creeping patterns are done with a crosslateral 

movement of the arms e.nd legs. Crawling patterns can be 

elicited from B by asking her to crawl under an object (ropes, 

bars, balance beam) which is low enou.gh to the floor to force 

her to remain on her stomach. B creeps to ge·t through a 
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tunnel or to make a "catepil1ar creeper, n made from a. large 

cardboard box, move. B also imitates crawling a.11d creeping 

patterns on request. She can move backwards and sideways 

while creeping. 

Able to ascend and descend a ladder unassisted, Bis 

also able to climb over objects set before her in an obstacle 

course. ~aving balance problems, B is very cautious in move

ments requiring a change of level. All actions are slow and 

controlled in such situations. 

A walking pattern did not appear until B was three years, 

nine months of age. Because of extreme hyperextensibility and 

hyperflexibility of all joints, ll's pediatrician did not think 

she would walk until she was six or seven years of age. Webbed 

toes are present on both of B's f'eet, t\qo toes on one foot and· 

three on the other foot. B is able to walk backward and side

ways. She can go up and down stairs alternating feet though 

at times she reverts to :placing two feet on a step when descend

ing. 

B exhibits a running pattern very similar to her walkin,g 

pattern. However, since she never breaks contact with the 

ground, the pattern remains immature and can not be considered 

a trne run. 

Jumping is a skill B attempts with much difficulty. 

Unable to jump down from a twelve-inch step, B seems to have 
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more success if attempting to jump with support. In an 

effort to give B the feeling of 11 jumping" completely off.' 

the floor, B was placed between a set of low parallels. 

Placing a hand on either side of the bars for support, B 

faced the demonstrator who was in the same position. B 

was requested to imitate movement which was demonstrated. 

She was first asked to lift one leg off the floor and then 

the other. B was told that both her feet were now off the 

floor" Placing feet back on the floor, B was sho\'m how the 

feet could push off the floor and immediately return. Supported 

by the bars and in no danger of falling, B did not hesitate 

to imitate the njumpingn movement. .Although only clearing 

the floor by about two inches, B had indeed performed a 

jumping movement. B can not jump over a rope on the floor 

though she begins a jumping motion. She can not get both 

feet off the ground as very little leg strength is employed 

and there is no involvement of the arms. 

A hopping pattern is not present though B can stand 

on one _foot with support. She can also shift her weight 

to one foot, long enough to kick a ball, without support. 

The more advanced skills of galloping and skipping are not 

demonstrated in Bin any form. 

Bis able to perform many ball skills with some degree 

of success. Able to catch a large ball with her arms, thrO\m 
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from five feet m•my, B also demonstrates a rather unique 

throwing patterno B throws a large ball using a motion very 

similar to -the f orwar<l pass in bas1cetball. With the ball at 

chest level, B's fL'1.gers are spread wide over the sides of 

the ball and her hands a.re held with the backs facing B. 

The elbows are deeply flexed and held: up and out to the sideo 

The ball is 0 pushed n out as the arms forcefully extendo 

Al though B performs ~this thro~11L-rig pattern with ease, she has 

great difficulty when attempting to throw a large ball with 

two hands underhandedly;!) However, B is able to throw a tennis 

ball using an overhand motion_, 

Using a large :plasti.c bat and large ball, B is able to 

strike a ball while i-t is stationary or when it is rolled to 

herfJ .Also able to kick a stationa:~J ball, n sometimes needs 

her hand held (for support) ·while kicking. On 5/5, during 

an observation of B working with the occupational therapist, 

B ·was instructed to run and kick a pin off a low bench. It 

was noted that when B ran to kick the pin, her right arm 

flexed up above her head as she made contact with her right 

leg. The left arm was brought out from the body as weight 

was shifted to the left leg. This action also occurs when 

B kicks a ball from a stationary position. Apparently a 

compensation for balance, B does not exhibit this action if 

her hand is held while kicking. B 1 s kick comes primarily 
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from the lrnee as it is flexed mid extencled. with little 

involvement of the entire leg. 

B's progress in the last f 011.r months has been satisfactory. 

The most noticeable improvement has been in her walking pattern 

as she is slowly losing her rrrocker-type 11 gait and .replacing 

it with a more mature pattern as her base of support narrows. 

However, B still needs much work on the basic locomotor skills 

as well as ball skillso Social interaction is still at a 

minimal level though B is frequently placed in group play 

situations o 

§.29 t91L.~.rno ·~j. 011§¼1 ,.· D£Y.~J._o.mnen:~ 

A very shy little girl with a soft, quiet voice, B 

gives the impression of possessing little speech abilityit 

However, she is able ~t;o ask and answer questions using two 

to three word sentences with expression and .inflectj_ons in 

her voice. Able to recite rhymes and sing songs, B engages 

in much spontaneous speech. However, B rarely converses 

with her peers but rather prefers to sit in front of a mirror 

and carry on a 11 conve:rsation u with herself, complete with 

gestures and speech. 

A mild-mannered child, B prefers older company to her 

peer group. She shares toys and takes turns with other 

children but avoids any conflict. Although Bis cooperative 
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and joins in group activities, she prefers to play alone. 

On the approach of another chi.ld 9 B fx·owns and turns away • 

.Although very mu.ch aware of hex· environment, B constantly 

keeps her head dnwn, avoiding eye contact with persons 

around her. With an obvious feeli:n g of nelf-awareness comes 

a feeling of "withdravm indepeni:lencen ln Be Rarely giving 

an emotional display, it is clear that B has d.eflnite feelings 

about situations surrounding hero She tends to frovm v.rhen 

not pleased with a situation but seldom maJ<:es a verbal protesto 

Not a particularly affectionate child 1 B tolerates affection 

from adults without reci1)rocation~ 

School files indicate J3 recei·ycs good stimulation in 

her home environment and interacts well with her family. 

Home dis?ipline is consistent as B's mother employs behavior 

modification techniques in controlling B•s behavior. Self

stimulation activities are absent in B except for an occasional 

gritting of the teeth. 

Much imagination is apparent in B's play al though she 

shows a limited interest in toys, :prefening to play with 

kitchen· objects most of the time. furing informal outdoor 

play B spends most of her time sitting on a toy horse or 

swinging in a "kiddie 0 swing. Bis learning to ride a 

tricycle but presently she has great difficulty pedalling. 

Leg strength appears weak. 
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l'TuiT:.W III 

SU3J:-£0 :2 C 
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C 

Subject C is a fi ve ... yea.:r: .... ,old Mc-rxican-:1\Jnerican female ~ 

weighing thirty-three pounds and standing three feet, two 

inches (96 cmo) tall • .According to test results, C appears 

to be functioning in the moderate range of mental retardation" 

When C was two years 9 eleven months old, the Stai"lford-Binet 

Intelligence Test was administe:redo She :-cecei ved a mental 

age of twenty-two months a.~d an inte11igence quotient (I.Q.) 

score in the lower fifties" ~C'he .De"',relopmental Test of Visual

Motor Integration was given -to C when she Vias three years old 

and she performed belo-w the two year, ten month level. A-t 

the age of three years, one month, C was given the Peabody 

Picture Vocabulary Test" Level of functioning was determined 

to be at the one year, eleven month level. 

Diagnosed as a Doi~1 Syndrome child (trisomy 21) shortly 

after birth, C was born to ej_ghteen-year-old parents. C has 

a brother t\vo-and-one-hal.f years younger~ Sine e C 1 s birth, · 

her mother has divorced and remarri.ed. Both mother and step

father work and C spends nmch time with her maternal grand

parents who do not speak English. C's natural father had an 

eleventh grade education while C1 s mother earned her diploma 

through the G.E.D. According to school files, C's stepfather 

spends time playing with C and her younger brother. He also 
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j_nsures they get to bed. at an. a.ppropriate time as this had · 

apparently been a problem in the past9 

Centered school at the age of three and is presently 

enrolled L"'1. a preschool class for children with mental ages 

of two to three years~ C's curriculum stresses the develop

ment of expressive language as ·well as fine and gross motor 

development. 

C exhibits the typical protruding abdomen c omJnon in 

young childreno Sitting por:3ture is characterized by a nan 

curve as abdomen and back muscles are relaxed with the head 

and shoulders coming forward, giYing a rounded appearance. 

C sits 11 Indian n style vii th the legs folded and crossed in 
, . 

front of her. The arms and hands rest in her lap. 

Walking posture is somewhat relaxed as the arms are 

allowed to move in opposition to the legs. Though the arms 

hang freely, they are held slightly out from the body. C 

toes out ·when walking4' 

Rum1ing posture is characterized by clenched fists 

as the left arm is held straight out from the body at the 

side front. The left foot toes out. The right arm is slightly 

flexed at the elbow and the right foot points straight ahead. 

The arms and legs move in slight opposition. C takes short 

running steps with weight transferred from heel -to toe, never 
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breaking contact with the ground. At times C looks down 

while running. other times she looks all around her. She 

pays no particular attention to where she is going. The 

tongue frequently protrudes when C runs. 

Motor Behaviors 

Motorically, C was evaluated using the Behavioral 

Characteristics Progression (BCP) 1 chart and was able to 

complete many of the tasks in the gross motor I strand. 

Some of the tasks successfully completed include: (1) walks 

backward/sideward three ~eet, (2) log rolls, (3) :runs ten 

feet, (4) kicks large stationary ball without falling, 

(5) stands on one foot with support, (6) climbs ladder, one 

rung at,, a time, (7) jumps down from twelve-inch step, feet 

together, and (8) walks stairs, alternating up but not down 

(without rail). In addition to these skills, C also exhibits 

pat-terns of crawling, creeping, throwing, catching, striking, 

and kicking. She does not exhibit patterns of hopping, 

galloping or skipping. With good visual perception, C demon

strates tracking ability and follows an object by moving both 

the head and -the eyes. Hand strength is fair and C has a 

prehensile grasp. 

Goals for C in physical education in.volve the improve

ment and development of basic locomotor and ball skill pattems. 

1Ibid. 
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Socialization and increasing c:• s attention span in group 

situations are other goals considered in C•s curriculum. 

In physical education class, C fits in wel1 to the group 

setting. She is able to play simple circle and line games 

and seems to enjoy any game with a "chase" aspect included. 

Able to identify basic body parts and having an understanding 

of directional concepts, C is able to understand and carry 

oat movement directions such as ttput your hands up, tt "turn 

around," 11 touch your toes, " etc. She derives much pleasure 

from imitative movement play. C likes to play on the large 

playground equipment stored near a gynmasium wall and often 

becomes distracted by it. Other activities C is able to suc

ceed at include mat acti·vities, rhythm activities, obstacle 

courses, target tosses, and simple ball play. Though requir

ing demonstrations, C seldom needs to be physically manipulated 

through an activity or movement. 

Motor performance in C falls slightly below the norm 

for five-year-olds. She is able to perform a log roll suc

cessfully with arms extended overhead and ·the legs kept straight . 

throughout the roll. ¥1ature patterns of crawl.ing and creeping 

are present in C as crosslateral motion is employed in the 

execution of these skills. 

Climbing skills are well practiced by c. Able to climb 

a ladder placing two feet on each rung, C seems to have no 

fear of height and climbs all the way to the top of ladders 
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with no hesitation. Chas no difficulty climbing over objects 

placed in an obstacle course whether it be a small ladder or 

a "mountain" of mats. 

C exhibits a walking pattern very near the mature form 

and is able to walk backwards and sideways. When ascending 

stairs, C alter:nates her feet but places two feet on a step 

when desc~nding. She is able to walk stairs without using 

the rail. C does not exhibit a true running pattern as she 

never completely breaks contact with the ground. 

Able to jump down from a twelve-inch step, C obtains 

little height or distance when attempting a vertical or for

ward jump. Unable to stand on her tiptoes, such jumps are 

performed flat footed with only slight lrnee flexion and 

little use of the arms. Bending forward at the waist, C 

performs better if prompted or allowed to jump along side 

the teacher. She is able to jump over a rope placed on the 

floor but has mu.ch difficulty jumping an elevated rope. 

Although a hopping pattern is not present in C, she is 

able to stand on one foot with support. Galloping and skip

p.ing patterns are not present in any form. 

C needs IID.lch work on ball skills. When attempting to 

catch a ball she must be constantly prompted to "watch the 

ball." She has much difficulty as she seems to be a "late• 

catcher., She begins the catching motion (pu.tting arms out to 

catch and bringing them in) but does not bring the arms in 
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ball with her arms and trap it a.garnst her chest if the ball 

is throvm from not more than fivo feet av,ay and she is promptedi, 

She can not self-bounce and. catch a ball, nor can she self

catch a large ball by throwing it up to herself. She can catch 

a ball bounced to her from about ·ten feet away if it is bounced 

very carefully so that it comes right into her armso 

C can perform an overhand and. a.n under-hand throw by 

using a two-handed approach,, In the underhand throw, C bends 

slightly at the ·waist, with knees flexed, bringing the ball 

near the floor. The throw .is accomplished with a quick exten

sion of the en·tire body, flinging the ball upward. C has little 

control over the direction and force of her throw. She does 

not seem to care where the ball goes but seems to enjoy the 

movement connected with the throw. When given a beanbag, C 

employs an overhand throwo The arm is flexed up at the elbow 

and the thrm-, is accomplished by moving the forearm back and 

then forward, flinging the beanbag with little involvement of 

the ent_ire arm and no involvement of -the shoulder. C maintains 

a stationary stance during the thrm·1 with no weight shift. 

When attempting to strike a ball with a large plastic 

bat, C must be constantly prompted to watch the ball as she is 

easily distracted by surrounding stimuli. She is able to strike 

a large stationary and a rolled ball but can not strike a bounced 

ball. 
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Kicking is performed with motion primarily .from the 

knee joint as the knee is flexed and brought slightly back

ward and then fori.vard.. The arms are held out from the body 

at the sides with the hands fisted during the kick. 

Progress in C during the last four months has been 

gradual. Socialization skills have improved as Chas lost 

some of her shyness" Her attention sp~m is slowly increas

ing. However, much more work is needed to improve C's motor 

skills. 

SoqJ. . .s.~lLEmoti 011aJ .. ]Jey_~lQfil0.8Jll 

A some-what temperamental little girl, C comes from a 

bilingual home environment. Though her speech had previously 

been echolalic, this chaTacteristic has recently disappeared. 

C's mother · does not feel the bilingual situation has affected 

C much. Usually a cheerful, cooperative child 9 C can become 

quite stubborn a.i,d pouts when she gets into trouble. Accord

ing to the day care worker, Chides and pouts :for several 

minutes after being scolded or spanked. C seldom needs correct

ing but when she does, "time outs" seem to be most effective 

in changing her behavior. 

Functioning best in a structured situation, Chas a good 

attention span when worked with on an individual basis. Though 

able to participate in group activities, her attention span is 

not as goocl in such situations as she becomes easily distracted 
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by surrounding stimulL, C is r~:nable to wo-rk independently. 

C appears to enjoy group play ancl takes turns willingly. 

She has made def'ini te nfriends .~ in her clt1.ss and likes to 

talk to them. However, she is ~;1,lr:;o content to play alone and 

shov,s 1m1ch imagination in hen." play.~ C does not particularly 

like to share her toys with others~ During a t1-.•10 hour observa

tion period on 5/7, C spent 90 percent of her time in day care 

playing alone. She appears to enjoy cleaning things and spent 

fifteen to twenty minutes that cla.y cleaning a desk with a wet 

paper towel. C says she helps her mother clean at home. When 

told that her face needed cleaning, she followed specific direc

tions in order to clean the napotsn on her facet> Immediately 

afterward, she went over to another ch:lld and cleaned his 

face for him. 
, . 

When pushecl, hit, or bothered by another child, C either 

hits them back, takes their toy a.way, or tattles on them. On 

5/7, a nonambulatory child in day care made a playful grab at 

C1 s leg apparently wanting to start a 0 tagn game. C irmnediately 

reported the child's action to the ·supervisor and appeared very 

displeased by the incident. 

During informal outdoor play, C spends her time playing 

chase or swinging. She also likes to play with tires (climb-

ing in them, rolling them, picking them up, etc.), or ride 

a tricycle. Most of the time she plays with one other child 

or by herself. 
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D 

Subject D is a f our-year.,_old white male v,eighing forty

five pounds and standing three feet 1 six. 1nches (107.,5 cm.) 

tall. According to test results, D aFpears to be functlon-

ing in the moderate range of mental retaTd.at.ion ., l'.fhen D ·was 

three years old, an attempt ·was m:.:vJe to adm:Lnister the Stanford

Binet Intellj_gence Test. Hm-,ever, :no accurate score could be 

obtained and the attempt was discontinued., At the age of -three 

years, three months the Peabody Picture Vocabula.ry Test was 

administerede, D received a mental age of one year, ele7en 

months on the testo ~~he Denver Developmental Screening :Eest 

was given to D when he was three years, eight months of age. 

It was re-administered two months latero Results were the 

same exc·ept for a slight improvement in the gross motor area" 

He received an overall functional age of.three years, one month. 

D received the highest score on the personal-social section, 

four years, nine months. On fh1e motor adaptive he scored 

three years, three months; on language, two years, seven months; 

and on-gross motor, three years, three months. 

D has been diagnosed as a Dovm Syndrome child. However, 

characteristics of the syndrome are not readily apparent in 

D and one psychologist has stated that D may not be a true 

Down Syndrome child. 
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D1 s pa.rents were j_n their twenties when D was born 

after an eight ancl one-half month, uncomplicated pregnancy. 

He is an only child who recelves mu.ch care and attention 

from his parents Iii His mother is a housewife who spends much 

time instructing D at home. 

Enrolled in school i,1hen he was one year and two months 

of age, Dis presently 1n a preschool class for children whose 

mental ages fall between two and three years. D's curriculum 

focuses on the development of expressive language as well as 

on the development of fine and gross motor skills" 

"'D Q ,-, +11-r_:~P S 
~--,p~~ 

D appears to be most relaxed when sitting" He frequently 

sits with his legs forming a circle in front of him enabling 
.. 

his feet to meet sole to sole_, The arms and hands are not 

used for support but are allowed to rest comfortably on his 

legs. A ncn sit is apparent as shoulders and head come forward 

and down. The back and abdominal muscles are relaxed giving 

the 110 11 curve. Sometimes D throws _his head back while in 

this position and allows the mouth to open as the tongue 

protrudes. D also has been observed sitting 11 Indian 11 style 

with the lrnees deeply flexed and the legs crossed over each 

other, drawn close to the body. 

D exhibits rather unique postures in his walking pattern. 

He appears to be 11maneu vering" his body through space as if 
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"steering st a car. ~rhe ·walk is accomplished with a kind of 

0 swagger0 trc1nk twist 0 The head and shoulders are drawn 

slightly forward and. down giving a hunched appearance. 

The arms are flexed in front of the t1unk and move with the 

shoulders from side to side. D either sucks one thumb or 

engages in finger play while walking l1 He bends slightly 

forward at the waist~ ~rhe legs are somewhat stiff ·with 

minimum knee flexion. The toes point outward and although 

D transfers ·weight from heel to toe, he seems to almost slap 

h.i.s feet down with each step~ 

The n1mnched overn appearance in n• s walking pattern 

is even more evident tn his running pattern., The head and 

shoulders are forward and slightly down. ~rhe arms are held 

high in .. front, flexed deeply at the elbm,; and move from side 

to side with an obvious trunk twist. Sometimes D clenches 

his fists while at other times fingers are relaxed. The 

body weight is transferred from side to side as well as from 

back to front, causing a lateral deviation which slows forward 

motion. D fails to exhibit a true run as he maintains constant 

contact with the ground. He seems to get great enjoyment out 

of "running 11 as he smiles the entire time. Sometimes D's 

mouth is opened and the tongue protrudes. 
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Motor- Behaviors 

Motorically, D was evaluated using the Behavioral 

Characteristics Progression (BC~)1 chart and was able to 

complete a11 the tasks in the gross motor I strand with the 

exception of tljumps from bottom step (twelve inches high), 

feet together." D exhibits patterns of rolling, crawling, 

creeping, climbing, waLlcing, :running, jumping, catching, 

throwing, striking, and kicking. Dis unable to hop, gallop, 

or skip. D has no difficulty in tracking an object and appears 

to have good eye-hand coordination. With fair hand strength, 

D has a good prehensile grasp. 

Goals for Din the physical education program center 

around the improvement of D's gross motor skill patte:rn.s. 

Though able to perform many of the gross skills, D's pattenis 

are immature. D has difficulty in activities involving balance 

and therefore many of D's physical education activities are 

designed to help him improve his balance. 

In the physical education setting, Dis able to partici

pate in many structured group activities. lie does we11 in 

circle games though he gets impatient waiting his turn at times. 

D enjoys circle tag games as he loves to be chased. His favor

ite activity in physical education class is ball play. However, 

D also enjoys beanbag target tosses, mat activities, rhythmic 

1 -
Ibid. 
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activities, anrl obstacle courses. 

D appears to enjoy movement and performs many patterns 

upon request. Log rolls are clone without assistance as D 

extends h.is arms overhead ancl keeps his legs straight., Cross

lateral patterns of crawling and creeping are present in D. 

He is able to creep sideways anc1 backwards as well as forward 

but not as fast and with more difficulty. D performs best 

when he is allowed to watch and then imitate a movement or 

to perform a movement a.long side the teacherjp In creeping 

activities, D enjoyed "racingu up and clown a mat. A "cate

pil1ar creeper" was constructed out of a large cardboard box 

and D was able to climb inside and creep to make the 0 catepillar 11 

move. 

IJ1 climbing activities, D is able to climb a ladder one 

rune; ·at a time (placing two feet on each rung). He enjoys 

climbing up and dO\•m playground equipment and has little 

trouble clJmbing over objects placed in an obstacle course. 

Walking patterns are immature though D ls able to walk 

backwards and sideways. According· to the therapeutic recrea

tion specialist, D used to veer to one side when he walked. 

In ascending stairs D must use the rail but is able to alter

nate his feet. Upon descending, D places two feet on a step 

as he holds onto the rail. 

Running is an activity D appears to enjoy. Like his 

walking patterns, however, his running pattern is immature 
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and D fails to exhibit a true :run. 

When evaluated on the BCP., D ·was unable to jump. down 

from a twelve-inch high step•> D di.d., however, demonstrate 

the ability to jump forward., Because of his jumping pattern, 

D is only able to jump 8. dis tDnce of about five inches Ct When 

instructed (without a d.emonstTa.tion) to jump, D :performs the 

skill with minimum knee flexio:n and extends the knees again 

before landingo When a rope 1.vas placed on the floor and a 

demonstration was given, D was able to perform a jump along 

side the demonstrator. D's performance improved. He leaned 

forward at the waist, brought the arms back, bent the knees 

adequately and was able to cover a greater distance. D has 

difficulty standing on his toes and therefore he tends to 

jump flf;l.t footed. 

Several techniques have been used to improve D's jump

ing skills. Ropes were used in many different ways both ele

vated and on the floor. Carpet squares, inner tubes, and hoops 

were used to encourage D to jump forward. A mini-tramp gave 

D the feeling of jumping up and down. Blocks gave D practice 

in jumping down from and up on an object. However the blocks 

were kept very Iov1 since part of D 1 s problem in jumping down 

from the twelve-inch step appeared to be a fear factor. 

D does not exhibit a hopping pattern but is able to stand 

on one foot with support. Galloping and skipping patterns are 
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not present. 

D possesses the basic ball skill patterns of catching, 

throwi.ng, striking, and ki.ck.ing in some form,, Al though he 

can catch a large ba.11 (8J 11
) with his arms from approximately 

five feet away 9 he has difficulty and must be prompted to put 

his arms auto D can catch a bounced ball from about ten feet 

away if it is bounced very carefully to him,. The catch is 

made with the arms extenc1ed. out in front of the body as the 

ball is trapped betv1een the arms and the chest. D is unable 

to self-catch a ball • 

.An underhand throw with a large ball is accomplished 

with the use of two handscr D is able to th:cow the ball up 

or to another person but he has difficulty controlling the 

force a~d direction of the throw. In attempting to shoot a 

11basket n, D employs the t, •. ,o-ha.nd underhand throw. Bringing 

his legs into action, D deeply flexes the knees out to the 

side as he bends at the v1aist and lowers the ball toward the 

floor. D 1 s entire body extends as he flings the ball upward • 

.An overhand throw was elicited from D by placing a bean

bag in his hand and asking him to throw at a target. All the 

action came from the elbow as D merely put his forearm up, 

flexing at the elbow, and flung the beanbag at the target. 

No shoulder, wrist, trunk, or leg action was involved. D 

was able to consistently get the be~bag in the target box 

from a 'distance of approximately five feet. Dex.pressed 
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about his success. 

A large plastic bat was given to Das he was asked to 

strike a large rubber ball. He was able to strike a station

ary ball placed on the floor as vrnlJ. as a ball that was rolled 

to him. D was unsuceessful in h:is attempts to strike a bOlli"'lCed 

ball. However, he succeeded in his att<::mpts to strj_ke a whif

fle ball off an elevated tee o 

In kicking acti v-ities D is unable to kick a rolling 

ball. When confronted with this situat1on, D stops the ball 

with his hands and then kicks ito The kick is primarily from 

the knee with little involvement of the entire leg11 At times 

D places one hand or thumb in his mouth while kicking. At 

other t~mes he brings one arr.a forward and. the other arm is 

brought slightly back in opposition to the kicking leg. The 

hands are sometimes fisted., Dis able to walk up to a station

ary ball and kick. 

D's progress in the last four months has been satisfactory. 

Eager to practice his skills in class ancl very active in infor

mal play situations, D spends much time "working" on his gross 

motor development. D's balance is slowly improving and as it 

improves, D's performances of motor skills also improve. 
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Social/Emotional Development 

D is generally a cheerful and enthusiastic lit"tle boy 

with a good disposition. His speech and language are above 

average and he is able to sing songs and recite nursery 

rhymes or finger plays as well as perform accompanying actions. 

Dis polite and says "please~ and "thank you" appropriately. 

Auditory and visual reception are excellent enabling D to 

learn well by imitation. ·n has a good attention span and is 

very cooperative. He is able to work independently. When 

discipline is needed, his behavior can best be controlled 

through tttime outs." 

D plays with toys appropriately and uses some imagina

tion in his play. He interacts well with other children and 

eagerly partj_clpates in group play. Al though he shares toys 

and takes turns, he tends to want more than his share and 

becomes very impatient when he has to wait too long for a turn. 

On 3/15, 3/24, and 4/28, this trait was observed during physi

cal education classes. On 4/28, during ball play, D whined 

and even tu ally laid on the floor and sucked his thumb until 

the ball came to him. He then got up and took his turn. D 

did not attempt to talce a turn away from another child but 

merely waited impatiently for his own tumq D loves basketball 

8.t"'l.d baseball and frequently talks about "playing" them. He 

futilely attempts t~ shoot baskets in the gym when he gets the 

opportun.i ty. 
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D's mother reports concern over his someti.mes stubborn 

interaction with her. However, in physical education, Dis 

generally very cooperative and readi.ly complj_es vlith requests,, 

D is very aware of himself 2J1d his environment. He 

likes to "mirror play 0 and on 5/12, he was observed nacting 

outn various "characters'' in front of the m.irrorQ He made 

faces, sounds, movements, ancl talked to himself while stand

ing before a full length mirror. 

D socializes with his peers freely and has been observed 

initiating play activities with another child as well as join

ing other play groups. He is also content to play alone at 

timesa D likes to talk to his peers as well as to adults he 

knows. 

Di ring informal free play, D spends his time playing 

chase with another child, swinging, riding a tricycle, or 

riding a spring horse. He does not seem to have any particular 

preference in regard to playmates but rather plays with those 

children closest to him. 
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E 

Subject E is a four-.. year~•old black male weighing 

twenty-seven pounds ancl standing three feet (92 cmo) tall. 

According to test resu1ts, E e.ppears to be functioning in 

the moderate range of mental retardation. A score of thirty

one was received on the Vineland Social Maturity Scale indi

cating E to be functioning at the one year 1 three month level 

in soclal and communicat1on skills at the present time_. Efforts 

to administer the Stanford-•Binet LYJ.telligence Test ai.'1.d the Pea

body Picture Vocabulary Test \·rere futile since E was unable 

to successfully complete any test items:, 

E was diagnosed as a Dovm S:yndrome child at the age of 

three months. Initial identification was based upon his 

possessing twenty of the fifty-five characteristics of the 
,· 1, 2 

syndrome. Diagnosis was substantiated through chromosomal ' 

analysis indicating E to have the trisomy 21 form of Dovm 

1Characteristics of DO\vn Syndrome possessed by E include 
a functioning level in the moderate range of mental retardation, 
nmscular hypotonia, stra.b1smus, epi_canthal foJ.cls, oblique pal
pebral apertures, broacl flat nose, high forehead, low set ears, 
small skull, sparse/fine hair, congenital heart d1sease, short 
stature, speech disorders, low pitched voice, awkward movement, 
poor coordination, high incidence of respiratory infection, etc. 

2Magalini, Dictionary of :Medical S"!md.romes, p. 157. 
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Syndrome. According to school files, a history o:t mental 

retardation is present in E's relatives. 

E's mother was twenty-two years of age at the time of 

E's birth. Although the pregnancy was uncomplicated, E was 

bo:rn two months prematurely. Delivery was by caesarian sec

tion because of a prolapsed cord. Born with a heart murmur 

and weighing only three pounds, eleven ounces, E spent the 

first month of his life in an incubator. 

The parents of E are divorced, and E lives with his 

mother and paternal great grandmother. Holding a bachelors 

degree, the mother works and Eis cared for by the great 

grandmother. An only child, E receives little stimulation 

in his home environment8 Reports from the occupational thera

pist an·a E's teacher indicate that al though E's mother provides 

for his most basic needs (eating, sleeping, bathing, etc.), 

she seems to lack the knowledge of how to stinmlate her child. 

School files state that E "has never had any type of develop

mental stinn.1lation." 

In October, 1976, E entered school for the first time 

and has been enrolled three and one-half months at the present. 

Upon first enrolling E in school, his mother stated that his 

main problem was a need for training to motivate him. Eis in 

a nursery class.which focuses on the development of self-help 

skills such as self-feeding, toilet training, and dressing. 
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A slow moving passive child, E appears to be ntak.ing 

it easyn as he moves through his environment~ Never in a 

hurry, E even rebrtllates his rocking movements to a steady 

but leisurely pace. 

E's most striking postural characteristics are demon

strated 1n his walking patten10 A wide based gait is exhi.bi-ted 

with feet toeing out. E has a tendendy to 0 rockn walk by keep-
: 

ing his legs stiff and shifting his weight laterally from one 

foot to the other. This is particularly true if someone is 

leading him by the hand or if he is wandering aimlessly around 

his environment. This rocking motion is not as apparent when 

he is walking alone. The arms are frequently held out from 

the body, slightly forward and to the side, when walking. E 

may ·suck his fingers or hold his hands in front of his face 

and engage in finger play while walking. Sometimes the arms 

are flailed about as E wanders around apparently paying little 

attention to where he is going. 

Generally, the head and shoulders are held in good 

align.men t with the trunk. The abdomen is rounded but does 

not obviously protrude. 

E displays two different postures when sitting on the 

floorc, If Eis playing with a toy or looking at his hands, 

he usually sits "Indi&'1. 11 style with the legs crossed over 
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each other. When he is engaged in his rocking activity, 

however, the legs are extended in front of the body with a 

slight flexion at the knee allowing the soles of the feet to 

face each other. The legs are rotated outward at the hip 

joint. The arms are extended down to the lower leg as the 

hands are cupped over them. The head is usually down and 

forward when rocking. In both sitting positions a "C n curva

ture of the spine is apparent as E flexes from the waist with 

shoulders drawn forward and little tension present in the back 

muscles. Occasionally, while sitting, E places both hands 

before his eyes for finger play, forming his arms into a 

sthoop 11 over his lap. 

Motor Behaviors 

Motorically, E was evaluated using the Behavioral 

Characteristics Progression (BCP) 1 chart and was able to 

complete very few tasks in the gross motor I strand. Accord

ing to his BCP chart, the only tasks E has accomplished are 

"walks stairs (using rail) al tern.a ting up not do·wn" and 

ttstands on one foot with support. 11 

Although E exhibi·ts patterns of creeping and walking, 

he fails to exhibit patterns of rolling, crawling, running, 

1 Santa Cruz County Office of Education, Behavioral 
Qhara?teris tics Pr ogres si_Q!!. 
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jumping, hopping, galloping, and skipping. E does not demon

strate any ball skills. With motor performance far below the 

norm for four-year-olds, E, giving minimal, if any, eye contact 

and understanding little, does not imitate movement nor does 

he respond to physical manipulation through a movement pattern.-

Goals set for E in the physical education setting are 

many and yaried. A goal of self awareness as well as body 

awareness is at the core of llD.lCh of E's physical education 

progra.mming. Different forms of sensory stimulation including 

vestibulatory and kinesthetic stimulation make up much of E's 

curriculum. 

A goal of increasing E's awareness level, eye contact, 

and attention span underlies ImlCh of the visual, auditory 

and tac'tile stimulation E receives in physical education 

class. Primary importance is given to activities which encour

age E to become more aware of activity outside of himself, 

those which encourage him to give eye contact for an extended 

period of time, and finally those activities which encourage 

him to give his conscious attention to another person. 

Of course future goals include the acquiring of the 

various locomotor and ball skills that E lacks at this time. 

Presently, a part of E's physical education program does focus 

on these long range goals as Eis physically manipulated through 

the most basic skills with no active participation on his part. 
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It is hoped that as E becomes more aware of his body and its 

movements, he will beg1n to re::::pond to man:Lpu1ative techniques. 

Primarily, however, E pa::cticipates in physical education 

activities passively as his body is spun around, lifted up 

and dm·m, swung, bouncecl 1 or rocked back and. forth., Nethods 

of providing this type o.f stimulation include blanket, barrel, 

trampoline and tire swing act1vi ties.., E 1s told ,-,hat his body 

is doing during each activity in an effort to promote E's 

awareness of body movemel1t and sensations. 

Grasping ability is poor in E~ According to the occupa

tional therapist" E clemo:r!st:cater::i tactile def e:nsi veness 1 in 

his hands which accounts for his not grasping a bar to hang 

or his failure to hang onto a swing., However, he does grasp 

objects dangled in front of him, holding on faintly$ On one 

occasion E demonstrated the other extreme when he hung onto 

a scarf so tightly, his entire body was lifted off the floor 

before he released his grasp. 

Although afflicted with biopia (double vision), amblyopia 

(dimness of sight), and fluctuating strabisrrms (cross-eye), E 

is still able to visually track an object. Moving both his 

1 
Jean A. Ayres, "Tactile Functions: Their Relationship 

to Hyperactive and Perceptual Hotor Behaviors, n American 
Journal of Occupqtional Ther~z 18 (Ja.11./Feb., 1964) ;8. 
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eyes and his heacl, E tracks an ob;j ect from side to side as 

well as up and dovm. He does not hesitate to cross midline 

while tracking$ Due to his dimness of sight, he is not aware 

of objects or movements more than a few feet away. 

E does not perf orin a log roll on his own., In response 

to an attempt to manipulate him through a log roll, E did not 

keep his body extended.., An attempt was made to roll Eby 

lifting one end of a mat, foT.~ing him to roll • . E promptly 

folded his legs, turned into a side sit and began to finger 

play. 

A crawling pa:ttern is not observable in E. ~db.en an 

attempt was made to get E to craw]. under a rope, he completely 

relaxed and macle no effort to move.,, He had to be shoved and 

pushed under the rope or he would have gone to sleep. 

E appears to need increased motivation to perform skills . 

he is capable of perform.ings After E's class was introduced 

to "scarf playn in physical education, it was noted that E 

was greatly fascinated by the brightly colored scarves. When

ever the scarves were available to E, he took one and wandered 

off to a corner to sit and play11 "Playing" involved putting 

the scarf into his mouth as well as holding it out before his 

eyes so he could look at itG 

Since E was so attracted to the scarves, it was decided 

to use them as a method of eliciting movement patterns from E. 
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The "scarf technique" was used about 90 percent of the time 

when a movement pattern was desired, since E failed to respond 

to other techniques (following a ball, a pull toy, etc.). 

Patterns of creeping, walking, and running were elicited in 

this way. Tracking and grasping responses were further checked. 

using the scexves. To encourage E to creep, he was placed in 

a sitting position on the floor a~d a scarf was dangled along 

the floor directly in front of him but just out of his reach. 

E exhibited a creeping pattern in an effort to "catchn the 

scarf. 

Crackers also seem to motivate E as he was observed 

creeping under a table to pick up some crumbs that other 

children had dropped. Another technique used to encourage 

a creeping pattern was to place E halfway into a "tunnel, 11 

making it necessary for him to creep if he wanted to get out. 

With a lot of coaxing from the opposite end of the tunnel, E 

usually exhibited the desired movement pattern. All creeping 

was done with a reciprocal motion using opposite arm and leg 

movement. 

At eighteen months of age, E exhibited his firs-t walking 

pattern. Presently, E's walking pattern is immature, character

ized by a wide base of support. He appears to be unable to walk 

backwards or sideways as he stumbles and falls when the attempt 
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is made to "walkn him (by holding his hands and pushing or 

pulling him) backwards or s1.dev1ays,, 

When attempting to ascend. stairs,, B is able to alternate 

his feet going up but comes down with two feet on a stepo 

Having poor depth perception, E has difficulty placing his 

feet on the steps and must have support vrhile both ascending 

and descending the stairs. 

A true running pattern is not exhibited b;y· E. By 

dangling a brightly colored scarf before him, E was induced 

to increase his walking speed but at no time did he completely 

break contact with the floor~ E only nchasecl" the scarf for 

a few feet before becoming distracted by other stimuli. In 

informal play, E has never been observed n1nni.ngo 

Jumping and hopping patterns are not exhibited in any 

form. Eis able, however 1 to stand on one foot with support 

for a few seconds. He has great difficulty stepping over 

objects. Galloping and skipp.ing patterns are not present. 

E demonstrates few ball skillse No attempt is made t6 

roll, ?atch, throw, strike, or kick a ball. When a ball is 

placed in his lap, E wraps his arms around it, laying his 

head upon the top of the ball. Sometimes he licks the ball 

as he tends to explore all objects with his mouth. Eis 

obviously aware of a ball's presence as he visually tracks 

its movement but makes little or no response to it. Cccasion

ally he pushes a ball away with the back of his hand as if to 
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get a bothersome object away from him. A plastic bat and 

ball were once placed near E. E merely walked over to the 

bat, sat down, picked it up, and sucked on it. Later, walk

ing over to a whiffle ball placed on a tee stand, E knocked 

the ball off with his hand, sat down, stuck his finger in 

one hole and again engaged in the sucking activity. 

E's progress in the last f~~r months has been minimal. 

Al though E's behavior patterns and level of functioning almost 

demand a one-to-one L~teraction in a teaching situation, E 

is brought to physical education class as. part of a group of 

eight children who function near the same level as E. E 

has learned to react to various bodily stimulations and now 

smiles or laughs as his body is moved through space. Eye 

contact has increased from almost nothing to several seconds 

if Eis talked to and either stimulated with movement or 

given tactile stimulation (rubbing his stomach, holding bis 

ha.nds, etc.) simultaneously. Lit·tle improvement is apparent 

in E's locomotor skills or ball skills though his walking 

pattern is beginning to mature. 

SocialLEmotional Developmen..,t 

Eis a quiet, nonverbal child with poor receptive 

language and a short attention span. When E was less than 

a year old, he spoke his first words, "mama n and "dada." 
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However, no further speech developed though he bables freely 

at times. 

Relating to people and objects on about the nine to 

twelve month level, E plays alone most of the time. He 

tolerates parallel play and sj_ts with a group of children if 

placed in group play but does not actively participate. 

Tolerating affectlon from other classmates ancl adults, E 

rarely returns it. 

A..lthough E is a slow moving child, he is highly dis

tracti ble and constantly aetive whether on h:is feet or sit

ting down. He frequently grits his teeth and engages in the 

making of all kinds of facial contortions involving the eyes 

and mouth. 

Self-stimulating activities are readily apparent • 
.. 

When left on his own, E spends much of his time sitting with 

his legs extended in front of his body, rotated outward at 

the hip jo1nt and slightly flexed at the kneeo The hands 

are cupped over the lower legs9 In this position E rocks 

back and forth, sliding his hands up and down the lower 

legs while bending at the waist" This activity is usually 

done facing a wall. Rocking is a.one also ·while standing as 

E shifts his weight from one foot -to the other, keeping the 

legs wide a.part al'J.d very stiff. A rocking type motion is 

sometimes transferred to the arms as E cups his right arm 
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on the side of his head with hJr; ha.nd fisted.~ The arm is 

continually brought out a .. ncl then in, causing E to hit himself 

on the head each time o Frwc:Lnatec1 by his hands and fingers, 

E frequently engages in finger play when sitting or walking. 

DJ.ring thirty minute observation per.iods on 3/11, 3/25, 4/8, 

and 5 /5, when E ·was in a structured situation (physical edu

cation class, occupational therapy), he spent from three to 

five minutes engaging in some form of self--stimulating activ

ity o On 5/11, 5/13, 5/·18, and 5/2·1, during two hour observa

tion periods when E was in an unstructured situation (day care), 

E spent at least 50 :per~ce:nt of his time engaged in self-stimu

lating behaviors. E int<n·:r111Yted his activities when direct 

attention was paid to him~ ·when he intermi t"tently 11 explored 11 

his environ.men t, during brief periods of uplay", or when he 

went to sleep. A major portion of E's time during day care 

was spent sitting and rockingo 

Initially, E exhibited an utter lack of emotional 

expression. He maintained a blank facial appearance, never 

smiling, laughing, or even cry.ing. E failed to interact or 

respond to his environment as he made no attempt to explore, 

he did not play, and he did not react to stimulio After 

four to five months of stirrru.lation at school, E began to 

respond slowly. He learned to cry and smile. He could even 

be stimulated into laughter. It was discovered that E loved 
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to be tossed up and d mm into the air a.s he laughed ·with 

delight,, Movement was used as a mode of s-ti1mtlation in 

physical education c lf).SSe T'ouching was very important to 

maJ(e E aware of his body~ 1~ven tickling E brought laughter 

and smiles--a rea.ction to a stimulus and. hopefully the 

recognition of another person., On 3/18, E, ordinarily pay

ing little attention to }Jeople around hj_m, walked up to the 

investigator "di th arms out and hugged her around the neck. 

Giving no evidence of self-j_dentification, E pays little 

attention to his imag e in a mirror. Self recognition is 

not apparent • 

. Anger and frustration are two emotions E has exhibited 

though they are rarely clisplayed(J When extremely dissatisfied 

E gets into his 0 sittingu :eocking position and :cocks very 

violently, lifting himself off the floor by throwing his 

weight onto his feet and ankles~ In rocking bac.k again, he 

extends his legs causing his body to move backward across the 

floor~ This ?~ction .is accompanied by whining or crying and 

may go on for three to six minutes~ though the behavior can 

be curtailed quickly if E is given direct attention (talked 

to, held, 11played" wi-th, etc.). On 5/13, this behavior occurred 

during day caree No apparent reason provoked the demonstration 

as E was brought from his classroom and placed on the floor in 

the day care room. He immediately began crying and soon started 
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the violent rocking movements, moving his body backv1ards 

across the floor. .After being picked up and held, E 

stopped crying and. shortly thereafte:-c fell asleep, apparently 

exhausted~ 

On the same clay, 5/13, during njuice and cracker0 

time in day care, E :J.gai.n became ex:tremely angry. :Most of 

the time E remains passive v,hen another child takes a toy 

or another object· from him.:. Hovrnver, on tha-t day, he got 

extremely upset as a result of another child, who was sitting 

next to him, reachi.ng over and taking his cracker. E, vvho 

was sitting in a chair, threw h.i.s head back an .. d cried but in 

no way retal.iated against the chilc1. E's fac.ial appearance 

connoted a feeling of helplesB frustra-tion. 

Capable of rnuch stabbon1ess E sometimes refuses to 

stand.·· If picked up he folds his legs "Indian" style and 

refuses to support his own weight. Many times he nn.ist be 

pushed ancl prodded through mot.ions he can readily perform. 

Fear is almost absent in E. \·forking with the occupa

tional therapist, E failed to exhibit, what the therapist 

called,· protective reflexes. The therapist further explained 

that E seemed to be completely unaware of the possibility of 

falling. On 4-/22, this fact was well demonstrated by E in a 

physical education setting. On that day, E was strapped into 

a tire swing and spun around. He made no attempt to hang on 
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and in fact threw his head and arms backward, la.1...1.ghing and 

smiling, completely oblj_viou s t o the poss:Lbili ty he m1ght 

have landed on his heado 

In informal play situations I~~ initially explores his 

en11ironment, climbing on to1) of tables and putting small 

objects into his moutho In day ca.re 1~ sometimes sits na""<t 

to the wall vent and l."'l.ln[_; his finge:rs up and clmvn it., E 

plays alone with small toys which he "handles n and sucks on. 

If another child appToaches E to play, E tolerates the presence 

for a short period of tlmeQ He does not interact but merely 

allows himself to be manipulated by the other child (ie. hand 

clapping, touching, etc~). 

Socially irrunatu:ce, I~ remains a predominately passive 

child who exhibits mw1y self-stirrw.lating behavioru. Inter

action with the environment is minimal though E is responding. 

more each day. E seems to relate and respond best in a one

to-one situation. 
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STUDY QUES~~IONS 

·1. What is Down Synd:rorne'? \'!hat a.re the three types · of 

Down Syndrome? ( ,, · -4-·h ,.,;: ~ ·r 5 13) 1.)n!l 1., . ~·~ 'I~ L.t:.S on J pp O - • Name some 

of the most common physical characteristics of the 

syndrome. ( Sherrill 1 p 9 468) 

2. What is the incidence of Down Syndrome aceordi:ng to 

maternal age? (Smith-Viilson 1 PPer 16-·17; Sherrill, Po 468) 

Compare this to the ages of the mothers of the children 

in the case stucUes. 

3. Wl1at percent of a11 children are born with Dm·m Syndrome? 

What level of mental retardation do most of these children 

function in? (Sherrill, })p,, 467, 470) 

4. Describe the typical personality characteristics of a 

Do~m Syndrome child. o ( Smi th~-Wilson, p. 40; Sherrill, 

p. 471) Discuss the personality characteristics of the 

children in the case studies and compare them to the 

stereotyped view of a Dmm Syndrome child. 

5. As a physical education teacher, what medical aspects of 

Down Syndrome should you be aware of and why? (Cratty, 

p. 4; Magalini, p. 157) 

6. What characteristics of Down Syndrome might directly 

affect motor performance of the child? (Cratty, pp. 3-5; 

Cowie, pp. 19-21) Examine the motor performance of the 
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children in the case studies. Can you give possible 

reasons for the level of their perf ormm1ces? 

7. According to Cratty, what percent of Down Syndrome 

children ever learn to jump with both feet? Hop on 

one foot? Jump backwards? How can thls be explained? 

(Cratty, P~ 6) 

8. Discuss motor development in the young child~ (Espenschade, 

pp. 106-29; Reger, pp., 49-55) Discuss the motor perform

ances of ·the child:t·e:n in the case Btu.dies and compare them 

to the norms acco:cding to chronological age. 

9. Discuss the normal play 11atterns of young children. 

(Herron-Su.tton-,.,Smith, pp., 12-13, pp. 52-56; Smart-Smart, 

PP~ 277-86) Compare these patterns to those of the 

children in the case st71clies. 

100 . What are some conm10n postural characteristics for the 

young preschool child? (Davies i pp. 5-20) Compare these 

to the postural characteristics exhibited by the children 

in the case studiesv 

11. What are some common postural characteristics of the Down 

Syndrome child? (Sherrill, p. 469 J Wnich of t'hese char

acteristics do the children in the case studies exhibit? 
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Cereb:cal Palsy 

Defini. :ti.on,: .A nnnprogressi ve 1 neuromuscular disorder affect

ing the motor· con -J:rol ce~1ters because of lesions i.n various 

paTts of tlw bra.ln arJsing :from injury, 1nfectio:n,. or faulty 

development. 1 

T- .• _, IJ" • ~n.c l. U (✓n C 8 • 3,..5 cases per 11000 

Subject 1?, Ace 3: Case Study 

Study Questions 

2 persons 

Bibliography /?..econ:mended Readin5s 

n 1 l • 1 r,, . t . .LltUC[L.19-tV}a .• ,,.' 0:7 ec · ,1VQ 

208-221 

2~~ 2--223 

224-225 

After reading the above case study concerning a preschool 

child w1th cerebral palsy and the recommended readings/ 

bibl.i.ographles, the future teacher of cerebral :palsied 

preschoolers should be able to answer the study questions 

on pages 22 2 to 223. It is further hoped that the fu tl1re 

teacher will demonstrate an increased understanding and 

appreciation of cerebral palsy and will feel rnore competent 

in planning a physical education program for a preschool 

child with cerebral palsy. 

1Hollis F. Fait, Special Phvsical Education, (Phila
delphia: W. B., Saunders Go., 1972 J, p. 84. 

2sherrill, Adanted Fhvsical Educat.i.on, p. 406. 
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PL.ATE 1l 
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F 

Subject F is a three-year-old white male weighing 

forty pounds and sta11ding tb.:r:·ee feet, one inch ( 95 cm.) 

tall. According to test recmlts, ]' appears to be functioning 

in the high moderate range of mental retardation. In June of 

1974, at the age of two years, two months, a complete evalua

tion placed F at the twenty-one month level of functioning. 

Part of this evaluation invol ·ved the administration of the 

Denver Developmental Screeni:ng Test., Scores on personal

social ranged from twelve to fifteen months; on fine motor 

adaptive, scores ranged from ten to fourteen months; on 

language, F scored twenty monthB; Md on gross motor, he 

scored eight months" At the age of two years, eleven months, 

the Vineland Social Ma-tur1ty Scale was administered. A score 

of fifty-one was received with an age equivalence of one year, 

nine months. The Cattell Infant Intelligence Scale was given 

to F when he was three years, four months of age. Results 

placed his mental age at 17.6 months and yielded an intelli

gence quotient {I.Q.) of forty-four. It was stated in school 

files that F's behavior after this evaluation indicated a 

higher level of functioningo 

Diagnosed as a cerebral palsied child, F was the first 

pregnancy of a t\·1enty-one-year-old mother. The pregnancy 

and birth were normal but F developed herpes simplex encephalitis 
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at three days of age. At this time scratches were noted on 

F's head. They became infected a..~d a febrile (fever) illness 

developed. luring the fourth week, F went into convulsions 

involving mostly the left side of the body and became comatose. 

F suffered from seizures until the age of one year but has not 

had one since. At this time F's parents were told by doctors 

that F would be a ttvegetable"--blind, deaf, and crippled. At 

the age of two years, F was d.escribed in medical reports as 

having a "developmental delay" with spastici ty and convulsions 

secondary to brain damage due to Type II herpes encephalitis. 

He was termed "mildly" mentally retarded. 

An only child, F lives with his natural parents who do 

not plan on any more children. due to financial problems and 

to the time that needs to be invested i.n F. The marriage is 

very stable though all attention is centered around F who 

receives much love and stimulation from both parents. It is 

thought that much of F's success is due to his relationship 

with his parents. Both parents have a high school education 

and both work. They prefer to spend their free time doing 

things with F rather than going out alone and freely admit 

that Fis probably "spoiled.~ 

At the age of one year, six months, F entered "school" 

in the form of an infant stimulation program. At two years 

of age, F began a full time therapy program and is presently 
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enrolled in a nursery class which focuses on the development 

of self-help skills such ar; self-feeding, toilet training, 

ond dressing. 

A somewhat fftJ.sky chi.J.d. who is presently on a diet, F's 

sitting posture gives evj_clcmce of a uc:n curvature of the spine. 

The head and shoulders are drawn forward, presenting a rounded 

appearance~ Showing evidence of hypotonia of the trunk muscles, 

the abdomen is slightly rounded but does not obvlonsly protrude • . 

The legs, abducted at the h5.p joint, are extended out before 

F with only a hint of kttee flexion. The feet fa.11 outward. 

With spasticity affecting primarily the left side of the body, 

the left a.rm is held 1n close to the chest, flexed at the 

el bow .-with the left hand f j_sted and adducted. The right arm 

is used for playing purposes or is rested in his lap. At 

times F crosses his right leg over his left leg while sitting, 

though the legs are stlll extended~ 

Unable to walk independently,. F is able to walk if 

supported under his left arm and held by the right hand or 

held by both hands. With a dislocated left hip, F has under

gone one operation and is about to undergo another in an 

effort to correct the condition. Presently, the left leg is 

supported in a brace and is one inch shorter than the right 

leg, creating uneven hips. According to the occupational 
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therapist, this causes F to HsJ.apH his feet dmm when walking. 

F has had his heel cords extended and. the v.ralk is flat footed 

with very little knee f1exton e mployed .. , F tends to svring his 

legs out to the sicle to avoid flexing the knee joints. The 

feet toe out. Not always watchi,n_g \•;here he is going, F is 

very patient with his walking D.nd rarely has to be prodded 

to continue it. 

Motorically, Jl was evaluated. using the Behavioral 

Characteristics Progression (BCP) 1 chart and was able to 

complete the following tasks in the gross motor I stra:nd: 

( 1) rolls ball when seated on f1oor, (2) log rolls, (3) walks 

stairs, both feet on each step (must be held), (4) stands on 

one f 9ot with support, and (5) hangs from . bar with overha"tld 

grip for five seconds with good arm (examiner must hold the 

left hand down on the bar). In addition to these skills, he 

also exhibits patterns of crawling, walking, catching, throw

ing, striking, and kicking. He fails to exhibit patterns of 

creeping, climbing, running, jumping, hopping, gall oping, or 

skipping. 

Afflicted with strabismus (cross~eye), nystagmus (rapid 

involuntary movement of the eyeball), and giving evidence of 

1santa Cruz County Office of Education, Behavioral 
Characteristics Progression! 
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left hemianopia (1)artial blindness of the left eye)., F has 

much difficulty visual}.y t:cacki.ng an object. Although F had 

surgery to correct a muscle :LrnbaJ.a11ce in the right eye, he 

appears unable to folJ.ow c.111. object to the right with his eyes 

though he moves his head in that cHrect1on. The eyes are 

frequently shifted to the left though ]' is able to look both 

right and left at random~ 

Though unable to visuaJ.ly track an object, F appears 

to be able to focus in on an object for a few seconds e In 

an attempt to check for the ability to reach and grasp an 

object, a brightly colored scar:f was playfully dangJ.ed before 

him. He had 11ttle difficulty grasping the scarf again and 

again. F makes little attempt on his own to grasp objects 

with his left hand,, However he has a strong palmar grasp 
,· 

in his right hand as demonstrated by his ability to hang from 

a horizontal bar for :five seconds, though he screamed the 

whole time. 

Primary goals for F in the physical education setting 

include g.iving F practice in walking, giving h.im opportunities 

to use the left side of his body, giving him successful expe

riences with sldlls he already perf arms (rolling, crawling, 

etc.), improvement and development of ball skills, and improve

ment of social behavior including elimination of certain self

stimulating behaviors. Another primary goal for Fis learning 

to walk on crutches though he undertakes this task during his 
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occupational therapy session. 

With all his physical hand1caps 1 Fis at the "top of 

h . 1 u • , . • ] d I • \. t 1 1 t d 1s c-=-ass in pnyrnca __ e uca~.ion., 11.n ex·-reme y a er an 

determined child, F appears to derive great enjoyment out of 

movement and reacli.ly attempts most activities~ Though his 

understanding of spoke:n. language is limited, he is an avid 

imi tater. Very aware of himself, F is able to locate all 

basic body parts as well as articles of clothing on himself 

and others., Activities F successfully participates in physj_

cal education class _include obstacle courses, rhythm activities, 

simple ball play, barrel/blanket activities, scarf play, tram

poline, tire swi.nging, and mat activities. Group games are 

rarely used with F's class as they appear to be inappropriate 

because of the low level of awareness of F's classmates. F's 

favorite activities appear to be rhythmic activities and ball 

play. 

Though unable to walk unassisted, Fis a very active 

child and nee ts around" quite well by himself. He is able 

to log roll independently both right and left. The left arm 

is kept close into the chest, flexed at the elbow with the 

hand fisted. The left leg is kept straight during the roll 

with the right leg slightly flexed at the knee as it tends 

to "reach 0 into the next roll. The right arm is extended up 

over the head. The roll is continuous. 
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F 1 s primary modes of independent movement are crawling 

and scooting/hitching. A crawling pattern is accomplished 

by pulling his trunk and left lower extremity by reaching with 

his right arm and pushing with his right leg (flexing and 

extending the Jmee). The left arm is flexed at the elbow 

with the hand fisted and used as a prop for support during 

the movement. ~he extended left leg is not used at all and 

is simply drug along. The head is lunged foIWard and down 

with each push. F has adapted this mode of movement well and 

can move quite fast when he wants to. He readily crawls to 

"chase after" a rolling ball and eagerly responds to the 

command, "go get the ball.a 

A hitching or scooting movement is also frequently 

employed by F. In a sitting position with the left leg extended 

straight from the body and the left arm again held close into 

the chest, the weight is transferred to the right side of the 

body in a rocking type motion. The movement is accomplished 

by reaching down to the floor with the right arm/hand, taking 

the body weight, and flexing the right leg at the knee, creat

ing a push/pull effect. _ F tends to throw his head forward with 

each push as if to help him "get going". Unable to move directly 

backwards in this position, F can propel himself diagonally or 

sideways. Usin_g his right hand and leg, he is easily able to 

pivot h.imself to change directions. The "C" curvature of the· 
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spine is apparent duri ng execution of this skill. 

F does not exhit)it a creeping pattern. When held by 

the trunk and suGpended f:rorn the floor in a horizontal posi

tion, he appears unable to flex his left leg at the knee 

joint ancl therefore is unab1e to assume a creeping position. 

F has much d.if ficul ty \·Ii th climbing ac ti vi ties. 011 

3/4, during physical education class, he made an attempt to 

climb over a small nmountainn of mats. lie was unable to pull 

his legs up without aEH3ist8nce. He did manage to bring his 

legs dovm the other side, coming to a standing position. F 

is unable to climb a laddero 

Just beginning to learn to walk on cn1tches, F wears 

a special glove on his left hand to give him a better grip, 

According to the occupational therapist, he uses a four point 

gait (basic gait) which means there is a four point contact · 

with the floor at all times. F is held by his trousers from 

behind and a hand is placed over F 1 s left hand. F shifts his 

weight to the shoulders and arms to enable him to walk. He 

moves the right crutch, left leg, then left crutch, right leg. 

The top of the body leans forward and F has to be prompted to 

hold his head up as he tends to look dovm at the floor. The 

occupational therapist also works with F using a "walking 

belt" in an attempt to teach F to shift his body weight to 

his arms and shoulders. During this activity, the occupational 

therapist sat on a stool with rollers directly in front of F. 
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She held F by the front of his trousers or by the nbel t" 

as he walked forward~ F is able to walk the parallels 

independently., He leaclG with his :eight side forward as the 

left leg is pulled up behind ond to the side of the r-ight leg. 

The feet toe out. The i-·ight shouJ.der appears slightly higher 

than the left shoulder as d.O(:-;S the right hip. F has difficulty 

keeping his left hand on the bar. 

Al though F is able to ascend/descend stairs (with 

support), he has great difficultyo 

step, the difficulty arises because 

Placing two feet on a 

he tends not to bend his 

left leg which makes the task very awkward,, 

F appears to enjoy ball pJ.ay and performs most ball 

skills to a limited degree. Using only his right hand, F 

does not really ncatch 0 a rolling ball, but rather puts his 

right hand out to stop the ball or pushes it away with the 

palm or the back of the right hand as it rolls up to himo 

He approaches a ball sitting in a sideward position to the 

ball as he has difficulty sitting with his legs apart or folded. 

F consistently turns his head away from the ball as it rolls 

up to him though he seems to la1ow exactly where it is since 

he has little trouble making contact with the baJ.l to push it 

back. An attempt to move around F to roll a ball on a side F 

was looking failed as each time he pivoted his entire body so 

that the head was turned away from the ball. F's eyes shifted 

to the left in a fixed position, 
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Throwing patterns were elicited using a nerf ball, a 

beanbag, and a scarf. The throw is accomplished by flexing 

his right arm at the elbow, bringing it back atid then forward, 

releasing the object.., F does not a.im his throws in any par

ticular direction. 

Striking and kicking patten1s are also l)resen t" Vlhen 

given a plastic bat, F ,.vas able to strike a rolling ball and 

make it bounce. He attempted the ta~Jk from a si·tting position, 

holding the bat in his right hand only,) F consj_stently hit 

the ball on the top rather than the side a:nd therefore, was 

unable to roll the ball by striking . . ~ 
l t. o ~, is able to walk up 

(with support) to a ball and kick it~ Alv1ays kicking with the 

right foot, he uses very little knee fJ.exion, tending to swing 

the leg out to the side. 

F's progress in the last four rnon ths has been good. 

Practicing his walking every day, F continues to perform at 

the top of his class in physical educationo However, it is 

felt that F might progress faster .if worked with on a one-to

one basis or at least in a higher level class~ Functioning 

on a much higher awareness level than his classmates, F gets 

little response or interaction from them making social inter

action difficult for him. Though more physically handicapped 

than his classmates, F possesses superior motor skills in 

comparison. Much of F's progress appears to result from his 

apparently high level of motivation and great determination. 
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Social/Emotional Development 

Though usually an extremely affectionate, cuddly child, 

F's behavior at times resembles that of a Strauss Syndrome 

brain-injured child with rocking, beating his head, extreme 

variability of mood and impulsive behavior. School files 

describe his behavior as characterized by a "strong control 

pattern with much negativism." F can be very stubb,orn and 

difficult to control. F's mother spanks and slaps his hand 

but this does not appear to bother him as he seems to think 

it is a game. 

F's stubborn behavior was exhibited in physical educa

tion class on 3/18, 3/30, and 4/27. On those days, F threw 

a tantrum when an attempt was made to work with him. On 3/18, 

the tantrum was staged for no apparent reason except that he 

was brought into the gym. F threw himself on the floor, kick

ing and screaming. The tantrum was stopped after talking to 

him and diverting his attention with a toy. vlhen F does not 

want to do something, he usually screams "Baaahc •• ! " and slaps 

at a person when an attempt is made to touch him or control 

his behavior. He also pivots away from a person apparently 

not wanting any part of the situation. On 5/6, F was observed 

working with the occupational therapist on his crutch training. 

F obviously did not want to perform as he screamed and refused 

to hold the crutches under his arms or in his hands. After 

much cajoling talk from the therapist, F was still in the 
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midst of his tantrum. Several days later, F•s classroom ' 

aide was helping him with his crutch training when -he again 

staged a tantrum. She immediately nswattedn him on his 

"bottomn and said "NO!" F soon got control of himself and 

went on with his walking. The aide later explained that F 

"tests" people and if he thinks he can get away with a tantrum 

to get out of doing a task, he readily throws one.:,, 

A very vocal child, language development appears to be 

F's best area of progress. At fourteen months of age, his 

language development was normal as well as was his hearing. 

F is socially responsive towa.rd his mother who talks to him·· 

constantly. He is able to imitate verbalizations accurately 

about 50 percent of the time. Cognition of verbalizations 

is apparent about 25 percent of the time. F exhibits echolalia 

and repeats much he does not understand. 

F engages in a minimal a.mount of self-stimulating 

behaviors, the most common of which is his head shaking. He 

also slaps himself on the side of the head with his right 

hand though this particular behavior has greatly diminished 

in the last few months. It seemed to occur when F was either 

excited or frustrated. 

Reacting well to people in general, a common sight to 

see is F scooting himself across a room to an adult he knows. 

When he gets to the person he slaps the person's arm, hand, or 

leg and says "Hello." He repeats this word as many ti.mes as 
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it is said to him~ He seems to greatly enjoy being held in 

someone's lap and rocks and scoots himself as close as he can, 

sometimes lying his head against a person's shoulder until he 

is picked up and placed in the lap. 

Content to sit and play alone, Falso interacts with 

other children and appears to enjoy playing along side them 

as well as with them. He especially enjoys playing with one 

particular little girl in day care. F rarely plays with more 

, than one child at a time. If a child approaches F and attempts. 

to take F's toy or bothers F when he does not want to play, F 

screams and slaps at the child to get away. 

Fis a very "rhythmical" little boy. On 4/6, in physical 

education class, F was able to clap perfect time to msic. He 

uses -·his right hand to clap on the top of his left hand. Able 

to beat lummi sticks in time, F listens intently to the nmsic 

and bobs his head in time as he claps or taps the lummi sticks. 

F's father is a part-time IlnlSician and plays the drums. Since 

F appears to enjoy beating time to music, h.ts parents bought 

him a snare drum whi.ch he plays all the time at home. Accord

ing to F's mother, his favorite record is a Beatle album by 

Paul McCartney. When asked what other activities F enjoyed, 

his mother said, "F's favorite things to do are sleep, eat, 

suck his thumb, and 'love.•• 
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1. What is cerebral pal::1y-? (Cruickshank, PP-> 3-4} What 

is its incidence? (Sherrill, p$ 406; Wolf 7 Po 5) 

2. What is the primary d:Lffieulty :present 1n cerebral 

palsied children which separates them from other brain-

injured children? (c~~'l1· c,,··,·•,'1a'1"'\k , ·LL.... 1"..v.L L.1..1. J P~ 5) 

3. What are some possibJ.e cau(:~es of cerebral palsy in the 

prenatal period? In the :natal period? In the postnatal 

. d? perio . (Fait 1 p ., 8 5 ) D._n:ing 1.·rha t period ( s) do 90 per-

cent of the cerebra.l palsy cases or1ginate? (Fait, p., 84-) 

4. Name and expla1n the different types of cerebral palsy~ 

(Sherrill, PPo 407-13) Which is the most common? (Sherrill, 

p. 407) 

fhiat is monoplegj_a'? ll . ., . -9 ennp.1.eg1a. Paraplegia'? (D.i) Biplegia? 

Triplegia? Quadriplegia? (Cruickshan.k, Johnson, p. 353; 

Fait, pp. 87-88) 

6. According to Cardwell, what percent of cer,~bral palsied· 

children also have visual defects? Hearing impairments? 

Speech defects? Convulsive disorders? (Cardwell, p. 104) 

7. What percent of cerebral palsied children function below 

average in intelligence? \'lhat percent are seriously 

retarded or men tally defective? (Holm1an, p. 289; Miller, 

Rosenfeld, pp. 613-21) 
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8. Why do some cerebra.l palsied children wear braces? 

What purposes do braces r:3 erve ~? (
11l , .c
h0.J..-L, P~ 21) 

9. According to Fait, what principles are the basis of treat

ment of the motor disabilities of the cerebral palsied 

child founded upon? (}?ait, P111 89) 

10a What considerations should be taken into account in 

devising a physical education program for a cerebral 

palsied child? (Fait, PP~ 89-95) 
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Defj_nl tlon: .A clinical disord.c::c cl12 .. :r·c::,cterized by single 

recurring attacks of loss of consciou rn:1er:;~3, convulsive 

movements, or disturbances of fee1.J_rtg or lH::.havior., It 

is associated with excesr3i ve neuronal dl.sc;1arges occurring 

diffusely or :focally in the brain ,J •

1 

Incidence: 1 OU t of every 150-200 

Table of Content§. 

Subject G, Age 3: Case Study 

Subject H, Age 4: Case St7J.dy 

Study Questions 

Bibliography/Recommended Readings 

,. 

Educational Objscti ve 

2 persons 

228-236 

237-251 

252-253 

254 

After reading the two case studies concerning preschool 

children with epiiepsy and the recommended readings/ 

bibliographies, the future teacher of epileptic preschoolers 

should be able to answer the study· questions on pages 252 to 

253. It is further hoped that the future teacher will 

1Herbert J. Gro~rnma:n, ed •• Nam.wJon Ter.m.i.nolo2:y:· and 
CJ._assi.fication in Mental RetaTda.ttqn, rBalt1more, l\Iaryland: 
Garamond/Pridernark Press: Arnericfm Associatj_on on Mental 
Deficiency, 1973), p. 136. 

2
Sherrill, Adapted Physical Eclucatio,n, p. 399. 
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demonstrate an increased understanding and appreciation of 

epilepsy and will feel more compE)te:nt in planning a physical 

education program for a preschool child with epilepsy. 
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PLATE VI 

SUBJ}JCT G 
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G 

Subject G is a three-year-old white female weighing 

twenty-nine pounds and standing two feet, eleven and one

half inches (90 cm.) tallo According to test results, G 

appears to be functioning in the moderate range of mental 

retardation. At the age of t, .. ,enty-two and one-half months, 

G was given the Denver Developmental Screening Test~ Results 

indicated she was funct.ioning at the 9.1 month level in personal

social skills; at the 8",i rnonth level in fine motor adaptive 

skills; at the 1 O" 1 month level in language development; and 

at the 5.8 month level in gross motor skills~ At the age of 

twenty--th:ree and one-half months, it was determined that G 

had all the early r.ightj_ng and equilibrium reactions in the 

prone ru1d sitting positions but had difficulty with supine 

equilibrium. vlhen G was t·wo years of age, the Bayley Scales 

of Infant Development was administered. G received a mental 

age of six months and a psychomotor age of seven to eight months. 

Diagnosed as having epilepsy/convulsive seizures with 

gross psychomotor retardation, G was the third pregnancy of a 

thirty-three-year-old mother. No complications were reported : 

during the pregnancy though deli very was done with forceps. 

G1 s mother first became aware of a "problem" when G was about 

seven months of age and she failed to exhibit expected motor 

skills (rolling, etc.). Though no history of mental retardation 
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is present in G1 s family, G's brother, father, and maternal 

grandfather suffer from hyperactivity~ 

In 1973, when G was fourteen months of age, medical 

reports stated she hacl a Hf ixed neurological deficit in the 

form of a developmental anomaly of the brain 11 o At this time 

it was thought G's 0 behaviors" were bouts of hyperventilation. 

It was not until ·1975, when G was nearly three years old that 

the hyperventj_lation \•,ms diagnosed as seizure activity. 

G lives ·with her natural parents, brother, and sister. 

The family is very supportative a."'1.d G's mother exercises G 

at home. The mother is presently attending college and the 

father is involved in businesso 

G first entered school at the age of two years. She is 

currently enrolled in a training class which .is designed for 

young nonambulatory childreno Each child has an individualized 

program to m~"'<imi.ze both physical and mental development. 

Postures 

Sitting posture in G is characterized by an extremely 

straight, if not stiff, back. Straight legs are extended 

widely in front, abducted at the hip joint. G frequently 

flails her arms and legs (alternating flexion/extension of 

the lmees in a bounce-like movement) about when sitting. The 

head is held level though at times slightly forward. 
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Not yet exhibiting an independent walking pattern, G 

is beginning to learn to ·wa]Jc with support. The task is 

attempted through the use oi parallel bars:, by holding her 

hands, or by allowing G to hold onto a horizontal rod placed 

in front of' her and led by another per:3011. Posture is char

acterized by extremely hyperextended knees as well as a wide 

base of support. The legs are hyperabducted at the hip joint, 

forcing the feet to point out·ward., A step is accomplished by 

lifting the leg high at the }:nee and dangling the lower leg 

do11m to the floor with a somewhat f'J.opping type motion. There 

is no deliberate placement of the feet. G appears to have 

little control after the movement is ini.tially begun. G some

times walks her feet so ·wide apart that she gets "stuckn and 

must be repositioned. She tends to look off to the side when 

walking unless someone talks to her, in which case she focuses 

her attention on that person~ 

Motor Behaviors 

Motorically, G was evaluated·vsing the Behavioral 

Charac~eristics Progression (BCP) 1 chart and was able to 

complete only the most basic tasks in the gross motor I 

strand. According to her BCP chart, G accomplished the 

1santa Cruz County Office of Education, Behavioral 
Characteristics Progression. 
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following tasks: ( 1) hoJ_ds head up an.d steady when held 

against shoulder, (2) uses reflexive and vo1untary arm and 

leg thrusts, (3) lifts head when lying flat on stomach, 

(4) rolls from back to si.de to stomach using arms for thrust, 

(5) uses arms to raise trunk from stomach position, (6) takes 

simple stepping movements with aid, and (7) sits down from a 

standing position with aid .. 

In addition to these skills, G cart pull herself up into 

a sitting position and has good head a.nd trunk control. She 

has standi.."Ylg tolerance up to two hours per day divided into 

thirty minute sessions., G does :not exhibit patterns of crawl

ing or creeping. She is unable to pull herself to a standing 

position to stand with supporto She is also unable to roll a 

ball consistently. Any motor skills beyond this level are non

existent for G at this timeo G does exhibit tracking ability 

and tracks an object moving both the eyes and the head, not 

hesitating to cross midline. She demonstrates an opposed grasp 

and has little difficulty grasping a rod to walk. However, she 

is closely supervised in grasping activities involved in walking 

as she tends to "forget" to maintain her grasp$ 

G is not seen in the regular physical education program 

because of her low level of physical skills. However, her 

classroom teacher is also an adaptive physical education 

specialist and she spends much time working on G's motor skillso 

G is also seen by an occupational therapist.· Motorically, G's 
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primary goal presently is learni:ng to v1alk though some time 

is spent on crawling Md cree:pin.g3 

Though G is able to roll over from her back to her 

stomach, she does not exhibit a continuous log roll pattern 

without assistance. In a~ attempt to elicit a crawling pat

tern, G was placed on her stomach and her feet were tactually 

stimulated by placing a ha.nd behind one footQJ G attempted to 

push off but did not use her anns to pulllt She does not attempt 

a crawling pattern on her ovm. 

Exhibiting evidence of hypotonia throughout the body, G 

appears to lack the strength necessary to support herself in 

a creeping position. When placed on her stomach G at times 

flexes her knees and attempts to lift herself off the floor. 

Held by the waist in an eff art to get G into a hands and knees 

position for creeping, she was unable to support her weight, for 

any length of time and leaned back into a 11W11 sit. The hip 

joints appear to be particularly loose. G has more success 

with "creeping" if a scooter board is used to support her 

weight while she pushes off with her feet. 

When placed on her back, G comes to a sitting position 

by first rolling to her right side with the hip flexed and 

then pushing herself up with her right hand. The legs are 

kept extended throughout the movement. 

Apparently having little conception of balance, G is 

unable to maintain enough balance even to stand independently 
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a few seconds. When walking with support she sometimes bends 

forward at the waist seeming to lack both balance and strength. 

Ball skills are practically nonexistent though G tracks 

the path of a ball. With poor eyesight (myopia), G is unable 

to see objects more than a few feet away. Unable to catch or 

throw a ball, G is delighted at the sight of a ball "bouncing" 

up to her. At times she attemptsto push a nearby ball away. 

She can hold a small ball a few seconds but lacks the control 

necessary to throw it and usually drops it as G's hands are 

continually opening and closing. She frequently places her 

mouth on the ball. 

G's progress in the last four months has been minimal. 

According to school files, G achieves about a one month level 

of progress every six months in gross and fine motor skills. 

G appears to be gaining strength and standing tolerance has 

increased. 

SocialLEmotional Devel_.irnmen1 

A very outgoing child G appears to be extremely aware 

of her environment though she is able to exert little control 

over it. Generally a happy little girl, G expresses a variety 

of moods l)r emotions. Completely ignoring or "tuning out" 

people she does not like, G gives extended eye contact and 

attention to people she enjoys. When G is ill she cries and 

·wants attention. If another child gets into ntrouble," G 
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gets upset and cries. Easy to distract when she is unhappy 

or angry, G's moods are readily changed,, Though possessing 

an excellent attention span w.i th adults, G bee omes ex.cited 

when doing an activity and becomes difficult to work with 

until she settles dovm~ 1\. tremor-1ike activity is present 

in the arms and face when she is excited. G laughs and smiles 

when given attention. 

Basically a nonverbal child, G babbles freely and appears 

to enjoy sitting before a mirror and "talking" to herself. She 

is able to sound the ,..,,ords ttmarna" 8nd "dada" or mouth the move-· 

ments about 25 percent of t~he time. She watches the mouth 

movements closely to get cues for sound production. Possessing 

a partial understanding of lm1g1.1age, G primarily communicates 

with gestures. 

Exhibiting w~ch purposeless, involuntary movement of the 

arms and legs, G gives the appearance of a small infant at times. 

ltlhen lying on her back she plays with her hands and feet and 

attempts to put her toes into her mouth. On her stomach, she 

flails her arms and kicks her 1 egs about, slaps at the floor, 

and pivots on her stomach. G also arches her back while on her 

stomach and rocks. She is completely unable to move from place 

to place unassisted. 

Though G demonstrates little control in most of her move

ments, she is able to drink from a cup independently. Approach

ing a cup with two hru1ds, she is able to bring it to her mouth 
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and drink as well as place it back on the table, spilling 

little if any of the liquid., 

Very a,.vare of other chj_ldren nearby, G attempts to play 

with them. On 5/13, in day care, G was sitting on the floor 

with a big block between her 1egs. A.11.other child came up and 

started hitting the bJ.ock. G joined in the activity and they 

made a game out of it. G frequently attempts to play "ball" 

with another nonambulatory little boy in day care but requires 

assistance to successfully roll the ball to himo Nevertheless, 

G usually plays al one though she seems to enjoy playing near 

other children. 

Playing primarily consists of picking up and dropping 

objects, hitting objects together, putting objects into the 

mouth, pushing objects away, or playing with her hands. A 

typical pattern when offered a toy is for G to la.ugh and 

vocalize and begin to reach for the toy. Her arms then begin 

to shake, her neck stiffens, her mouth opens, she becomes 

tense and finally loses interest in and drops the toy if it 

has already been grasped. 
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H 

Subject H is a four-year-old white female weighing 

thirty-nine pounds and standing three feet, four and one-

half inches (103 cm.J tall. Though difficult to test, H 

appears to be functioning in the range of mental retarda-

tion. At the age of two, the West Haverstraw Motor Develop

ment Test·was administered. Results iP-dicated hand usage to 

be at the nine month level; gross ball ha~dling at the eight

een month to two year level; gross balance and locomotor skills 

at the nineteen and one-half month level. The Denver Develop

mental Screening Test was first given when H was two years, 

nine months of age. Overall functioning level appeared to 

be at 'twenty-three months. On personal-social, H scored 

twenty-two months; on fine motor adaptive, two years, two 

months; on lm1guage, ti,•;en ty and one-half months; and on 

gross motor, twenty-two r:1onths. Seven months later, H was 

readministered the test and improved on the personal-social 

by two months and on the gross motor by eighi; months. An 

attempt was madP. to administer the Stanford-Binet Intelligence 

Test when H was three years, three months of age. :W.e to H's 

behavior, (unable to attend, put test materials into mouth), 

the attempt was unsuccessful and school files stated that 

"standardized. testing will not offer a valid indication of 

H's intellectual potential at this time.• At three years, 
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seven months of age, H was described as "untestable due to 

delayed development and behavior problems." 

Diagnosed as having a seizure disorder as well as 

possible minimal brain damage, H was the third pregnancy 

of a twenty-six-year-old mother. Though a full term baby, 

complications set in with bleeding and threatened abortion 

during the first half of the pregnancy. H's mother had 

previously aborted a pregnancy. The umbilical cord was tangled 

around H's neck and circulation was slowed. Labor was rapid 

and deli very was done with forceps when H's heart rate became 

too slow. The baby did not cry or breathe and required resus

citation three times. Color was not good and H was placed in 

an incubator for twenty-four hours because she could not regu

late body temperature. Upon leaving the hospital, H's mother 

stated that the baby appeared normal except she was quieter 

and slept more than her first child had. H has a sister two 

years older. 

At the age of twenty-two months, H was hospitalized 

because of seizures described as "generalized and/or psycho

motor." The seizures have persisted since November of 1973, 

and range from petit mal to grand mal. An electroencephalo

gram (EEG) showed frontal and left temporal lobe abnormality. 

Numerous medications have been tried without ffi1ccess. 
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Currently involved in a closely monitored drug the_rapy 

program, H lives with her naturaI parents both of whom work 

and hold college degrees,.. However, H's birth added tension 

to an already unstable marital Bi t uationo H's mother assumes 

total responsibility for ch1ld management and care$ School 

files describe her approach as generally b1consistent with 

minimal expectations~ 

H first entered school at the age of two and one-half 

years. She is currently enro1lecl in a nursery class which 

focuses on the development of self-help skills such as self

feeding, toilet training, o:nd dressinge 

Postures 

Independent si tti:ng posture is difficult to observe 

in H- · as she rarely sits without being under some kind of 

restraint (held in another personts lap, positioned in a 

chair up to a table, having her wrist held to prevent her 

from getting up). Generally, once 5.n a sitting position, 

H's posture is very relaxed. When .sitting on the floor, 

the legs are extended in front of her, only slightly flexed 

at the knee. If being held by someone, H tends to rest her 

body weight on them in a sprawling position. In a chair H 

wraps her feet, which toe i.n, around the legs of the chair. 

The thumb is frequently placed in the mouth while sitting. 
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H's walking posture is characterized by a toeing in of 

the feet as both knees turn i.n slightly, the left lmee to a 

greater degree~ H sometimes walks on her toes. The arms 

are not moved in op1)or.::d tion to the legs as H usually sucks 

one thumb and permits the other arm to hang at the ·side slightly 

flexed at the elbow. Hallows a person to take her hand when 

walking but j_mmecliately breaks .into a r'Un if her hand is released. 

She pays no particu1ar attention to where she is going. 

Running postures present a very awkward appearance as 

she seems to be in a constnnt state of imbalance. H toes in 

while running and frequently runs on her toes. Though she 

appears to be on the verge of stumbling, giving no obvious 

attention- to where she is going, H rarely falls as she steps 

over obstacles at the last possible second. The run is jerky 

w.i th random direction. It is characterized by a shuffle step 

with weight primarily on the balls of the feet as all weight 

is shifted f Or\vard. Ki"1.ee flexion is minimal and the arms are 

not moved in opposition. The thumb is usually in the mouth. 

:Motor Behaviors 

Extremely difficult to test for physical skills, attempts 

have been made to evaluate H's motor performance using the 

Behavioral Characteristics Progression (BCP) 1 chart. Primarily 

H was evaluated through observations of random motions or movement. 

1santa Cruz County Office of Education, Behavioral 
~~~~~~~~~i~~i~~ ~rn~-0~~i0~A 
-----------------·- ··~ .• . 
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She appears to be capbale of more skills than her BCP 

evaluation indicates. According to the BCP chart,· H success

fully completed the following tasks in the gross motor I 

strand: (1) walks backwards/sideways, (2) walks stairs, 

alternates up not down, (3) runs ten feet, (4) runs twenty

five yard dash without stopping,and (5) stands on one foot 

without support. In addition to these skills, H also exhibits 

patterns of crawling, creeping, climbing, jumping, galloping, 

catching, and throwing. She fails to exhibit patterns of 

rolling, hopping, skipping, striking, or kicking. His able 

to track an object moving only the eyes until it becomes 

necessary to move the head. H has a palmar grasp and can 

hang from a bar three to four seconds. 

• 1 Primary goals for Hin the physical education setting 

center around controlling H's extreme hyperactivity. Activi

ties are prescribed which encourage H to increase her attention 

span by focusing on a specific object or person. Relaxation 

techniques are used encouraging H to slow down and become 

aware of her movement. Socialization is a goal to give H 

opportunities to sit and play with another person or child, 

thereby engaging in a constructive, purposeful activity. 

Purposeful play with appropriate toys is a goal as H shows a 

limited interest. in toys. Capable of performing most of the 

locomotor skills appropriate for her age level, secondary goals 

center around the improvement and development of ll's ball skills 
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which are minimal at this timeil 

In a group physical education setting, H performs 

inappropriately and with 1itt1e succeBso In order :for H 

to participate in a structure'.l activity she must be restrained 

or held either i.11 a person's lap or by hav.ing her wrist held. 

If, allo\·'ed to enter ... t, · · t1 .J... t · t H · d · "' ne gymna:3J.um wi· 1ou L, res raJ.n , imme 1-

ately runs and tears doitm any equipment set up, climbs on the 

large playground equipment, or runs at random. Most group 

games are inappropriate for H and her classmates as few under

stand spoken language a.YJ.d awareness levels are minimal. Some 

circle activities in which each child performs (by physical 

manipulation, if necessary) independently have been used with 

some success. An example of this was scarf play in which each 

child was given a scarf to play witho The activity was used 
.. 

for visual and tactile stinn1lation and served as a means to 

increase attention span, to p:comote body awareness, and to 

promote awareness of an object/person outside of themselves. 

Some socialization value was derived as some children watched 

and became aware of activities of ,.tnother person and a few 

even interacted with other children by grabbing at their scarves. 

A beanbag pass game was also played in a circle formation in ·an 

effort to promote interaction, awareness, and sharing. However, 

the majority of H's physical education classes involve station 

teaching in which only two children are worked with at each 
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station activity o ObstacJ.e cour:3es ·work well wj_th H provided 

she is accompanied through the courf3e o Other activities 

included in H's physical educat.:i.on curriculum include trampo

line 11 exercises 11
, barrel acti vj_tJes, blanket play, tire swing

ing, sim:pl e ball play, and angels•-in-•the-snow. H 1 s favorite 

movement ac-tivi ties ap:pear to be running, whether at random 

or in a "tag" game she initiates, scooting on her back across 

the floor, rocking while sitting in someone 1 s lap, and climb

ing on the large playground equipment. 

Though H demonstrates the ability to perform many of 

the locomotor skills appropriate for her age level, she fails 

to exhibit a complete log roll. When attempts were made to 

get her to log roll, she rolled ever from her back to her 

stomach, immediately flexed her knees and arms, pushing her

self into a sitting position, got up and rano 

Rarely exhibited, H demonstrate:s patterns of cross

lateral crawling and creeping. Creeping was elicited by 

having H creep through a tunnel. Most cravrling patterns were 

ra'tldomly performed. When placed on her stomach in an attempt 

to elicit a crawling pattern, H turned her head to one side 

resting it on the mat, put her thumb in her mouth and lay 

quietly a few seconds watching the teacher before attempting 

to :run off. With nru.ch pushing a11d prodding H was induced to 

crawl under a set of low parallels and the low balance beam. 

She also crawled under a series of low ropes strung near the 

floor. 
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H appears to enjoy climbing activitieso She is able 

to climb up and down a ladder placing two feet on each step. 

With little difficulty His also able to climb over obstacles 

placed in an obstacle course. Engaging frequently in climb

ing activities on the large playground equipment, H climbs 

on top of chairs, tables, and bookshelves. She has exhibited 

great proficiency at climbing from window ledge to window 

ledge in the day care room. 

H's first walking pattern appeared at fifteen months of 

age and presently the pattern is slightly immature though she 

does not exhibit the wide base of support typical of younger 

children. Stair walking is characterized by an alternation of 

feet when ascending with two feet on a step when descending. 

H attempts stair walking with some degree of difficulty as she 

tends to skip steps and stumble, paying very little attention 

to foot placement. However, when H walks a four-inch balance 

beam (with support) she is very precise in her foot placement 

and approaches the task at a slow pace. 

Approaching very few tasks at a "slow pace," H's favorite 

locomotor skill appears to be running. Nevertheless the pattern 

remains immature despite the great amount of time devoted to it. 

Though unable or unwilling to jump down from a twelve

inch step, H demonstrates a kind of jumping motion when excited. 

Standing on her tiptoes with elbows flexe~, H slightly flexes 
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her knees and engages in a 0 bounc.Lngn type motion. She does 

not appear to clear the floor by more thm1 a fraction of an 

inch, if at all" 

Able to stand on one foot without support, H does not 

yet demonstrate a hopping or a skipping patterno However 

a galloping pattern is present., When performing a gallop, 

H keeps one foot behind the other a.nd toes in slightly. The 

pattern is rarely exhibited and only at H's choosing. 

Ball skills are minimal though H gives some indication 

of catc'hing and throwing abi1ityo Catching and throwing_ were 

approached from a sitting position as H collapsed when attempts 

were made to have her stand. Even in a sittlng position H 

had to be held in someone's lap or nboxed inn against a wall. 

Difficult to hold H's attention the baJ.1 was rolled to her 

from: not more than five feet away. At times H watched the 

ball and placed both arms over the top of the ball as it came 

into her lap. More often than not, she then placed her mouth 

on the ball and proceeded to lick it. On rare occasions H 

made an attempt to return the ball using a two-hand "bounce" 

throw. She consistently refused to roll the ball back. Though 

the therapeutic recreation specialist stated H was able to ca·tch 

a ball while standing when she wanted to, this task was never 

demonstrated during four months of observation. 
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In an attempt to elicit a throwing pattern, a ball was 

placed in H's hands. H exhibited an overhand throw using two 

hands. She did not particularly ·watch where the ball went 

but appeared only to want to .get rid of it,,, On one occasion 

H was lying on her stomach on the flooro A ba.11 was rolled 

to her and she reached out and caught it w1 th both hands. 

She then either pushed it away or lifted it slightly from 

the floor and threw it away., H did not exhibit any form of 

an underhand toss. 

Striking and kicking patterns are not present in H. 

When a plastic bat and ball were placed before H, she picked 

up the bat and immediately put it in her mouth,, H was then 

manipulated through a striking motion with the ball placed 

on a low tee. She made no attempt to repeat the action nor 

did she watch the ball. H also failed to attempt to bat a 

large ball placed on the floor. She made no attempt to kick 

a ball after demonstration and physical manipulation through 

the action. 

H's progress in the last four months has been minimal. 

In need. of a very structured one-to-one teaching situation, 

H comes to physical education class twice a week for thirty 

minutes with a group of eight other children. H's greatest 

need has been to control her extreme hyperactivity either 

through medications, conscious control, or both. There has 
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been little or no success in thls area and therefore this 

facet of H's behavior continues to interfere in her learn

ing processes. 

Socia'J./EmotionaJ, Develq,_12lli.§lll 

An extremely act1ve, impulsive. little girl, H suffers 

from grand mal as well as petit rnal seizures which medications 

have failed to successfully control,, On days when seizures 

appear to be more or less under control, H's hyperactivity 

appears to increase and an already low frustration level de

creases even furthere 

Exhibiting some\·rhat destructive behavior in the class

room, H requires constant supervision. H wan.ders aj_mlessly 

from one object to another and 1mocks objects off shelves 

or tables. Even under supervision H has managed to break two 

record players and a television set so far this year. 

A nonverbal child, H's greatest area of delay is language. 

Able to make sounds (cooing, wailing, squealing), H is very . 

vocal. On 5/13, H put her fingers _to her throat and made a 

very hfgh pitched 0 a.hhh ••• n sound. She appeared to enjoy 

feeling the vibration of sound in her throat. She also put 

her hand to her lips and repeated the sound~ The day care 

worker said H rarely engaged in that type of activity. Accord

ing to an aide, H likes to sit and "talk" to herself in the 

mirror. She is able to imitate a few words. Apparently 
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understanding little of what i.s said to her, H does respond 

to her name and stops \·rhat she is doing when it is calledo 

Though play patte rns are limited, H does interact with 

other children. Starting to .initiate some form of play H 

sometimes grabs, pulls, and knocks dovr11 other children and 

then laughs like she is playing some sort of gameo She also 

plays chase with another child around the 1.;able in the class

roomo H participates actj_vely in few other activities except 

for water play. 

Demonstrating little interest in toys H does not share 

toys with others i.f she does play with them. On 3/25, in 

physical education class, H was engaged in a beanbag pass 

game. Each time H got the beanbag, it had to be pried from 

her hands as she refused to share it with the other children. 

H rarely retaliates if another child hits or pulls her 

hair. On 3/25, H was sitting in a chair next to another 

child. The other child pulled H's hair and H made no response. 

The teacher pulled the other child's hair and the child again 

pulled H 1 s hair. H looked at the teacher but still made no 

other physical response. H has been observed walking up to a 

child ancl taking a toy away which she then throws dovm. 

Capable of exhibiting much anger when she does not get 

her way, H has been knovm to throw herself on the floor and 

proceed to engage in a temper tantrum. On 5/3, during day 
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care, H got into "trouble" for knocking objects off shelves. 

The day care worker slapped her hand and said "NO!" H 

clenched her fists, shook t~em, and grunted as if very angry. 

Facial features were very tense. 

H can be both a very affectionate and a very distant 

child. At times she insists on being held and enjoys rocking 

back and forth in a person• s lap. She also likes to lie on 

her back and have her stomach rubbed while being talked to. 

Such activity greatly relaxes Hand she maintains good eye 

contact as she sucks her thumb • . She is ticklish and smiles 

with delight if tickled. H can and does relate to her mother 

but seldom closely. Even when H insists on be.ing held she 

gives one the feeling she is only using the person to satisfy 

her physical need for touch but does not really recognize 

the person as a human being. H gives no sign of recognitio11 

to people who work with her everyday though she does get 

"excited n when her mother or grai."1.dmother come to pick her up. 

furing day care H spends much time si tti11g next to or in 

the lap of an older child who likes to hold H. If not restrained, 

H spends her time climbing from window ledge to window ledge or 

running aimlessly about the room. 

Appearing very clumsy and awkward in many of her movements, 

H seems to be very aware of where her body is in space as she 

rarely falls or bumps into objects, though she seemingly pays 
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little attention to where she is going. While moving H 

delights if someone "chasesn her. Once caught H acts out 

complete postural hypotonia with total body re1axation, sprawl

ing to the floor. She appears to enjoy experimenting with 

movement and engages in all kinds of motion. One of her 

favorite modes of movement a1)pears to be scooting along the 

floor on her back. The knees are deeply flexed as they push 

the body foTI-1ard. The arms are flexed at the elbow, lying 

flat on the floor though one thumb is usually in the mouth. 

Though in need of much structure, 11 stubbornly resists 

any restrictions p1.aced on her movement. When touched she 

collapses, when attempts are made to sit her dovm, she force

fully extends her entire body, when picked up, she throws her 

arms up and backward deeply arching her back, and when placed 

in a lap, she frequently refuses to support herself and sprawls 

all over the lap and floor. 

Apparently in the oral stage of development, H places 

everything in her mouth. On 4/20, during an individual session 

with H in physical education, over half the time was spent 

prying H 1 s mouth open to get small objects out. 
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STUDY QUES'J:IONS 

, 1. What is epilepsy? (Scott, Po 5; Sherrill, p. 399; 

Livingston, p. 48) What does th8 term 0 epi1epsyn mean? 

2. 

(Scott, p. 5) 

What is the incidence of epilepsy? ( C'l, or~.-.]• 11 p k)Ll v .L ...... 1 O 399; 

Livingston, Po 5; Scott, pp. 4-5; Forche, P~ 84) At 

what age do 90 percent of epilept.ic symptoms first appear? 

(Livingston, Po 6) 

3. Name and explain the different classifications of epilepsys 

(Livingston, pp. 3-4; Sherrill, p,, 401; Scott 1 Po 6) What 

percent of epilepsy is due to un1movm causes? (Sherrill, 

p. 401) 

4. Name and explain the different ty1)es of seizures. (Lj_vingston, 

pp. 49-59, pp. 63-83; Scott, PPo 23-29; Sherrill, PP~ 400-

401; Forche, p. 84) What is the most f'reque:n t type of 

seizure found in children? (Livingston, Po 52) 

5. What is an aura or prodrome? (Scott, p. 24; Sherrill, p. 

400; Livingston, pp. 51-5 2) Why is it imp or tan t? (Livingston, 

p. 52) 

6. As a teacher or observer, what should you do if a child/ 

person has a"1. epileptic attack? (Scott, pp. 50-53; Forche, 

p. 84) 
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7. What is the treatment for epilepsy? (Sherrill, p. 402; 

Livingston, PPo 577-78) What percent of epileptics can 

acquire complete or partial control of their s ·eizures? 

(Scott, p. 146; Livingston, p. 576) 

80 What is the relationship between intelligence and epi1epsy? 

(Scott, p. 85; Livingston, p., 574) 

9. Name some factors which may induce an epileptic seizure 

in some people. (Scott, pp. 20-22; Sherrill, pp. 401-402) 

What is the most common precipita~t of epileptic seizures? 

(Livingston, p. 144) 

10. How does the hyperkinetic syndrome sometimes relate to 

epilepsy? (Scott, p" 8i; Livingston, pp. 363-64, pp. 478-

82) 

11. Wnat are the guidelines regarding physical activity for 

the epileptic child? (Livingston, pp. 143-47; Scott, p. 53; 

Sherrill, pp. 402-403; Forche, pp. 83-86) 
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Autism 

Definition: A syndrome described as consisting of with

drawal~ very inadequate soc.ial relatJo:nshipi::1,, exceptional 

object relationships, language disturba.nces, and monotonously 

repetitive motor behaviors; many children v.rith autism will 

also be seriously impaired in general i.ntel1ectu::1l function

ing. 1 

I d 5 f O 000 1, • 1 ~ . 2 nci ence: 4 to out o every 1 , cin_u.r.en 

Table of Contents 

Subject I, Age 6: Case Study 

Study Questions 

Bibliography/Recommended Readings 

Edicational Objective 

257-270 

271-272 

273-274 

After reading the above case study concerning a preschool 

child who exhibits autistic behaviors and the recommended 

readings/bibliographies, the future teacher of autistic 

1tterbert J. Grossman, ed.,, 1Iffn:R2J on Termino1ogy and 
Classification in Mental Retardation, (Baltimore, Maryland: 
Garamond/Pridemark Press: American Association on ivlental 
Deficiency, 1973), p. 124. 

2Lorna Wing, Autistic Chi.ld.ren: A Guide for Parents, 
(New York: Brunner7Hazel, 1972), p. 8. 
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preschoolers should be able to ansv-rer the study questions 

on pages 271 to 272. It is further hoped that the future 

teacher will demonBtrate an increased understanding and 

appreciation of autism and will feel more competent in 

planning a physical edu.cat1on program for a preschool 

autistic child. 
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l'LA.T~ UII 

SOBJ:SOT I 
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I 

Subject I is a six-year-old white male weighing forty-

six :pounds and standing three feet, seven and one-half inches 

( 110 cmo) tall. According to test results, I appears to be 

functioning near the severe range of mental retardation. When 

I was three years old, the West Haverstraw :Motor Development 

Test was adrninisterecle With an eighteen month base, it was 

determined that lower extremity functioning was at twenty 

months, while u1Jper extremity functioning was at eleven months 

with a three month base. It was noted that he had good finger 

dexterity for spinning but seemed unable to apply this to other 

activit.ies. At five years of age, an attempt was made to admin.

ister the Stanford-Binet Intelligence Test. It was not possible 

to ·obtain a basal and therefore, an intelligence quotient (I.Q.) 

score was not derived. I was highly distractible and tended 

to perseverate on tasks. Inconclusive findings indicated that 

I's level of functioning was below the two year level, recep:-

ti ve language ·was between the two and three year level. 

A diagnosis of mental retardation was made when I was 

thirty months of age. The cause of the retardation, which 

initially was thought to be mild, is not known. I exhibits 

passive, withdrawn behavior resembling that of an autistic 

child and has a history of seizurelike. activity. 
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Born after thirty weeks of gestation, I was the result 

of a fourth pregnancy of a thirty-three-year-old mother. All 

four children were born prematurely, the second child dying 

in the first week of life. I's mother gained in excess of 

twenty-five pounds during each pregnancy. Though there were~ 

no further complications during pregnancy, I was hospitalized 

for three weeks after birth since he weighed only four pounds, 

three ounces. Weight gain was delayed. 

I was a quiet baby who cried or vocalized very little. 

Very passive, he never demanded attention though he accepted 

being held or played with. I's parents had difficulty accept

ing the diagnosis of .mental retardation and seemed to lack a 

complete understanding of it. Initially, I's mother hoped the 

del~yed development was due 'to a hearing loss rather than "what 

w·e have been told. n The term "retardation II was not used. 

According to school files, I's mother has feelings of guilt 

and anxiety concerning her involvement with I and his future. 

She feels personally responsible for any problems with I. The 

family derives rrru.ch support from their church association. 

I's thirteen-year-old brother is a learning disabled child 

while his eight-year-old brother suffered from hyperactivity 

in early childhood. According to the parents, the three children 

are very close. I's parents are self-employed, the father having 

completed two years of college and the mother having completed 

high school. 
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I first entered school at the age of two years, nine 

months. He is currently enrolled in an adaptive class 

designed for primary age children who need continuous instruc

tion in managing their mvn a~tions and following verbal 

instructions. The curriculum stresses proper motivation, 

rights of self and others, and appropriate interaction. 

£..9 s tiu:·e s 

I's favorite sitting position appears to· be "Indian" 

style. The legs are folded and crossed, the hands are usually · 

placed on the floor with the arms extended out to either side 

of I's body. When left to his ovm in this position, I rocks 

from side to side, shifting his ·weight laterally. The head 

is forward and dovm and shoulders are drawn up and forward~ 

The .~rms are positioned slightly behind the tnlnk line of . the 

body. A 11 C11 curvature o:f the upper back is apparent. Occa

sionally, I raises his head, still keeping it forward, to 

observe activity around him. 

I's walking posture is characterized by a stiff, rigid 

upper t.orso. The head is held forward and down as the arms 

dangle from stiff, drawn up shoulders. The hands are relaxed. 

Though I can be very precise in his foot placement and is able 

to walk a circular path with perfect heel-toe placement, at 

times he walks with a shuffle step. 

Running posture is characterized by a forward lean from 

the waist, el bows are flexed vii th the fore arms held up and to 
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the side. The hands are flexed inward (adducted) as the 

fingers are held in an extended but relaxed position. The 

arms wave as the feet are flo})ped fon·rarcl with heel-toe 

weight tra11sfer. At no time is the bocly completely off the 

floor. 

Motorically, I was evaJ.uated using the Behavioral 

Characteristics Progression (B'JP) 1 chart and was able to 

complete the following tasks in the gross motor I strand: 

( 1) log rolls, (2) v.ralks up/down stairs, al te:r.:nating feet 

without support, (3) kicks a stationary ball, (4) stands on 

one foot with support, (5) catches ball with arms (five feet 

away), and (6) jumps dovm from a twelve-inch step. In addi

tion .. to these skills, he also exhibits patterns of crawling, 

creeping, climbing, walking, running, throwing, and striking. 

He fails to exhibit patterns of hopping, galloping, or skipping. 

I demonstrates a prehensile gras1) and enjoys hanging from a. 

bar and swinging. Apparently poss~ssing good eye-hand coor

dinatidn, I has little trouble visually tracking an object 

by moving only the eyes until it becomes necessary to move the 

head. 

1 Santa Cruz County Office of Education, Behavioral 
Characteristics Progression. 
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Primary goals for I in the physical education setting 

include developing an awareness of his environment and encour

aging greater interaction with j_t 1 promoting eye contact, 

socialization, elimination o.:f self-stimulating behaviors by 

engaging him in purposeful, constructive play activities, and 

the development of play patter:nsa Other goals include the 

development and improvement of locomotor skills as well as 

ball skills. 

I is an extremely difficult child to work with in a 

physical education group setting8 Since he "tunes ou t 0 much 

of his environment, he pays little attention to activity 

around him. Though he stands in a circle for a group game, 

he appears to have no .idea of what is expected of him. When 

his turn comes, he has to be prodded and many times led by 

the hand to perform desired actions. I presents the appear

ance of two very different "individuals", one in a group 

physical education setting and another in an occupational 

therapy setting where he is worked with on a one-to-one basis. 

In the latter situation, I is able to listen and carry out 

simple two step commands. He appears to be very aware of 

what is expected of him though he still tunes part of his 

environment out as he rarely gives eye contacto I appears to 

enjoy ball activities and expresses great pleasure when kick

ing or throwing balls. Other seemingly favorite play activities 

include riding a tricycle, swinging, trampoline, spim1ing, and 
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rocking. Activities include cl in I's })hysical education 

curriculum are simple group games (involving locomotor 

skills), simple ball play, rhythm activities, mat activities, 

parachute activities, barrel/blanket activities, and obstacle 

courses. 

Though motor performance .:i.s below the norm for six

year-olds, I is able to perform both a log roll and a forv,mrd 

roll without assistance. Crosslateral crawling and creeping 

patterns are present. I exhibited his first crawling pattern 

at seven months of age. \'!hen creeping., I keeps his head down, 

looking only at the floor., 

According to I's BCP chart, he is only successful 50 

percent of the time when attempting to climb a ladder, placing 

two feet on each step. I is able to climb over a "mountain" 

of mats placed in an obstacle course. 

At thirteen months of age, I first stood alone. The 

first walking ' pattern did not emerge until I was two years 

old. Presently, I is able to walk a balance beam unassisted 

though he can not walk backwards or sideways consistently. 

Tackling stair walking with little difficulty, I appears to 

have good balance and can even walk down the stairs backwards. 

The occupational therapist stated that I has excellent head 

and trunk balance. 

One of I 1 s mother 1 s concerns is his apparent lack of 

speed. He does not run often and when he does, it is usually 
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only on request. The pattern remains immature. 

After demonstration and verbal instnictions, I is 

able to jump down from a tv•.relve-.inch step, landing with both 

feet together. He can also perform a standlng broad jump 

from six to twelve inches in length. To perform the jump, 

I bends at the walst, flexes the knees as the arms go slightly 

back and then extends the entire body. The jump is usually 

flat footed and the head is down. 

I does not demonstrate a hopping pattern though he is 

able to stand on one foot with support. He can stand on one 

foot without support long enough to kick a ball. Galloping 

and skipping patterns are not presents 

Ball skills are not ·well developed in I. He can not 

bounce and catch a ball to himself, nor toss a ball up under

handedly and catch it. \'lith prompting, I can catch a large 

ball with the arms, throvm from five feet away. The ball . 

is caught with the arms and pulled into the chest. 

When throwing a large ball underhand with two hands, 

I deeply flexes the knees, leaning-forward at the waist as 
. 

the ball is brought near the floor before the body is qu.ickly 

extended and the ball is flung upwards. Frequently the ball 

goes back over I's head .and he watches it, throwing his head 

back and lau.ghing as his arms begin to flap. Though I does 

not throw a ball to another person, he does throw into a 

target. When attempting to get I to throw into a target, 
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the occupational therapist structures I's environment by 

setting up benches to outline the 1)a,th to the target. 

According to the therapist, this affords enough structure 

in the form of "boundaries" to keep I from being distracted 

in his performance. 

I is also able to perform an overhand thrm,,ing pattern 

using a small ball. The throw is basically from the elbow 

as the fore arm is up and is brought back and then forv;ard to 

effect the throw. There is very little involvement of the 

shoulder, trunk, or legs o 

Using a plastic bat, I is able to strike a small ball 

off a tee with little difficulty. The occupational therapist 

is working on bilateral eye--hand coordination with I. A small 

rubber ball is suspended on a string. A long narrow dowel rocl 
•' 

with a black line painted in the center is given to I •. He 

holds the rod horizontally with a hand near each end. I is 

instructed to strike the ball on the center of the rod. On 

5/3, during occupational therapy, I was able to keep his eye 

on the ball. However, he could not strike the ball without 

assistance. The therapist either held her hands over I's or 

held his forearms, guiding him. I laughed when he struck the 

ball hard. It was explained that as I improves, he will be 

asked to al temately strike the ball on a colored area on each 

side of the black line to develop reciprocal eye-ha~d coordina

tion and then progress to striking the ball alternately on 
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either end of the stick to allow cross.ing of the midline. 

Eventually, according to the therapist, laterality will be 

established. 

In kicking activities, . I is able to run and kick a 

stationary ball. When I's right foot makes contact with 

the ball, his right arm goes up and sometimes curves over 

the top of his head. The left arm is brought slightly out 

from the body in an apparent attempt to balance weight on 

the left side of his body. Dribbling a ball, as in soccer, 

is a skill at which I seems to be quite good. He approaches 

a rolling ball with the center of his body, contacting the 

ball between his feet. He then cradles the ball by lightly 

tapping i.t from one foot to the other. I is able to move 

the ball several feet in this manner. Vlhen I finally kicks 

the ball out from his feet, he throws his arms up and laughs. 

As in most other activities, I must be prompted to kick a 

stationary ball or to react to a moving ball. 

I's progress in the last four months has been slow. 

He has developed his play patterns to a limited extent though 

much perseveration is still apparent in his play. He has not 

yet formed a relationship with another person as he continues 

to "t-une" people "ou t st of his environment. Continuing to 

perform unsuccessfully in a group situation, it is felt I 

should be worked with on a one-to-one basis or with one other 
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child to encourage socialization in the physical education 

setting. Locomotor and ball skills have s110\•m little improve

ment. 

I 

Soqial/Emoti onal J]~,reJopJnen t 

I is a quiet wi thdrmvn child. who responds Inappropriately 

to his environment. He seems to be a-1,-,are of his surroundings 

but not of individuals around him. He exhibits strange 

behaviors such as kissing specific spots on the ·1dall, holding 

his hands over his ears in the gym, inap11ropriate laughter, 

and whining when it rains. I appears to be afraid of balloons 

as well as cameras. 

Several self-stimulating behaviors are present. He is 

fascinated by his hands and fingers and frequently flexes his 

arms,: at the el bow and flaps or flutters them back and forth. 

Such action is usually accompm1ied by throwing the head back 

and laughing for no apparent reason. \'/hen left to his own, 

I perseverates by twirling objects, playing with his fingers, 

or rocking. Rocking is done while _sitting cross-legged on 

the floor with the arms extended to the sides, shifting the 

weight from one side to the other. · 

I is mesmerized by water dripping from a faucet or by 

a phonograph revolving. He seems to derive great enjoyment 

from spinning motions and spins anything that is circular. 

On 5/7, during day care, I was observed spinning himself by 
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lying prone on top of a table, arching his back, and pushing 

with his hands to spin on his stomach. Fascinated by the 

movement and noise of a copying machine his parents have at 

home, I has been known to get up in the middle of the night 

to run off large quantities of paper. 

No speech is offered by I and all verbalizations must 

be elicit~d except for snorting and clicking sounds. Accord

ing to I's former teacher, he learned his first word, "more," 

last year. She said he can now say two or three more words 

but all are very guttural and only faintly resemble the correct 

pronunciation. It talces much elicitation for I to even attempt 

these words. 

Though very active, I does not play with or parallel 

play·with other children. When placed in a group, I shares 

and takes turns with other children but seems not to acknowl

edge their presence and remains passive until he is instructed 

to take his turn,. 

I's mo.ther reports that I tunes her out at times. 

Occasionally when she joins him in a play activity he has 

initiated, he is very satisfied. However, he is reluctant 

to cooperate if the mother initiates the activity. I accepts 

affection from adults but rarely reciprocates. 

When another child approaches I to play, he ignores the 

child unless he is touched. He then pushes the child away 

never even looking up at the individual. On 5/3, I was on the 
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playground and was being observed through a long, narrow win

dow of which there were three. I rode his tricycle over to 

the window and pressed his nose against i te He did not look 

up. The window was tapped next to I's nose several minutes 

until he finally gave eye contact. Upon doing so 9 I pushed 

himself a few feet back, flapped his arms, threw his head 

back and broke into wild laughter. He then proceeded to fol

low the observer from one window to the other, pressing his 

nose against the window each time. A classmate of I's appeared, 

grabbed I around the neck, and proceeded to ba1)ble to him. I 

tried to push the child away but in doing so, I hit his head 

on the brick wall. He began to cry, pressing his nose against 

the window as the tears fell. 

I appears to be a 11 terror on wheels n as the tricycle 

seems to give him great pleasure. He skillfully manuevers 

around sharp corners only to breaJc out into full "throttle" 

on the long stretch and come crashing into the brick wall, 

trucing his hands from the steering wheel at the last second 

to avoid shattering his fingers. The crash is usually followed 

by a flapping of arms, throwing back his head, and wild laughter. 

According to I's teacher, I also turns the tricycle over on 

purpose only to get up and repeat the act.ion. She said one 

day she heard I whining and snorting to himself after apparently 

scraping his fingers on the wall during a not so skillful turn. 

She furthered explained that before he learned to ride the 
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tricycle, I did nothing on the playground but wander arou_nd, 

flapping his arms and making clicking :noises. Though prefer

ring to ride the tricycle now, he occasionally swings, sits 

in a tire, climbs inside a geometric cube, or rides a spring 

horse. In day care, where no tricycle is available, I spends 

the greater part of his time sitting and rocking,, Sometimes 

he sits and watches televisiono 

I looks at himself in a ,~_rror and is ab-le to maintain 
\ 

eye contact on a one-to-one basVs for five seconds. He 

readily responds to his name when called and is generally 

cooperative. Occasionally, I gets carried away with himself, 

laughing and flapping his arms. I's behavior can best be 

controlled verbally. Although unacceptable behavior can be 

changed by diverting I's attention, he returns to these 

behaviors later. 
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STUDY QUESTIONS 

1. \'!here does the term "autismn come from a.vid what does it 

mean? (Tustin, p. 9; ·wing, p. 4) W1:1at other terms have 

been used in the past for autism? (Wing, pp. 4.-5) 

2. Who first described autism as in identifiable syndrome? 

(Tinbergen and Tinbergen, Pe 9) 

3. What is the incidence of autism? (Wing, p. 8) What is 

the ratio according :to sex? (Wing, p. vii.:i.) 

4. According to O'Gorman, what are the characteristic 

features of childhood autism? (O'Gorman, PPo 7-8; Tin

bergen and Tinbergen, pp, 10-11) Compare these with 

behaviors exhibited by I. 

5. At what age does autistic behavior become most obvious 

and why? (Wing, p. 13; Tustin, p. 9; Sherrill, p. 498) 

When does autistic behavior usually begin? (Wing, p. 8) 

Describe how an autistic infant might behave. (Wing, pp. 

11-12) 

6. What percent of autistic childr.en have other handicaps 

aff·ecting their brain or central nervous system? Name 

some of these handicaps. (Wing, p. 9) 

7. Discuss some of the theories concerning the etiology of 

autism. (O'Gorman, p. 46; Wing, pp. 32-36) 
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8. According to Wing, what is the typical picture concerning 

the movement patterns of an autistic child? (Wi.ng, p. 23) 

How does this compare with I's movement patterns? 

9. ·what are some aberrant motor behaviors displayed by 

autistic children? (Sherrill, p. 498) List aherrant 

motor behaviors I exhibitso How should a teacher react 

to these behaviors and why? (Sherrill, Po 498) 

10. In the physical education setting, what are some of the 

needs of an autistic child? (Wing, p. 28; Adler, p. 43) 
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Microcephaly 

Definition: A congenital defect of the skull and brain 

character.ized by a small skull<> Primary microcephaly 

may be transmitted as in an autosornal recessive gene; 

secondary microcephaly may result from prenatal infections, 

trauma, neonatal asphyxia, or birth injury., Mental retarda

tion usually ranges from moderate to profoundo 1 

Incidenc~: 1.6 per 10,000; 005 of 1 percent in institutions 

for the mentally retarded2 

T~ble of Content_~ 

Subject J, Age 6: Case Study 

Study Questions 

Bib+iography 

~clucational Ol?j_ecti ve 

277-287 

288-289 

290 

After reading the above case study concerning a preschool 

microcephalic child and the bibliography, the future teacher 

of preschool microcephalic children should be able to answer 

1 Herbert J. Grossman, ed., IJ~TJ.ual "on 'I'ermino~_ogy and 
Classification in Mental Retilrdatt_QD,, rba~ tiI?ore, fl~:ryland: 
Garamond/Pridemark Press: American Association on Mental 
Deficiency, 1973), p. 150. 

2Charles H. Carter, Medical Aspects of Mental Retarda
tion, (Springfield, Illinois: Charles c. Thomas Publisher, 
1965), pp. 464-65. 
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the study questions on pages 288 to 289. It is further 

hoped that the future teacher will demonstrate an increased 

understanding and appreciation of microcephaly and will 

feel more competent in planning a physical education program 

for a preschool child wlth microcephalyo 
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J 

Subject J is a six-year-old white female weighing 

thirty-four pounds and standing three feet, one inch (95 cm.) 

tall. According to te:3t re~ml ts, J appears to be functioning 

in the severe range of mental retardation. At the age of five 

years, nine months, J vras aclmini.stered the Denver Developmental 

Screening Test. Results indicated J was funct1oning at the 

four year, ninth month level i.n :personal-social skills; at 

the three year level in fine motor adaptive skills; at the 

one year, eleventh month level in language; and at the three 

year level in gross motor skills., One month later J was 

evaluated on the Vineland Social Maturity Scale. At that 

time, overall functioning level was determined to be at tv:o 

year~, three months. However, the test was readministered 

fi.ve months later and J regressed to an overall functioning 

level of one year, two months. Intellectual functioning 

was determined to be at one year, seven months. Socially, 

J was functioning at the two year level" J received an 

intelligence quotient (I.Q.) score of thirty-two. 

Diagnosed as a microcephalic child, J was the first 

pregnancy of a twenty-two-year-old mother. No complications 

were reported during the pregnancy and a diagnosis of mental 

retardation was not made until J was four months of age. J 

has a brother two years younger. 
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J's parents are divorced and J lives with her mother 

and brother. Though the mother holds a masters degree and 

works to support the family, school files describe the finan

cial situation as "struggling." The father lives out of state 

and visits annually. Parental attitude and cooperation is 

. inconsistent. 

J entered school at the age of five and is currently 

enrolled in an adaptive class designed for primary age 

children who need continuous instruction in managing their 

own actions and following verbal instructions. The curriculum 

stresses proper motivation, rights of self and others, and 

appropriate interaction. 

Postures · 

Sitting posture in J is characterized by a "W" sit. 

J attains this position from a standing position by first 

dropping to her knees and then sitting back as the legs assume 

the nwn appearance. Though the head and shoulders are usually 

drawn forward giving a "hunched 0 appearance, J at times arches 

her back forward while sitting as the arms are flailed back 

and out to the sides with -the hands adducted. 

Afflicted with severe talipes varus (contracture of 

foot with toes and sole of foot tumed inward), J walks on 

the rn1ter border of her feet. The left foot appears to be 

affected to a greater degree. The shoulders are drawn up 
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and forward as the head comes slightly forward giving a stooped 

appearance. The arms are carried in a flexed position at the 

sides, constantly changing the degree of elbO'w flexion. The 

hands and fingers are continuously moving though at times she 

adducts one hand, holding the arm close at the side of the 

body in a flexed position. She does not alternate arm and 

leg movements. 

Running posture is characterized by a stiffening of the 

extremities as it is accomplished using a high step, prancelike 

motion. The arms are extended to the side front with the fin

gers spread wide apart. J babbles and laughs the entire time 

while running apparently deriving much pleasure and excitement 

from the movement. She pays very little attention to where 

she is going. 

Motor Behaviors 

Hotorically, J was evaluated using the Behavioral 

Characteristics Progression (BCP) 1 chart and was able to 

complete very few tasks in the gross motor I strand. Tasks 

successfully completed include: (1) walks stairs, alternates 

up not down and (2) runs ten feet. In addition to these 

skills, J also exhibits patterns of crawling, creeping, climb

ing, walking, jumping, galloping, thrm·ling, a.."11.d kicking. She 

1santa Cruz County Office of Education, Behavioral 
Cha.E.§:2teristics Progression. 
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fails to exhibit patterns of rolling, hopping, skipping, 

catching, or striking. Tracking ability is not demonstrated 

as eye musculature appears deviant and J does not track or 

follow any action even in a confined visual area. Though J 

does not visually focus on and track an object, she seems to 

be aware of its movement as she moves her head in the general 

direction_of the object. Demonstrating a purposeful grasp/ 

release and reach/return pattern, J has -a thumb-finger grasp. 

Primary goals for Jin the physical education setting 

include increasing attention span, controlling hyperactivity, 

improving social interactions and play patterns, development 

of ball skills, and improvement and development of basic 

locomotor skills. Since J's hyperactivity is not extreme, 

the goal of controlling i,t concerns channelling her activity 

into purposeful play activities while at the same time, 

implementing these play activities with other children in an 

attempt to establish more appropriate social interaction and 

improved play patterns. 

In physical education class, J functions adequately in 

the group setting. Apparently enjoying both the movement 

activities and the social atmosphere of physical education 

class, J is generally cooperative. She is able to play many 

circle and line games including "circle tag, u nsteal the bacon, ·• 

"touch off, n and "scarf tag. n J's class is in the process of 
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learning "tee ball. n Very excitable and distractible, J 

usually requires prompting and/or physical guidance through 

movement activities. With attention span being so short, J 

does not learn well by imitation. J's favorite activity 

appears to be any game which requires running. Other activi

ties included in J's physical education curriculum include 

mat activities, rhythm activities, simple ball play, beanbag 

activities, and obstacle courses. Obstacle courses are fre

quently divided into stations and used to give the child 

practice in developing lead-up skills necessary to the succ~ss

ful performance of mature locomotor skill patterns. 

Failing to demonstrate the ability to perform many 

motor skills expected of a six-year-old, J does not perform 

a log roll independently. After physical manipulation through 

a roll, J made no attempt to repeat the action but rather 

tried to get up and run off • 

. Exhibiting a crosslateral crawling and creeping pattern, 

the patterns are rarely demonstrated. J seems to dislike 

activities which require her to be off her feet and squeals 

in protest if such activities are imposed upon her. 

Ladder climbing is accomplished only with support and 

assistance. However, J is able to climb over objects placed 

in an obstacle course, if prompted. 
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Though J first pulled herself to a standing position 

at nine months of age, a walking pattern did not emerge until 

J was three and one-half years old. At that time, J wore 

braces on her legs but does not do so presently. J is unable 

to walk backwards or sideways independently. Previously, J 

had walked on her toes a lot but this behavior has diminished. 

Slightly apprehensive about stair climbing, school files 

state that J appears to have difficulty with depth perception. 

However, she is able to ascend stairs, alternating her feet 

and descend stairs, placing two feet on each step. 
., 

J seems to enjoy running and spends much time performing 

this skill. Her typical reaction when excited is to babble 

and run. Nevertheless, the pattern remains extremely immature 

for a six-year-old. 

Jumping is a skill J accomplishes with a variable amount 

of success. Unable to jump down from a twelve-inch step with

out assistance, J has little difficulty jumping in place though 

she only jumps a couple inches off the floor. When attempting 

a forward jump (standing broad jump), J bends her lmees, leaning 

slightly forward at the waist and begins a jumping motion by 

extending her knees and trunk nru.scles. However, she invariably 

steps out on one foot. J has difficulty imitating a jumping 

motion and has more success if one or both of her hands are 

held and she is :''jumped with. 11 
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Unable to stand on one foot wi th/without support, J 

does not demonstrate a hopping pattern. However, a very 

immature galloping pattern is cletecta1)1e in J. It resembles 

a type of "bounce-walk 11 as one leg is kept behind the other 

and the body is "dipped" down and up. The moveme:n t is performed 

sporadically and at a walking pace. No evidence of a skipping 

pattern is present. 

Catching ability is not exhibited in J~ W'ith visual 

difficulties inhibiting tracking ability coupled with J's 

fleeting attention span, success is aJ.most outlawed. When 

asked to catch, J extends her arms out in front of her but 

fails to react fast enough to complete a catch. The ball 

hits and bounces off her arms and J becomes very excited. 

Some throwing ability is apparent j_n J. She is able to 
, ; 

perform an overhand throw by flexing at the elbow, holding 

the forearm up. The forearm is then brought back and quickly 

forward, flinging the beanbag or nerf ball outward. She is 

not able to throw a large ball with two hands accurately. 

When attempts were made to encourage J to perform a two-handed, 

underhand throw, J merely dropped the ball and babbled or 

laughed excitedly. 

An independent striking pattern is not present. Unable 

to focus or attend to the ball, J makes no attempt to repeat 

a striking pattern after being physically manipulated through 

the movement. 
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Kicking is perf armed with a minimum amount of success, 

With ruch prompting, J is able to kick a stationary ball. 

The kick is from the lmee as the lower leg is brought slightly 

back and then for\vard, contacting the ballo J 1 s kicking move

ment is very uncoordinated. In attempting to kick ·a rolling 

ball, J merely walks into the ball. 

J's progress in the last four months has been slow. 

School attendance is sporadic and J has been known to miss 

from one to three weeks at a time. Motor skil1s have not 

substantially improved though J's play patterns and social 

behavior shows a slight improvement. J is making more and 

more attempts at interacting and playing with other children. 

Somewhat a disadvantage, J has spent most of the past four 

months in a class in which she was the only girl. Most of 

her classmates ignore her. However, she interacts well with 

a ten-year-old emotionally disturbed boy in her class who has 

appointed himself J's nprotector and guardian u. 

Socia,JjEmotional DeveJ.onm~ 

$mall for her age, J is a nonverbal ch.ild who appears 

immature in her movements as well as in her reactions to 

situations. Very much aware of other children/people around 

her, J can become quite a behavior problem as she often bites 

or hi ts o_ther children. Though nonverbal, J attempts to "talk" 

to other children by making babbling sounds and often babbles 

to herself. 
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Possessing a low tolerance level, J i.s eas1ly f:rustrated 

and reacts by biting her hand or hitting herself. When angered, 

J throws a temper tantrum. Such tantrums usually · occur after 

J has been corrected for inappropriate behavior or when some

thing has been taken away from her a J's behavj_or is usually 

controlled verbally but when a tantrum arises, J responds best 

to removal from the si tua ti on and igr1 oring her tantrum. 

Maximum attention span during an activity J selects is 

ten minutes. However, if someone else chooses the activity, 

her attention lasts only a couple of minutes. 

J is a very sociable child on the playground or during 

day care. On 5/3, J was observed on the playground .. She ran 

up to several children (one at a time), grabbed them around 

the neck, and proceeded to babble to them. The other children 

reacted by pushing her away. J spends most of her time on 

the playground wandering from one child to another. Though 

she desires to "play" with other children, she appears not 

to lmow how and therefore, is usually rejected because of her 

somewhat aggressive approach. 

Occasionally J attempts to ride a tricycle during out-

door play. The tricycle is usually moved by pushing the ground 

with her feet rather than pedalling" On 5/3, J fell over on 

the tricycle and merely picked herself up and started again 

without a tear. Though J does "cry" (usually during tantrums) 

she never sheds any tears but merely goes through the vocalization 
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of crying. 

On 5/6 and 5/11, during day care, J spent most of her 

time wandering about the room. She expresses little interest 

in toys and rarely plays with them apparently preferring to 

"socialize. n Occasionally, something catches J's interest as 

it did on 5/14, during day care. J noticed a large story 

book on a shelf and took it down. She dropped to the floor 

in a "W" sit and became totally engrossed in the book, as she 

looked at it page by page for several minutes. 

Although J seems to ignore adult supervision, she 

obviously recognizes those adults who work with her each day. 

When such an adult first enters the room, J runs up to them 

and proceeds to babble. After a few "phrases" J usually 

leaves as the "greeting" appears to be over. 
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STUDY QUESTIONS 

1. What is microcephaly? (Carter, Handbook* e., p. ·151; 

Carter, Medical Aspects 2 .a...,.,., Po 464; Levinson-Bigler, 

p. 198) 

2. What is the difference between primary and secondary 

microcephaly? (Carter, H2ndbook., ,,.t .. , p. 151, Po 247) 

What is pseudomicrocephaly? (Carter, .!i2t--id.qook, ,-!., p. 24 7) 

3. Name some of the possible causes of microcephaly. (Levin

son-Bigler, p. 198; Carter, t'!e.d,.ico.l AsRects,,., p. 465; 

Carter, Ha:ndbook,-1..,S.., pp. 151-52) 

4. vn1at is the incidence and treatment of microcephaly? 

(Levinson-Bigler, p. 199; Carter, Medical Aspects., t, 

pp. 464-65) 

5. How is microcephaly diagnosed? (Carter, Handbook LU.., 

p.151; Carter, Hed.1&.a1 Asnects..,., p. 467) 

6. What other conditions may/may not accompany microcephaly? 

(Carter, Handbook.,.., p. 152; Carter, MedJcal Asuects,,,, 

p. 468; Levinson-Bigler, p. 198) 

7. How does intelligence correlate with rnicrocephaly? What 

range of mental retardation do a majority of microcephalic 

children function in? (Carter, Medical Asnects,,,, pp. 467-

68; Carter, ;Hf\nd,book, .. ~ .. I?--' p. 152; Levinson-Bigler, p. 198) 
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8. Describe some of the general behavioral manisfesta.tions 

of a microcephalic child. (Carter, l1Ie~U9al Asnec.1,s ... t.. ... , 

p. 468; Levinson-Bigler, p. 199) Compare these descrip

tions to J's behavioral :patterns. 

9. Give a physical description of a microcephalic child 

including typical postural characteristics.. (Carter, 

Nedical Aspects._u., p. 468; Carter, 1~1...cl}19_01';",9s-!J,t ;p. 151) 

10. Generally, what can be expected in terms of the motor 

development of the microcephalic child? (Carter, Medical 

Aspec~s •• ,, p. 468; Carter, li.~~~Q2Pk .... 11.J-1.., P~ 152) Compare 

this to J's motor performance. 
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CH.APTER YI 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMHENDATIONS . 

FOR FURTHER STUDIES 

Public Law 94-142, passed by the ninety~-fourth 

Congress in 1975, and known as the Education for All 

Handicapped Children Act, states that the public schools 

shall provide specially designed instruction, inc1ud.ing 

physical education, for all handicapped persons, ages 

three through twenty-one. Psychologists and edueators 

have long been aware of the significance of the motor 

dimension in the development of the young child. 1 Yet 

many students in physical education, havj_ng gone through 

the stereotyped training for a career as a coach or for 

teaching at the secondary level, a.re not aware of ·what 

motor tasks they can expect of young children at certain 

points in time. Nevertheless, Public Law 94--142 requires 

teachers to evaluate performance of ch.i1dren as young as 

age three and to write individualized educational plans. 

When teachers are faced with developing a physical education 

1 See R. E. Herron and Brj_a.n Sutton-Smith, Child's 
P1ay, (New York; John. Wiley and Sons, Inc .• , 197TT; Regina 
Schattner, An Early ChiJ.dhood Curriculum for T·rultinly Handi-
capped Children, (New York: John Day Co., ·1971 ), p. 47; 
r,follie s. Smart and Russell Cs Smart, Children Development 
and Relatio_nships,, (New York: Macm.iJ.lan Publishing Co., Inc., 
1972), p. 276 •. 
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program for the mentally retarded child in this age r;roup, 

many have found that their professional preparation is 

inadequate.. The present study 1 then, has been an attempt 

to provide prof~ssional preparation mate-r.·iD,ls for use in 

preservice and inservice training progra.nrn" 

A . thorough review of the related J..i te::cature came to 

include research concerning the normal pre:1chooJ. child and 

his motor development as well as that of the mentally retarded 

preschool child. Several studies we:c-e located ·<t1hich investi

gated the motor performances of normal preschool children. 1 

1see Florence Clouse, "A Kinematic AnD.lysis of the 
Development of the Run..11ing Pattern of Preschool Boys n (Phe D~ 
dissertation,. Univers~ty of Uisconsin, 195~); Viar{ Gutt?ridge, 
"A Si1.tdy of Motor Achievements of Young Ch-1.ldrent I Aruuves 
of;_J?..B .. Y:Q...1'1.Ql OEY 244 (Hay 1939): ·t-178; C., L., McCaskill and---rre-in 
L., Wellman, irA Study of Common 1-Iotor Achievements at the Pre
School Acses," Ch.i.Jd Devclonment 9 (June 1938J:1,i1-50; Nancy 
Bayley, "The Development of Motor Abili.tj_es During the First 
'Ph~ .. P.e·"\1-ea'VI n "-'Tonocr1"aT)1" 0 o·f i·"'he. Socir:.·t•v •rnr Pp~n,-.-.'Y'C~!'l in Ch1·1c1 
-- J_ J ~ c:. ..L s ' l .. --~ . . . ~, ~-:, . - ,I j._ .L _J ~ • , .... .. _::..,.~~-~-,.;;;"'~.:;:.-.:.;,_..)_...-;:,.~-U:-:.:...:;,.,.a:;;...'.;! • ...~ ' .A. -~ I. • . • 

Deve1oriment 1 TT935;:1-~~6; Lo1as E. Ha1verson and Mary Ann 
Roberton, ''A Study of I·~otor rattern Development in Young 
Children, 11 report to the National Convention of the AA.Hl)ER, 
1966; LoJ.as E. Halverson, Mary Ann Roberton, and Christine J. 
Harper, °Current Research in Motor Development," Journal 0£:. 
Resem~~l.1:l and Develor:~~:it jn ~ducat1on 6 (Spring 1973) :58-59; 
Lolas E. Halverson, "Development o~ Motor Patterns 1n Young 
Children," Quest 6 (May 1966); Moniea. Wild, "The Behavior 
Pattern of Throwing a-rid Some Observations Concerning Its Course 
of Development in Children," Research Quarterl._y 9 (October . 
1938) :20-24; Dorothi Deach, 11 Genetic Development of Motor 
Sk111s of Children 1'wo Throu.Gh Six Years of Age" (Ph.D. 
dissertation, University of Nichigan, 1950); Ralph 'llickstrom, 
"Developmental Ho tor Patterns in Young Children u film study, 
1968. 
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Actual physical descriptions of the movements were given 

and patterns of performance were suggested by some of the 

researchers. 1 Though no studies were found which included 

physical descriptions of the mentally retarded preschool 

child's movement patterns, some research was discovered 

concerning various motor development programs for this 

popuJ.ation. Two of the three studies found 5.nvestigated 

the effects of sensorimotor training a11d con.eluded that 

the subjects who participated in their programs showed 

greater gains in overall development, including gross motor 

development, than those who d.id not participate. 2 

Objectives to be achieved through the use of the 

materials comprising Chapters IV and V of thls thesis were 

developed. It was decided that the student/prospective 

teache:r should become acquainted ·with ( 1) possible character

istics of this population in terms of postures, motor 

1see Wild, 0 Throwing,u pp. 20-24; Halverson, "Notor 
Patterns!'; Deach, "Hotor Skills"; Wickstrom, 11 l·'lotor Patternsn. 

2 see Delmont Morrison and Patricia Pothier, "Two 
Different Remedial Motor Training Programs and the Develop
ment of MentaJ.ly Retarded Preschoolers," American Journal of 
Mental Deficiencv 77 (lfovember 1972):251-58; CJ.ara L~ Edgar, 
Thomas s. Ball, Robert B. T·fointyre, and A.11na Mo Shotwell, 
"Effects of Sensory-Hotor Training on Adaptive Behavior," 
American J ou.rnal of Mental Defici enQ...Y 73 (March 1969) :713-20. 
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behaviors, and social/emotional development; (2) assess-

ment instruments which may be appropriate for use with the 

preschool mentally retarded child; (3J b1b1i.ographies/read

ings to further his knowledge in the areas of mental retarda

tion, selected accompanying condi tions 1 child growth and 

development, and motor development; and (4) various programs 

of physical education that have been used with the preschool 

mentally retarded child. The case study method of present

ing examples of real children to supplement extensive reading 

suggested in bibliographies was selected to achieve these 

objectives. 

Selection of the subjects was guided by the following 

criteria: (1) a student at the Special Care School for 

Handicapped Children during the spring of 1976; ( 2) bet,..1een 

the ages of three and six years; (3) functioning in the 

ra~ge of moderate to severe retardation as indicated by test 

results; and (4) involved in some type of recreation or 

physical education program. When school files 1ndicated 

that thirteen children fulfilled these cr.iteria, letters of 

introduction to the study, accompanied by permission forms, 

were sent to the parents of all thirteen children. Ten 

replied and were accepted as subjects for the study~ Data 

were collected on the subjects through a study of the school 

files of each subject, through interviews with all those who 

worked with the child, and through disciplined observations 
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of the investigator. Approximately ·too hours wj_thin a 

fifteen week u ... eri· od ,,,ere + · 1 · th b · t r spen ... -1.n o Jserv1ng . e su J ec s. 

Several photographs were taken of each subject (except for 

Subject E) during this time. 

The report of the f tndings wa:3 written .i.n the form 

of two chapters; Chapter IV and Chapter V. Chapter IV'· 

presented an overview of the study o Info:r:mati 011 concerning 

the setting of the study, the physical education programs 

.i.n ,.'lhich the subjects participated, and descriptions of 

assessment instruments appropriate for use with the preschool 

mentally retarded child were included,. Instruments included 

were the Behavioral Characteris·tics Progression, the Denver 

Developmental Screening Test, the Project Active Prekinder-

8arten Screening Test, the Project Active Basic Not or Pattern 

Checklist; Group Screening, the Project Active Basic Motor 

Pattern Checklist: Individual Screening, the Yellov, Brick 

Road Screening Scale, the Milani-Com:paretti and Gidoni Re.flex 

Examination, the Gesell Developmental Screening Inventory, 

and Uzgiris and Hunt Scales of Infant Development. 
-
Chapter V included the individual case studies of the 

ten preschool mentally retarded children who ranged in 

chronological age from three to six years. Five of the 

subjects were Dovm Syndrome children, one had cerebral 

palsy, tvrn had seizure disorders (epilepsy), one exhibited 
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au tis tic behaviors, and one was a m.i.crocephalic child. Of 

the ten subjects, two were nonambulatory., Table 6 presents 

a summary of the findings. Briefly, the table lndicates 

that of the ten mothers, six vrere twenty-six years of age 

or younger at the time of the birth of their child. Four 

were thirty-three years of age or older., Of the mothers 

in the Down Syndrome group (A-E), two were "older mothers 11 

being ages thirty-nine a..nd :forty at the time of birth while 

one was a teenage mother (eighteen). Three of the subjects 

were born prematurely, two bei.ng Doi.-m Syndrome children. 

The most common posture problems were fo~1ard heads, 

forward/rounded shoulders, and toeing out. Hypotonia was 

noted .in four of the ten subjects while seven subjects 

evidenced rigidity when the speed of the movement was increaseds 

Motor behaviors were described as they were observed 

during physical education class, in incliv.i.dual work sessions 

wi.th the investigator, in occupational therapy, during free 
\ 

IJlay, and during day care. Grasping and tracking abilities · 

were present to some degree in a majority of the subjects. ✓---/ 

Of the e5-ght subjects who were able to visually track an 

object, five could only do so if allowed to move both the 

head and the eyes. At least six of the ten subjects demon

strated patterns of rolling, crawling, creeping, walking, 
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TABLE 6 

SUMIYLIBY OF CHARACTERISTICS OF TEN CHILDRE!'\f 

;,C\ ,.. ---- ,.., ... ...,._.....,..,.--"SI~ ..._ .. ,.,...,,_ ,~--

8 C 0. l: - ~=- G- H 
~ .................. ,.,, f-~, ~--- ...... ,_ "'"-"'•- ·•-·= ~-

Backrrround 

Mother's age 39 40 18 20s 22 21 33 26 

Mental retar-

dation mod. lmOdo mod~ modo mod. mod. mod. ? 
- ·• 

Premature 
✓ ✓ 

birth 
·- ., ·-~ 

! 

Socioeconomic up- up- low mid. mld. mid. mid, mid. 

status per per mid, 

-
Posture 

Dorso-lumbar ✓ 
kyphosis 

Forward head ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
-

F OJ.'\vard/ round. 
✓ ✓ 

shoulders 

Protruding 
-✓ ✓ 

abdomen 

-I J 

33 22 

sev. sev. 

--

✓ 

mid, low 

mid. 

✓ ✓ 

✓ ✓ 

' 
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TABLE 6-Conti.nued 

==============~==-=;=·=-=-~-=---------=-~--·---------···--~---. ---------------------------A 8 C D-E ~ G-H -·-c-1 ·~-
______ _.. __ -4--.,;;;;.::;;_~~--~~ ,.,......,.w;~ ~ .? / -~ .... -.--• r. .•~~ ........ 

Hyperabduction 

at hip jts. 

Hyperextension/ 

flexion at 

jts. 

Toes out 

Toes in 

Uneven hip 

heights 

, . 

Wide base in 

walkint; 

Rigid movement 

Hypotonia 

Motor Per-

formance 

Voluntary grasp 

✓ ✓ ✓ 

✓ 

-y -,-,.:.---~ ..... _._ .............. _ -----o..-- -~--
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

-~~ ~ -
✓ ✓ 

,......,_.-......:"'• ~X.UU41_.._.. _,,_,_ ....... .IF....,.., 

✓ 
- - --

✓ ✓ J 
--..,_ 

IQiflc .. , -
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓· 

✓ ✓ -✓ ✓ 
--·-

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
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G-·H 
.:,-.. 

.A B Cill J~-~- F- ·I J 
Visual tracking ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

-..,., ,"'_ " ~ ----· 
Roll ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ - ":'•"' ~~- •·- · ... ,-- ------·- ·.~ ............. _ 
Crawl ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ - ~ ..... .. 

Creep ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
- -

Walk J ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
- --- I kl• -

Stairwalking ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
- - .. ---..., ~ -

Climb ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ -
Run ✓ ✓ ✓ J ✓ ✓ ✓ 

·- - -· 
Jump ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ - -
Hop 

Gallop ✓ ✓ 
-·· -

Skip 

Throw J ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
--..... ~--
Catch ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
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TABLE 6--Conti~ 

,., -~.,.,-.. ~--~ 
.A B C Q,, J: __ £_ G H -I 3 

Kick ✓ J ✓ ✓ J , ✓ ✓ - - -·-_,_, ... _ -- ........ -
Strike ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

·-,._,._,, .... _ ... __ __, . .,, ............. _...... .. _...,_.._ I,< -
Balance problem ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

---· .............. 'IC'l&MC ... i,.,,,-~ ,......,.,.._,,_ -........a--i--- ... ·--
So .. c.ial LEmotion~ 

Nonverbal ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
-

Self-stim. 

✓ J ✓ ✓ ✓ behaviors 

-
Hyperactive ✓ ✓ 

... -.-........ 

Wi thd:rawn/ 
✓ J passive 

- -- · 
Solitary play ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ J ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ . 

Parallel/assoc. 
✓ J ·J ✓-

✓ ✓ ✓ play 
.. 

Cooperative 
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ play 

-
Group play ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
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stairwalking, climbing, running, jumping, throwing, catch

ing, kicking, and striking although a majority of the 

patterns were extremely immature. Only two subj _ects were 

able to demonstrate a gallop while none could hop or skip. 

Five of the ten subjects appeared to have balance problems. 

Play patterns were somewhat diversified. Although 

eight of the subjects engaged in cooperative play, four of 

these eight actively participated in group play. However, 

two of these four only participated in group play if they 

were placed in such a situation. One subject only engaged 

in cooperative play during games of "chase." Of the five 

nonverbal subjects, two were limited to solitary play and 

none participated in group :play. 

,:The findings of the study as a whole may be summarized 

as follows: 

• 1. The Behavioral Characterist'ics Progression, the 

Denver Developmental Screening Test, the Project Active 

Prekindergarten Screening Test, the Project Active Basic 

:Motor Pattern Checklist: Group Screening, the Project 

Active Basic Motor Pattern Checklist: Individual Screening, 

the Yellow Brick Road Screening Scale, the I1ilani-Comparetti 

and Gidoni Reflex Examination, the Gesell Developmental 

Screening Inventory, and the Uzgiris and Hunt Scales of 

Infant Developme~t appear to be appropriate for use in 
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evaluating the preschool mentally retarded child 

2. Posture deviatJons ·--✓hich appear most common among 

preschool mentally retarded children are forward heads, 

forward/rounded shoulders, and toeing out 

3. The most common problems affecting the quality 

of movement among preschool mentally retarded children 

appear to be hypotonia, lnabili ty to relax during movement, 

a~d balance problems 

4. The movement patterns of preschool mentally 

retarded children appear to be extremely immature 

5. Patterns of hopping, galloping, and skipping 

a1)pear to be above the capabtli ti.es of many preschool 

mentally retarded children 

6. Play patterns among preschool mentally retarded 

childr~n appear to be diverse with most engaging in solitary, 

parallel, or cooperative play and few engaging in group play 

voluntarily 

7. Depending on "awareness levels" or certain behav

ioral characteristics (extreme hypiractivity/passivity), 

the progress of some mentally retarded preschool children in 

movement skills appears to demand a one-to-one teaching 

situation 

Observations of preschool mentally retarded children 

which are synthesized into individual case studies provide 
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professional preparation materials which are in agreement 

vii th current textbooks and pu.blished research. When used 

in conjunction w.i th required readings, case studies enhance 

preservice and inse:rvice training of teachers by prov.iding 

specific examples of behaviors described in generalities 

by textbooks. 

Recommendations for Furtl~ Studies 

The development o.f the present study has suggested 

many poss.ibili ties for further i:nv-estigations~ Among the 

recommendations for addi t.iona1 studies are: 

1. An .indepth study of posture deviations and pos

sible causes in the preschool mentaJ.Iy retarded child 

2. The development of a corrective posture training 

program for the preschool mentally retarded child 

3. Additional studies concerning physical description 

of the motor behaviors of preschool mentally retarded children 

4. Comparison studies of mC?tor behaviors of the mildly 

retarded preschool child and the moderately/severely retarded 

presch~ol child 

5. Further stl.1dies concerning the effects of various 

motor development programs on the preschool mentally retarded 

child 

6. The development of equipment/techniques to enhance 

the learning of motor sk111s of the preschool mentally retarded 
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child 

7. Studies on the effect of pla.y patterns on the 

development of motor skills in the preschool mentally 

retarded child 
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CASE STUDY FORMAT 

I. Personal Data 

This section wi11 include information on personal 

statistics--age, sex, height 1 welght, race,. Information 

relating to birth, family background, cHagnosis/medical 

history, and results of previous tests wi11 aJ.so be lncluded. 

II. Postures 

This section will include descriptions of both static 

and dynamic postures. Emphasis w111 . be on dy.na.mic postures 

as the subject performs vari.ous motor skills. A checklist 

will be developed for use in evaluating static posture, The 

following questions will be used as a guideline in collect1ng 

data on dynamic posture and movement; 

1,, Does the child hold head. back, to one side, forward (poke 

neck), or down while walking, running, or moving in any 

manner? 

2~ Does the child watch where he is going or does the child 

move about seemingly without di_recti.on? Does the child 

bump into objects'? Is the chilcl clumsy? · 

3. Are the child's movements tense and jerky or relaxed and 

fluid? Does the child use too much or too little force 

in his movements? 

4. Does the child hold one or both arms close into the body 

h · 1 . ? w 1 e moving . . 
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5. Does the child clench his fists wh:Lle moving? Are 

the hands held in any 'unnaturala posi_t.ion? 

6. Does the child move his arms in an alternating fashion 

(reciprocal act.ion with the legs) whllo walking? Does 

the child allow his arms to flail about without controlled 

movement while walking or running? 

7. Does the child hold arms out from the body while walking/ 

running? Are arms held in front ·? To the _side? Front 

. and back? Are the arms relaxed or stiff·? 

s. Does the child tend to move in a stooped position? 

9. Does the child lea11 to one side or forward or backward 

while moving? 

10. Does the child tend to favor one side of the body? Is 

we.ight taken mostly on one side of body? 

11. Does the child walk/n1n with a limp? 

12. Does the child tend to drag one leg while moving? 

13. Does the child 11 shuffle 0 when attempting to walk or nin? 

Does the child walk or :run "stiff legged" '? 

14. Does the child place most of his weight on the inside 
-

or outside of his foot? 

15. Does the child walk/run with the toes out, in, one out 

and one in, etc.? Does the child tend to walk/run on 

the toes, failing to put the heel down? 
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16. Does the child have difficulty performing ski11s on both 

sides of the body or with a1 ternat.i.ng leading feet or in 

in moving ln opposi t8 dLrections? 

17. Does the child exhibit extraneous movements? 

18. Does the chi.ld avoid crossing the midline? 

19. Does the child show evidence of persever2.tion in movements? 

III. Motor Behaviors 

This section will primarily include descriptions of 

performances of specific gross motor behaviors. However, 

such skills as tracking ancl grasping will also be included 

as preliminary skills helpful to the successful performance 

of some gross motor skills$ Behaviors will be observed in 

a physical education setting (group), in inclivj_dual sessions 

with the investigator, and during informal play in the class

room or on the playground. The behaviors observed will be 

discussed with the therapeutic recreation special1st and the 

occupational therapist to gain additional information. 

The following motor behaviors will be considered as 

they a:eply to the individual subjects: 

1 • 

2. 

3s 

4. 

5. 

6. 

tracking 

grasping 

rolling 

crawling 

creeping 

climbing 

(visual) 7. 

s. 

9. 

10. 

11 • 

walking/stair- 12. throwing 

walking 13. catching 

running 14. striking 

jumping 15. kicking 

hopping 

galloping 
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Teaching techniques used to e1ici.t or encou.rage 

motor responses will be described i.n this section. Sub

ject reactions to the various techn1ques w.i11 also be· 

described. 

IV. Social/Emotional Development 

This section will i.nclude behavi.oral descrip~ions 

obs~rved during both informal and formal play situations. 

Informal play will be observed in the classroom and on the 

playground. Formal play will be observed while the subject 

is participating in physical education activities in the 

gym or while the subject is being worked 1t'l1th individually 

by the investigatoT. Questions :pertaining to soc.ial/emoti.onal 

behavior will be developed to be used as guidelines in collect

ing data 

V. Study Questions/Bibliographies/H.ecomrnended Readings 

This section will include a list of study questions 

relating directly to the particular case study(ies). 

Following these questions will be a bibliography and a 

list of recommended readings to be used in conjunction 

with the case studies. 
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SAMPLE PEfu\fISSION l!'ORM LETTER 

Dear Parent: 

Movement experiences have long been recogn.ized as 
having a significant role in the growth and development 
of all y~ung children. Through play a.nd activity the 
young child becomes a.ware of himself as an i:ndi vidual and 
begins to explore the world arouncl him~ From the very 
earliest experiences, play may serve as an outlet :for many 
needs including mental stimulation~ emotional health, social 
acceptance and physical well~being. 

Unfortunately, very little research has been done 
concerning the motor .behavior and/or characteristics of the 
young mentally retarded child., In order to provide the most 
beneficial program of movemen·t experiences for these children, 
professionals need to be aware of their needs and capabilities 
in the motor world. A better und-erstanding in this area may 
lead to improved teaching tecbniques as well as a curriculum 
that will be of the most value to the child. 

Therefore, as a graduate st-udent from Texas Woman's 
University, I am conducting a thesis study involving children 
from the age of three through six years. Children selected 
for the study will be studied in reference to their motor 
behavio~s (rolling, crawling, walking, running, throwing, 
catching, etc.), postures, and their social/emotional 
behaviors as it relates to play. In order to gain a complete 
understanding of the child, background information will be 
needed and therefore permission to review the child's files 
is requested. The child's daily routine at school will not 
be disrupted. fu2 !!.§Y!l...fili will be used in the study. The 
success of this study depends upon your cooperation which 
will be greatly appreciated • 

.,I 

Please fill out and return the forms below as soon as 
possible. If you have any further questions or would like 
more information, please feel free to contact me through the 
Special Care School. 

Thank you for your cooperation. 

Sincerely yours 

·p~'i_.Q~ 
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PERMISSION FORM ATTACHED TO LETTER 

I, __________ .,
9 

give my pe:rmission for _______ _ 
(your name) ( child is name) 

to participate in the proposed study$ Pictures of my child 

(may/may not) be taken for use in the studyo (circle one) 
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POSTURE CHBCKLIST 

~ 

Tilted to right 
Tilted to left -
Held back 
Held forward 
Held dovm 

Back (spintt2 

Hollow back 
(lordosis) 

Lateral curvature 
(scoliosis) 

Rounded back 
(kyphosis) 

HiJ2f! 

Rt. hip higher _ 
Left hip higher_ 
Hy-perabducted 
Hyperadducted 

Feet 

Both turned in/out 
Rt. turned in/out 
Left turned in/out 
Weight taken on one 

side of foot_ 
Heel on floor 

. "'· d l W:1-nge scapu ae 
Stoop shouldered 
RtQ shoulder higher _ 
Left shoulder higher_ 

Protruding _ 

Hyperex-tended 
Rt,, turned in/out 
Left turned in/out 
Bo-th turned in/out 
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GUIDELINE QUESTIONS PERTADHNG TO 

SOCIAL/EMOTIONAL BEHAVIOR 

1. Does the child play when left alone with toys? Describe 
the child's behavior in ~this si tu.ation,, 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

Does the child engage in self-stimulating activities 
such as rocking, flapping of arms, suck.i:ng of fingers/ 
hands, clapping, shaking of head, kicking o.f legs, 
spinning, etc.? 

Does the child recognize himself in the mirror? Does 
he like to look at himself' in the mirror? . What are 
his reactions? 

Is the child reluctant or fearful to try new activities? 
Does the child respond to verbal praise in such activities? 
Does the child cry and/or refuse to cooperate? 

Is the child stubborn/uncooperative nruch of the time? 

Does the child show pleasure/happiness at successful 
completion of tasks? Does he smile? Is he passive? 

Does the child give any eye contact? 

can• :the child perform a movement after being manipulated 
through it? 

Does the child imitate movement? 

Does the child seem motivated to perform? 

Does the child react to a toy if it is placed in his 
hand? How? 

Does the child engage in parallel play? 

Does the child seem to prefer to sit in corners to play 
rather than in the middle of open spaces? 

What is the child's reaction to the approachment of 
another child? 
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15. Does the child allow another child to take his toy 
or does he scream/fight to keep it? Does the child 
share toys willingly? Does the child take turns 
willingly? Temper? 

16. Does the child participate in cooperative/reciprocal 
play? How long? 

17. Does the child participate in group play? 

18. Is the child hyperactive or excessively passive? 

19. , Do the· ·. child• s parents play with him'? Does the child 
have brother/sisters who play with him? Is the child 
around other children his age (other than at school)? 
Are the child's parents overprotective? 

20. Does the child seem to be aware of the presence of 
others? Does he acknowledge their presence? 

21. Does the child appear to be in the oral stage of 
development? Does he put things into his mouth 
frequently or suck objects given to him? 

22. Does the child appear to have definite friends in his 
peer group? 
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